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FOREWORD

The increase in scientific and technical knowledge is creating a need for more efficient

information storage and retrieval. These increases have in turn forced us to expand our
search for more knowledge compounding the problem. Present manual and mechanical methods

of storing and retrieving information are slow and cumbersome resulting in increasing

interest in on-line interaction between computers and the data environment for information
processing, retrieval and transfer.

Significant changes are beginning to occur in ideas on the way man uses information.
Involved in these changes is the concept of the computer as an interactive medium. The

concept of using a compu:ter Zor routine clerical library jobs is being extended to include

the adaptive, real-time, dynamic functions of modern computing machinery for storing and

retrieving information. In experimental studies rapid memorizing and recall capa'bilities

are being extended to vast quantities of information available in printed documents. With

the prospect of automatic indexing and subsequent file search, a user may eventually be
able to use these facilities to retrieve information from huge repositories, paralleling

recall of information from his own memory. Effective harnessing of the .r)mput - power

promises a revolution in the very nature of 1uture libraries and information systems.

Current limitations in storage and retrieval are largely the result of limited memory

capacity. One has to be satisfied with direct on-l.ine inter-action with bibliographic

information, followed by the time-honoured process of reading and manually sorting out the

essential contents from many documents, a good number of which contain little, if any,

really appropriate information. One can not yet expect to get specific answers directly

to specific questions. Present day interactive bibliographic searches are effective in

locating bulk substantive information, but are far from solving the basic problem of

information transfer. This basic problem lies in the sorting out and assimilation of the

desired specific information from the mass of documents that have been acquired.

Over a half dozen major international symposia have been held in the past two years on

information storage, retrieval and dissemination. These have generally been slanted either

to the documentalist or to the computer operator. Recognizing the need to fill in the gap

between these two viewpoints, and the need for engineers and scientists in NATO member

countries to widen their perspective on"the subject of the processing and dissemination

of technical information, the Technical Information and Avionics Panels of AGARD held a
Symposium in Munich, June 18-20, 1968 on "Storage and Retrieval of Information - A User-

Supplier Dialogue". The aim of the Symposium was to emphasize service to the real customer,

the scientist or engineer.

This volume, the Proceedings of the Symposium, contains papers and discussions to I
stimulate and enlighten the scientists and engineers who are the actual, or potential,

users of the systems described.

The subject is introduced by presenting the individual points of view of the user who

asks for information and the supplier who stores information for subsequent retrieval.

Present operational manual and mechanical systems are discussed to establish an appreciation

of current practice. State-of-the-art in scientific and technical aids and the evolution

of current methodology together with the user needs are applied to the development of

potential future systems. Having an appreciation of the problems of storage and retrieval

and possible solutions, the user-supplier loop is closed by discussing the dialogue which

must exist between the two in order to obtain a successful ,perating system.

I.J.Gabelman H.F.Vessey

Advanced Studies Group, and TIL Reports Centre,

Rome Air Development Centre, USA Ministry of Technology, UK



AVANT-PROPOSI

L Le volume toujours croissant de nos connaissances scientifiques et techniques conduit 1

dk lorat incest vod e d uisposer e 'a son tu aueehrh plus pousse demagsa e e de p~lus de
'a loratin~cssi doue daisposer e kayenstu n ehrh plus eficce dmagsiae e de pls deto
connaissances, rendant encore plus complexe le problbme. Les m6thodes manuelles et
m~caniques employ~es actuellement pour l'emmagasinage et Ia s~lection des donn6es 6tant
lentes et lourdes, on s' int6resse de plus en plus 'a V interaction directe entre lea
calculatours et l'environnement des donn6es en vue du traitement, de la s6lection et du
transfert d' informat ions.

Los id~es concernant la fagon dont les informations sont utilis~es par lPhomme
commencont 'a se modifier de manibre importante, et notamment, la notioni du calculateur
comme moyen d'interaction. La notion d' utiliser le calculateur pour assurer lea taches
de nature systdmatique entreprises dans tine biblioth~'que se voit 6tendre aux fonctions
adaptives et dynamiques dans le temps r6el des machines 'a calculer modernes destin~es ha

1' emnagasinage et 'a la s~lect ion des informat ions. Des 6tudes exp~rimentales permettent
d' 6tendre 'a de vastes quantit6s d' informat ions consign~es dans des documents imprim4s lea
possibihtts de mise en m~moire et de rappel rapides. 'Etant donn6 la perspective do moyens
automatiquos de classement et de recherche des dossiers, il est possible qui'un utilisatetir
puisse en d6finitive employer ces moyens pour s~lectionner des informa~tions dans de grands
rdpertoires, de la m~me fagon dont 11 se rappelle des informations de sa propre m~moire.
Uno utilisation efficace du pouvoir du calculateur fait penser aux bouleversements que
pourrait sabir la nature mgme des bibliothbques et i'es syst'omes d' information de 1' avenir.

Les limitations des systbmes-actuels d' ommagasinagte et de s6lection de donnees sont
dues en grande partie 'a tine capacit6 do m~moire limit~e. Il faut se contonter d'uno
interaction dirocte avec: des informat ions bibliographiques, suivie du proc~d6 consacr6
pa 1' usage que consiste 'a lire et 'a trier 'a main le contenti ossentiel de bien des
docliments, dont tin grand nombre comporte peu, s'il y en a de donn6es vraiment utiles.
On ne Peut pas encore esp6rer obtenir des r6ponses sp~cifiques et imm6diates 'a des questions
sp~cifiques. Los rechorches bibliographiques interactives quo V'on fait actuellement
pormetteni; de localiser des renitoignements "1en vrac", mais zsont loins d' 8tre capables de
r6soudre le probl'eme fondamental du transfert d'informations, problhme qui r~side dans le
triage et 1 assimilation des donn~es particulibros voulues, 'a partir de la vaste quantit6
do documents eyant 4t4 acquis.I Plus do six grands colloqui.-s internationaux ont 6t6 consacr6s aui cours de ces deux
dernibres ann6es 'a la question de 1' ommagasinage, de ia s~lection et do la diffusion
d'informations. Ces colloquos out Wt en g6n6ral destin6s aux documentalistes oti aux
op~rateurs d'ordinatours. Compte tenu de la ndcessit6 de combler la lacune entre ces deux

* ~points de vue, et de Ia ndcessit6, pour los ing~nieurs et les savants des pays membres &~
l'OTAN. dl~largir leur vue sur la question du traitoment et de la diffusio.. des donn~es
techniques, les counissions "Informat ions Techniques" et "Avionique"l de 1'AGARD ont

* ~~organis6 tin Symposium qui a' est tonti du 18 au 20 juin 1968 'a Munich et qui a eti pour thbme
"V bumagasinage et la S6lection des Donn~es - Dialogue ontre Utilisateur et Fournisseur".
Le colloque avait pour but de soulignor les services ka rondro au client r6el, c' est-'a-dire
7** savant ou 1' eng~nieur.

Le pr~sent document, constitu6 par lo Procbs-Verbal de ce Symposium, comporte des
expos~s et des discussions dostin6s 'a encourager et 'a 6claircir los rechercheurs et les
ing~nieurs qui s,)nt lea utilisatours r~els oti potentiela des systbmes y ddcrits.

iv- - -- -- . - - - -- -



Commie point de d~part, on pr~sente les points de vue individuels de l'utilisateur

qui demande deýý iniformations et du fournisseur qui fait emmagasiner des informations enU
vue de leur s4lectlon ult~rieure. Les syst~mes manuels oti m~caniques actuellement mis
ev oeuvre sont examin6s pour 6tablir tine appr~ciat ion des usages cotirants. L' 4tat actuel
des connaissances dans le domaine des aides scientifiques et techniques, et 1' 4volution
de la m6thodologie actuelle, ainsi que lea besoins de Putilisateur, sont appliqu~s au
d~veloppement de syst'emes futurs possibles. Aprbs avoir 6tabli tine appr~ciation desI
problbmes Que posent l'emnagasinage et la s~lection des donn~es, et des solutions pouvar~t
Wte trotivees, on fait la boucle utilisateur - fournisseur en 4voQuant le dialogue devantL
exist-3r entre lea deux si l'on veut r~aliser tin systhie op~rationnel r6ussi.

I. J. Gabelman H. F. Vessey
Advanced Studies Group, et TIL Reports Centre,

Rome Air Development Centre, USA Ministry of Technology, UK
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OPENING REMARKS

by Director Finn Lied
Director of AGARD

It gives me a great deal of pleasure to extend to you all a cordial welcome to this

symposium on the storage and retrieval of information. I am very pleased to see that we

have such a good representative of scientists and engineers, that is the users and

producers of information, as well as documentalists and computer scientists. I should

like also to welcome the considerable number of visitors and hope that they will find this

introduction to the work of AGARD both profitable and enjoyable.

I wish to express our grateful thanks to the Federal German Government for its invitation

to meet in this ancient city of Munich and for the ample facilities that have been provided

so that you who are participating in the symposium will not only stimulate your professional

interests in comfort but will also be able to enjoy the cultural and popular features of

the historic capital of Bavaria and the magnificent scenery of the district.

The symposium programme is a joint effort by the two Panels on Avionics and Technical

Information which are respectively responsible for the computer and documentation papers.

With two completely different subjects such as these it is vitally important that there

shall be full understanding between the two sets of practitioners so that what the one can

supply agrees as nearly as possible with what the other needs.

There is, however, another division, between the scientists and engineers who produce

the information and who are also the users of it and those who store and retrieve it.

Here again unless what the one supplies corresponds closely with what the other needs there

is a grave danger of duplication of effort. Thus the theme of the symposium is "A User-

Supplier Dialogue" and I hope that NATO Scientists and Engineers who use and produce

information will be stimulated to express their views and elaborate their needs.

AGARD Panels cover a very wide field and each Panel consists of specialists in that

particular field. Most new developments need contributions from several fields and it is

here that AGARD can make its most productive cortribution by bringing together in joint

meetings or symposia the specialists of the several fields. Here we have the specialists

in documentation and computers talking to those working in other fields and I am sure that

all will benefit.

viii
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WELCOMING REMARKS

by Dr Tb. Benecke

President of the Bundesamt fur Wehrtechnik and Beschaffung in "C•blenzi• and National Dele_-3 to AGARD

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I have the honour and the pleasure to welcome you on behalf of the Minister of Defence
and in my capacity as National Delegate to AGARD.

We would like to thank you for having accepted our invitation to hold the joint meeting
of the AGARD Avionics and Technical Information Panels on "Storage and Retrievw.1 of
Informationa" here in Munich.

As done on previous occasions by the "Wissenschao+liche Gesellschaft fur Luft- und
Raumfahrt (WGLR), the meeting has been organised th.s time by the new "Deutsche Gesallschaft
f~ir Luft- und Raunmfahrt" (DGLR) which has been set up, combining the lOLR and the "Deutsche
Gesellschaft ffr Raketentechnik und Raumfahrt" (DGRR). I should also like to welcome
you on behalf of this association.

The central location of the K'instlerhaus, in which this meeting is taking place, ofters

you a good opportunity to visit, in addition to your programme, the attractions of Munich
and to appreciate the beauty of the city. I would like to mention here the reception to
be given by the Mayor of Munich at the Town Hall and to which you are all cordially invited.

Your meeting is devoted to a very important topic. Ever increasing scientific literature
has made the handling of documentation a prominent problem, and we can only hope that

modern technical equipment and procedures will help us to master this problem in the
future. No doubt the planned presentations and the discussions will help to define
arising difficulties and to find ways and means leading to practical Lolut' .ns.

I wish you a successful meeting.

ix
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SUMMARY

7he increasing volume of material published is giving rise to the use of
computers in assembling, processing and indexing of research results.
Experience shows that however modern the computer it can never make critical
Judgement or interrogation of the data it handles. Direct contact (bY
correspondence, discussions, conferences) will continue to play a major
role in communication.

Secrecy, whether military or industrial, is always to be deprecated from
the viewpoint of scientific research and should never be applied to pure
research and broad fields of basic knowledge. Secrecy can only bring short
term advantages.

Finally, recommendation made IV the NATO Science Committee on exchanges

of scientific information, co-operation in publication and co-ordination of
documentation centres are recalled.



COMMUNICATION AND SECRECY IN SCIENCE

R. Schrader

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern science places an ever-increasing demand on the communication of its results,
and one of the most serious problems of today is that of providing the professional worker
with speedy access to the specialized knowledge in his field of interest. In fact, no
research and development programme can nowadays be initiated and carried out with some
hope for success, without having available good documentation. But there is also a great
danger that science as such fragments into a number of independent disciplines which bear
little relationship to each other, unless we are able to cope with the "information
explosion". Advancement in the science and technology of documencation had been slow
until relatively recently, but with the mechanization and automation of a great many of
its processes, progress is now fairly rapid. Against this background, the AGARD Panels
for Avionics and Technical Information agreed to jointly organize a symposium devoted to
the subject of "Storage and Retrieval of Information". When the planning for the symposium
began, it was noted that several conferences on much the same subject had been held during
the last years, and the question was raised as to whether there was indeed a need for
another meeting of this kind. On examining the programmes of these conferences, however,
it was realized that, in the main, they had focussed attention on those problems which
are of primary interest to the documentalist. In fact, none of these conferences had
offered much opportunity to the scientist, as the user of scientific knowledge, to discuss
his needs in the fields of information processing and dissemination. For this reason,
both AGARD Panels eventually reached agreement to propose a programme which should fill
this gap and should serve both professional groups in a joint meeting.

As one may see from the programme, the symposium intends to demonstrate how modern
storage and retrieval concepts assist the documentalist in the handling of scientific
information, and scientists in the audience are expected to express their views on a number
of newly proposed designs and methods. But the scientists are also invited to the meeting
as active contributers. I know that in a number of countries great efforts are being made
to introduce the modern techniques of data handling into the traditional fields of docu-
mentation and that promising results are expected in the not too distant future, including
automatic reading and language translation, based on the application of modern computers.

Hence, the success of the symposium will depend on the co-operation and joint partici-
pation of both professional groups. To this end, Invitations for the symposium have gone
out to all AGARD Panels and other scientists interested in the subject, and I note with
great appreciation how many of them have come, in addition to the great number of
documentation experts.

As I have been invited to represent at this meeting the scientist's point of view, I
intend to discharge my task by discussing communication and secrecy in science. In so
doing, I recognize the important r~le documentation plays in the general process whereby
science advances and our scientific knowledge grows.

2. EARLY HISTORY OF DOCUMENTATION

Documentation appears to be almost as old as man's interest in science and literature,
and among the earliest collections of manuscripts were archives attached to temples and
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palaces. The great philosophers and scientists of antiquity were active collectors of

volumes.. and Aristotle was the first man known to possess a collection worthy of the name

"library".

For many centuries, the library at Alexandria represented the intellectual centre of

the ancient world. It is difficult to give a precise figure, but it can be said that the

number of manuscripts collected from all parts of the world and availab]e in the library
was very large; however, it should be kept in mind that the papyrus roll of anttquity
usually contained less written matter than a modern book. The catalogues and classified
lists issued by the library were among the earliest experiments in bibliography.

Although the Romans made excellent use of technology, they did not particularly

encourage scientific advancement. As a matter of fact, the Romans were not scientifically

imaginative, whereas they demonstrated outstanding capabilities in such fields as juris-
prudence, political and military affairs. Science, therefore, remained Greek in nature

and spirit under Roman domination, and it was not until the last century of the republic
that we hear of libraries in the capital., These libraries ceased to collect Greek writings

when in the year 330 the capital was removed to the Bosphorus. Eventually, the aggressions

and intrusions of the Germanic tribes swept away the classical learning from Italian soil

and, with the fall of Rome in 476, the ancient history of documentation came to an end.

When Christian literature began to grow, libraries became part of the ecclesiastical

organizations. The abbey of Monte Cassino founded in Italy about 529 was the first monastery

in which a library of religious works was established, and this custom rapidly spread to

all pirts of the world., Monks began to write, and the use of vellum instead of papyrus
resulted in the replacement of the ancient roll by the bound book as we know it today.

The Renaissance brought about a gradual broadening of man's intellectual horizon and
an ever-growing desire for the collection of manuscripts and books outside the monastries.,

To satisfy this desire, large public libraries were created in France and Italy. When in
1453 Constantinople was conquered by the Turks, a full stream of Greek scholars began to
flow into Western Europe, and the impact of Greek philosophy on Latin Christianity produced

a powerful surge of intellectual activity and a keen interest in science. This development

created a high demand for more and more books, and it is one of the miracles of history

that the printing press was invented almost at the same time as Constantinople fell into

the hands of the Turks. With the enormous increase of the scientific literature, new

plans for libraries had to be developed, and the modern history of documentation began.

3. COMMUNICATION AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Science and technology can only grow and blossom in an environment which provides for

free communication between scientists and for the rapid transmission of scientific know-

ledge to the engineers who always strive for innovations and continuously wish to use new

discoveries for practical purposes., Even in the fields of defence research and development.

progress depends on the freedom of exchanging technical information. In fact, communication

has always been a necessary part of the scientific process, and there is today everywhere

in the world a growing awareness of its increasing importance for the advancement of

science. The more the body of scientific knowledge grows, the greater is the need for

communication; and the more communication is provided, the better are scientists able to

carry out research.

Until the latter half of the 17th century, communication was by way of direct corres-

pondence whereby scientists kept each other informed about the work they were doing. At

about this time, however, scientific Journals began to appear providing a much better

method of communication. In addition, they provided scientists with opportunities to

proclaim their discoveries to the world, in an effort to gain recognition.
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Today, the vast growth of scientific activity makes it difficult for the individual
scientist to keep up with the ever-increasing number of publications., So much is nowa-
days published that he is completely incapable of studying all papers which could be of
some help to him in his own field of research. This situation is often referred to as
the "crisis in communication", and I share the hope that in the not too distant future a
modern computer be designed %hereby the steadily growing flood of new scientific informa-

tion is indexed, processed and assembled, in order to get us over all the difficulties of
this crisis, But whatever computers will be capable of doing in calling a scientist's
attention to a piece of scientific information which might be critical to h.s work, they
will never be able to distinguish qualitatively between a good paper and a bad paper,
neither rill they answer those crucial questions which scientists are in the habit of
asking. For this reason and many others, open discussions among scientists working in the
same field - scientists who correspond regularly with each other and meet repeatedly at
conferences - will continue to play a major part in the communication process and hence in
the advancement of science.

When in former times the number of scientists was small, a scientific discovery was
usually the product of one single mind and emerged at one particular moment. Today,
scientists are counted in hundreds and thousands, and we are likely to find that, at any
one moment, a good many of them are engaged in the same piece of research and are about
to publish much the same rjsults. As a matter of fact, there are almost always 'several
laboratories in the world which, in the pursuit and exploitation of new scientific ideas,
move along the same lines of approach, and it is well remembered how much research was
done in parallel during the Second World War, when major areas of science were regulated
by demands of military security and scientific communication was almost non-existing.

4, IMPOSING SECRECY ON SCIENCE

In war, but also in peace, scientific information of direct military impact must be
controlled by security regulations in order to prevent its premature leakage to an enemy.
Hence, this information must be withheld from the traditional channels of scientific
communication by some sort of classification, and nobody, of course, would question the
need that in the interest of national defence certain kinds of scientific information

must be .rotected. In fact, military secrecy is necessary and often vital to our survival.
But in a real sense, it is bad for science.

Classified research is almost always in danger of suffering in quality, as this kind
of work is not exposed to scientific criticism to the same extent as research which is
done in an open laboratory. Secrecy prevents the free discussions which are so important
for scientific progress. Secrecy furthermore results in large parts of the scientific
community being kept in ignorance, at least for some time. It should be addad that
scientists carrying out research under condition of secrecy are less likely to enjoy the
overwhelming wealth of scientific ideas than their colleagues working in a free and open
environment. And as it frequently happens that a scientist fails to realize the signifi-
cance of his own findings, it becomes all the more important that scientific observations
be made available to others for further studies. Indeed, secrecy and great scientific
thoughts cannot thrive together.

Secrecy also plays an important r8le in industrial research. It is difficult to think
of a firm which devotes substantial funds to research revealing scientific infnrmation
gained at great expense to its competitors. However, it has seldom happened Jn the past
that the leakage of scientific knowledge caused a real/loss to a company. On the contrary, ,.
the free release of basic information has in almost all cases been an advantage to all
firms working in the same field of manufacture.

Secret scientific information often continues to remain classified, even if it has
lost its military values almost entirely, and consequently does not become available to
scientists as rapidly as that in the open literature. It is therefore necessary that

_._4v
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methods be introduced whereby scientific information will not remain classified long after

its secrecy has ceased to have military significance. In my view, the proposal that some
positive action should be required to maintain classification after a certain length of

time merits consideration. Today, action needs to be taken in almost all cases in order

to obtain declassification, since in present security procedures classification is heavily

favoured over declassification.

The access to classified information is generally regulated by the criterion of "need-

to-know". While this criterion can be easily applied to information of tactical military

value, it can hardly be used for information of scientific content, as nobody in this
world is able to say precisely in advance which piece of scientific information may or may

not be of benefit to a particular research project. Because of a narrow interpretation
of the need-to-know criterion, it so happened many times in the past that information

which was not available to a scientist at the right moment has made the difference between
the success and the failure of a research project. It is therefore very important to
ensure that the criterion of need-to-know be intelligently used and not be allowed to

hamper the free flow of scientific information. But it is also necessary to set up some
form of special information service whereby those scientists who are entitled to see

classified information are aware of its existence in order to avoid costly and wasteful

duplication in defence research to as great an extent as possible.

Classification practices adopted by most countries overlook the fact that a scientific

discovery made by one scientist can never be kept secret for any length of time, as one

day, the same discovery will be made by another scientist., Whenever this happened in the
past to a piece of scientific information which for security reasons was classified and

consequently not published in the usual way, it was in almost all cases the popular belief

that the information had been stolen by zspionage. In reality, however, the information
was rediscovered, as nature and her laws are open to every intelligent mind throughout the

entire world, and no nation may claim a monopoly to be the only one with a capability of

producing scientific ideas.

What do we gain by imposing secrecy on scientific research? Obviously, the main prize

is time; and this is probably all we ever gain in any scientific field, as we may expect

to prolong the time it takes our potential enemies or competitors to learn what we already

know.

In fact, secrecy does not play a useful part in science, and security regulations should

never be applied to pure research and broad fields of basic knowledge. Although the with-

holding of fundamental scientific information may occasionally provide short-term military

advantages, in general it is detrimental to scientific progress and for this reason should

always be avoided.

5., NATO'S INTEREST IN SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION

Within the Atlantic Alliance, the AGARD Technical Information Panel plays quite an

exceptional part in the sense that it is the only body of NAMO which continuously deals

with documentation and its various problems. Established by AGARD in 1953, the Panel has

launched a broad programme in the fields of aeronautical publications, but has also served

NATO in other fields of documentation, whenever called upon.

At the request of the NATO Science Committee, the Technical Information Panel undertook

in late 1958 to study ways and means whereby the exchange of scientific information within

the Atlantic Alliance could be improved. As a result of these studies, the Panel recommended

in March 1959 that a documentation liaison unit be established, which should not perform

functions usually provided by an efficient documentation centre but should keep in touch

with research and development activities and supply information to those scientists in

the NATO countries who are in need of this information. Initially, this recommendation

met with great enthusiasm, but was later on considered difficult to implement, as a
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documentation liaison unit of the kind envisaged by the AGARD Panel would be of little
use in the case of classified information which by necessity must be exchanged between
nations on the basis of bilateral agreements. Consequently, the idea of a documentation
liaison unit was dropped, with the understanding however tVat the subject of improved
information exchange among the NATo countries be studied along other lines.

In 1962, the Technical Information Panel submitted to the Science Committee a report
which dealt with the exchange of scientific information in the defence field. This report
pointed to the need that there should be at least one defence documentation centre in each
member country of NATO and that countries wit hout such centres should, as a matter of
urgency, initiate their establishment. All defence documentation centres should be equipped
with the most efficient information-handling techniques and should endeavour to arrange
the automatic release of all unclassified information to the corresponding centres of the

other countries. As far as the exchange of classified scientific information is concerned,
the report recommended that countries having mutual interests in a given field make
bilateral arrangements. But pending further improvements and as an initial step, lists
of unclassified titles of classified information should be given widespread distribution.

The report of the Technical Information Panel was approved by the North Atlantic Council
in June of 1963, and the governments of the member countries were subsequently invited to
take such action as they deemed necessary for the implementation of the recommendations.
Recognizing the significance of the issue, the Council furthermore agreed that work in the
field of documentation should continue, as indeed the communication of scientific knowledge
within the Atlantic Alliance is a problem area of greatest importance to NATo.

In this discussion, I have referred twice to the NATO Science Committee and its interest
in documentation. Now, I should like to call your attention to the Committee's report on
"Increasing the Effectiveness of Western Science", issued in the autumn of 1960. Actually,
the report was written by a special study group set up by the Committee, but it reflects
the Committee's attitude towards the need for accelerated scientific progress in the Western
world by means of enchanced international co-operation. 'As one may expect, the report
deals with documentation, and it appears to me to b' of some significance in this context
to mention briefly the main recommendations, as they describe the demands for improved
methods in publication and documentation in an appropriate way.

The recommendations, as they are listed in the Committee's report, call for closer
co-operation in publication practices between the chief editors of the main scientific

journals; the proliferation of scientific journals should be discouraged; the activities
of all documentation centres should be co-ordinated, and a single international system of
indexing should be introduced; authors of scientific publications should be invited to
supply, together with their papers, abstracts which are to be edited accoroing to specific
rules and to be classified ir. accordance with a single and unified system; the abstracts
should be published immediately; experienced scientists should be encouraged to periodically
review broad fields of scientific research and to summarize their results in an efficient

way,

These are the main recommendations made by the NAMO Science Committee when dealing with

the problems of documentation some years ago. They demonstrate the importance the Committee
attaches to these problems. Needless to say, these recommendations are still as valid
today as at the time they were written.

6. SCIENCE AND DOCUMENTATION

The critical review of wide research fields periodically done by competent scientists
serves a valuable purpose in summarizing large portions of the available scientific
literature, In my view, this kind of work should be given more credit than in the past.
If wisely done, it will certainly assist us in our desire to cope better with the ever-
increasing volume of scientific publications.
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As the selection and presentation of scientific information can only be carried out
intelligently by those who originate the knowledge, scientists must nowadays devote
greater efforts to these activities than before., As a matter of fact, research can no

longer be regarded as being completely separated from the communication of its results,
and scientists must nosadays join the professional documentalists and accept responsibili-
ties for the transmission of scientific Information to the same extent to which they bear
responsibility for research.

Scientists often produce a certain amount of redundancy when they publish their work,
and it frequently happens that they issue for the sane bit of research several reports all

of which seem identical to the documentalist. There are reasons for this, one being that
this is the way whereby scientists make their work known and consequently stand a better I
chance of gaining prestige and stature in the world of science. The essential point about
publication is that scientists should always be conscious of the right to publish, and, in
my view, they should take full advantage of this right, as they have indeed something to

say to the world worth consideration, whether it is of pure character in the sense that it

does not relate as yet to some known field of exploitation or whether it is of a more
practical nature in a given area where the possibilities of material application are
already well recognized. Nevertheless, the subjection to a kind of self-control practiced
by the authors of scientific reports will certainly help the documentalists to overcome
at least some of their difficulties.

There is an-,ther point which is critical for a fruitful co-operation between the scientist

and the professional documentalist. How should our young scientists be trained to make
better use of existing documentation facilities? When I was a student years ago, very

little was provided in documentation training, and we first became aware of the existence
of and acquainted with the many problems involved when we started to do laboratory work on
our own. As by that time we did not know how to handle documentatior at all, each of us

began to develop his own method, so to speak, and I believe that the lack of proper guid-
ance in this field is often the reason why so many scientists today prefer to organise

their own documentation rather than to rely on the official information services. There
is certainly a great need for improvement, and I sincerely hope that in the future universi-

ties will offer their students better training in documentation.

In conclusion, I should like to say that in my judgement the key to the solutions of

the great many documentation problems lies in some kind of co-operative approach, involving
the symbiotic activities of scientists and documentalists. Both professional groups must

work together in an atmosphere of mutual respect and appreciation, and it seems to be very

important to enhance their interplay. I trust, this symposium will contribute to this

co-operation and will set an example for many more meetings of this type to be held in the

years to come.

IJ

II
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DISCUSSION
Ia

R.C.Wright: Do you think that in seven-and-a half years sufficient progress has been made

with thc NATO Science Committee's recommendation on co-ordination of documentation centres

and introduction of an international system of indexing?

R.Schrader:, No; although the report was submitted to the NATO council it has never
received official standing in the NATO community. A recently prepared evaluation report
by ten eminent scientists may be more effective.

S.C.Schuler: Does TIP activity include preparation of guidelines for authors on effective
titling and abstracting of reports?

H.F.Vessey: Answering as Chairman of TIP, AGARD Specification 1 (issued 1956 and revised
1968) which is sponsored by the Panel, stresses the importance of these points.

D.Bosman:, Does the education of scientists and technologists suffer as a result of security

classification of reports?

N.N. Tanyolq: Post-graduate students doing research work suffer from not having all
possible information available to them.

K.G.Schjetne: Is TIP or NATO Science Committee giving any consideration to what instruction

in documentation university students should receive?

H.F.Vessey: TIP have not had discussions specifically in this matter. It is probably

best for each country to devise methods of introducing instruction on documentation into
courses, distinguishin. between instruction in the use of documentation for students in
general and the more detailed instruction for those who are intending to wrk in documenta-
tion centres. In this way much is already being done.

W. Spiess: In the absence of the use of a common indexing system in the NATO community,
could the AGARD publish a memorandum listing the systems in use in various member countries

and perhaps giving cross references betweeu one system and another?

H.F.Vessey: This is a very difficult task and although efforts have been made to accomplish
this over the years it has not yet proved possible. The LEX Thesaurus might be acceptable

as a common indexing system.

D. Bosman: How does one guard security classified information stored in an automatic data
processing system?

L. Feidelman: One answer is to isolate the data processing facility in a room accessible

only to those with a security clearance, Classified documents can be indexed from their
unclassified titles.

R.D.Kerr-Waller: Another solution is to have a small somputer for the classified data
only with access to the main computer. Use of codes to identify classified information

in the general collection is useless because the codes can always be broken. ;

5,
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SUMMARY

The tasks, problems and equipment available to the documentalist or
information officer are outlined. The types of information agencies:
libraries, documentation centres, information analysis centres and referral
centres, and the services each provides, are briefly described.

The economic need to link information retrieval by computer with other
activities such as preparation of abstract journals, indexes, SDI, is
stressed.

Future developments in photographic methods of storing text, pre-
paration of reports on tape, machine reading of texts, remote display,
rapid printing techniques and education of documentation service users
are discussed.
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THE SUPPLIER'S POINT OF VIEW - INTRODUCTORY PAPER

H.F.Vessey

1. GENERAL

The field of information storage and retrieval requires definition, for it can extend
f:om battlefield surveillance, to the booxing of seats by an airline. The theme of the
pajer' to be delivered at this symposium is mainly documentary, that is the storage ahn"
retrieval of documents, such as reports, which contain the information requested. However
data, such as physical constants or properties of materials will also be included.

As Dr Schrader has said there have been a number of International symposia on this
subject but the emphasis has been mainly on technique. Here it is hoped that the
"customer" will take precedence and that the Scientists and Engineers will tell us what
is required. I hope too that the computer engineers and documentalists will concentrate
on "Service to the Customer" rather than lose us in the thickets of programming or the
forests of indexing.

My paper is intended to form a background to the specialist papers that follow, to fill
in some of the gaps caused by the limitation in numbers of speakers and finally to outline
the task, the problems and the equipment available to the supplier, that is the Documentalist
or Information Officer.

2. HISTORICAL

Dr Schrader has outlined the history of documentation but I should like to draw your

attention to the fact that in about 500 B.C. there was a library of 10,000 documents at
Nineveh which seem to have been systematically arranged and cstalogued. '")ocuments" is
perhaps the wrong description for these were clay tablets and must have presented some
interesting storage and retrievw2 problems where mechanisation might well have been
appropriate. The earliest reference to mechanisation the author has managed to trace is
a short description in "Gullivers Travels" (circa 1700) of a machine to allow the writing
of learned theses by the random selection of words and phrases.

3. N.A.T.O. DEFENCE DOCUMENTATION CENTRES

The task of the National Defence Centre in a N.A.T.O. country is to make known and supply
to the country's scientists and engineers the unpublished and sometimes published literature I
in their field. I

This is done in several ways*,

(a) By supplying to individual scientists the new literature in their fields.

(b) By issuing accession lists, or,

(c) By preparing Abstract Journals of new material.

(d) By supplying relevant reports in response to an enquiry.
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: Further, the National Defence Documentation Centre has the responsibility of making

known, in other countries, the work of its own scientists.

The broad lines of the operations are as follows:

3.1 Acquisition

The centre receives from National Establishments, Universities and from abroad a wide
collection of reports and in addition may scan published material.

3. 2 Recording, Abstracting and Indexing

These are processes essential to any large organisation ip order to allow of retrieval.
A growing number of reports, in line with A.G.A.R.D. recommendations, now contain author
abstracts and even if these are not used directly they now require little editing. Index-
ing to allow retrieval, is a problem which will be discussed later (paragraph 7).

3.3 Translation

Most Centres will require translation of some of the foreign reports and this frequently
causes difficulty as technical knowledge, as well as linguistic skill, is required.

3.4 Announcement

All Centres prepare and circulate lists of books, journals and reports received. In the

case of the larger ones these usually take the form of Abstracts Journals where the new
matorial is listed under subject headings and an abstract is given.

3.5 Circulation

Circulation procedure varies but typically a Centre distributes both at home and abroad
according to agreed lists which may be standardised but which are generally unique to each
report. The reports it received from outside will be circulated to a smaller circle of its
own scientists either by lists or by a knowledge of particular interests.

3.6 Requests

Requests may be for a report given as a reference or listed in an Abstract Journal in
which case a quick clerical search to guard against transposition of numbers, etc. is
adequate More difficult are requests for reports on a specified subject. Here a subject
search is required and the success depends on several factors of which the more important
are: -

1. The detail in which the enquirer can state what he wants.

2. The skill of the Information Officer in converting the request into the index terms.

3. The thoroughness of the original indexing.

4. Finally the mechanics of the retrieval process.

Finally there is the question of search for data. The documentalist will make a subject
search to turn out literature in which the data may be expected to be recorded. If this is
not successful he will probably attempt to put the enquirer in touch with a specialist in
the field. In most organisations data searches are difficult, costly and not altogether
satisfactory and there is now a tendency to concentrate this type of work in specialist
centres (see paragraph 5).
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3.7 Bibliographies

Bibliographies may be prepared as a result of a subject search or from known interests
in a specific field. They may or may not include abstracts but should preferably be
arranged in an ordered manner by subsidiary subject.

I 3.8 "Security" Control

Circulation, announcement and loan of reports must be controlled so that copies are
only sent to those entitled to receive them. Restrictions include Security Classification
"(Confidential. Secret, etc.) but it should be noted that many reports marked "Unclassified"
may not be widely distributed because of proprietary rights. Patent questions or policy.
Such Unclassified reports which must have limited distribution should obviously be marked
appropriately and there is now a growing tendency to mark the remainder "Unlimited" to
indicate that there are no restrictions on circulation.

3.9 Exchange

An important activity is the exchange of reports with other similar Centres. Forma). and
informal exchange agreements are made, particularly with Documentation Centres in other
countries. It is here that A.G.A.R.D. has mad. a major contribution, both in encouraging
exchange and in bringing together the Heads of the National Documentation Centres in the
Technical Information Panel where common difficulties may be frankly discussed.

4. OTHER CENTRES

In N.A.T.O. countries there are a number of documentation units or Agencies apart from
the National Defence Documentation Centres. Each large research establishment will have
its own library or Information Agency and there will be the civil technical libraries
attached to Universities, Research Associations, etc. Methods of operation will vary but
the basic requirements as previously described apply but with a modified emphasis. It is

:. highly desirable that there shall be collaboration between all these areas of documenta-
tion.

5. TYPE OF AGENCY

The types of Agency may be described under fonr main headings although there is usually
considerable overlap of activities particularly in the first two.

5.1 Libraries

Libraries deal with published information in the form of books, periodicals etc. In
most cases the records used for retrieval consist of the bibliographic information (Title,
Author and Publisher) and a broad statement of the main subject.

5.2 Documentation Centres

The main task is the collection, announcement and dissemination of unpublished report
literature although published literature may also be processed. The records are usually
kept in a more detailed form and most Centres will make subject searches, prepare biblio-
graphies etc.

5.3 Information Analysis Centres*

These work in a specialised field, have direct access to working scientists in that
field and will provide data, advice and evaluation in addition to answering detail subject
enquiries.

•Sometimes called Specialised Information Oentres
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5.4 Referral Centres

Referral centres accept enquiries and refer them to the organisation best fitted to
reply.

National Defence Documentation Centres fall within the second category but may extend
into the other fields.

6. MECHANISATION

Mechanisation is increasing rapidly and many Agencies are now using computers in their

operation. We shall hear of some of these in the later papers but a few words on the need
to mechanise are appropriate here.

Many documentary units are running very efficiently on manual systems and to maintain
balance we shall hear of the operations of one or two. There is a very real danger that
a manual system that is not operating satisfactorily will be automated to improve its
efficiency. The result is unlikely to be satisfactory for a poor manual system will, when
put on a computer without reorganisation, be even less efficient and will cost some ten
times as much.

In an organisation a case for a computer is frequently made not on the basis of
retrieval but on the other operations such as the preparation of Abstract Journals, Indexes,
a considerable number of Bibliographies or other such lists and finally on "House-Keeping".
House-Keeping will include circulation control, "security" check, stock control and other
similar functions. Retrieval will certainly be done, using the information fed in for the
other operations but this alone is unlikely to be financially attractive unless the operation
is very large indeed or is a "Selective Dissemination of Information" (S.D.I.) operation
with a considerable number of customers (S.D.I. of course is a apecialised retrieval search).

7. INDEXING

Indexing is one of the most difficult problems in documentation for unless a paper is
competently indexed it is lost in the system. For some years subject specialists will be
required in documentation centres for this work. Good men are scarce and expensive but as

I they are also required for abstracting and circulation recommendation the indexing is but
a small addition to the load. As abstracting becomes less necessary and circulation is
taken over by S.D.I. the pressure to develop mechanised indexing will increase.

7.1 Mechanical Indexing

Much work is being done on this subject but nothing has yet been demonstrated which is
suitable f " lrge collections. KWIC (Key word in context) Indexes where the significant
words of a a are taken in turn, sorted into alphabetical order and printed out with the
remainder of the title are very good for current awareness but fail for large collections.
Other programmes are available which give a more attractive layout but suffer from the same
defect that the resultant indexes are very much diluted by non-significant words and that
the words of the title may be a poor description of the subject. The programmes certainly
eliminate a number of non-significant words but the problem remains that a word may be
significant in one title but useless in another. Titles now have more meaning but the
author recently had a microfiche where the title of the report was "Puzzy Sets". N.A.S.A.

in STAR does rewrite titles as "Informative" titles and this is a considerable improvement
and it would be interesting to hear whether any experimental work is being done in using
these titles for retrieval.

A word count has been proposed. The words of the abstract or of the reports are surveyed
and those occurring most frequently are sorted and printed out as indexing terms. Like KWIC



S~indexing this produces a much diluted index and on occasions fails because the significant
S~words occur infrequently or are replaced by synonyms.

Sli It is the author's opinion that the solution to this problem will come from the work of

S~the machine translators, perhaps by a modification of the highly developed "dictionary

look-up" procedures and word association. The solution may result in the allocation by
( iputer, of conventional terms but the final aim should be to develop linguistic programmes

~s- tlaxt the input may be in plain language and that the "dictionary" is used to scan, say
•. th:" -.1stract and to obtain a match despite synonyms.

, ~8. •,ZWER DEVELOPMENTS

S~A number of the newer developments deserve mention for not all will be known by the large

S~range of customers of documentalists.

~8. 1 Information Analysis Centres

S~Information Analysis Centres have grown up to meet the needs for detail advice in
S~specialist fields. We shall hear of the working of several of these and it is sufficient
S~here to say that they are usually based on a University or Establishment working in a

.! specialised field.

i 8.2 Referral Centres

,* Referral Centres have rationalised the practice of most documentary units of referring
some enquiries to other agencies better able to assist. They accept enquiries, transfer
them to the Unit working in the appropriate field and monitor the results.

8.3 Seloctive Dissemination of Information

Selective Dissemination of Information is not new and a large number of Libraries and
Information Units keep a "field-of-interest" register which is used to route the new
material. However, S.D.I. is the term now applied to the large operations which are now
possible by computer of which we shall hear. Basically S.D.I. is a retrieval operation but
the questions asked of the computer are "profiles" of each customer defining his interest.
The "profiles" have to be built up by allocating index terms so that the search picks out
the reports likely to be of interest to the particular scientist. Difficulties arise in
establishing and, in particular, keeping profiles up to date and experience seems to indicate
that the profile of a g.-oup of scientists produces more satisfactory results than individualr

S~profiles.

8.4 Citation Indexing

Citation Indexing is comparatively new and is a computer operation producing aii index of
all papers in which reference is made to one older publication. Thus a scientist knowing
one authority in the field in which he is interented can turn up the author and title of all
later papers which give the original report as references. The process is expensive in
preparation and time consuming in use for not all references will be on the main subject but
in some cases it will produce papers missed by other searches. It is certainly an additional
bibliographic tool which in some cases will be very valuable indeed. However. despite some ,
claims. it cannot replace other methods of search.

8.5 Microform

Phtorph hsben sd o many years in relation to storage of documents. Records on ,;

film, 35 mm. 16 mm or cut film have Lien made to duplicate records for preservation or for
easy transmission. Some systems too have been developed for storage and retrieval. The ',
important recent development has been the widespread use of microfiche Particularly in U.S.A. i
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The standard American fiche is a sheet of cut film 6" x 4" containing 60 images of
approximately A4 size documents but the older European systems generally used smaller fiche.
Microfiche have the advantages oi ease of storage, postage and reading with relatively cheap
equipment. At present however, particularly in Europe, printing hard copy from them is
difficult and expensive and there appears to be more resistance from scientists to using
them in a reader rather than asking for hard copy. The microfiche images are at a scale of
1-18 or 21 but much greater reductions are now being demonstrated. Any documentary centre
of reasonable size should have facilities for reading film and microfiche and for taking
paper copies of selected pages, that is they should have reader printers. The cost of the
printing of hard copy and the preparation of microfiche is still high and these tasks, for
some time, will probably be confined to a few centres in each country.

9. THE FUTURE

We shall hear of several new proposals which will influence the future and the author will,
therefore, merely set down those developments which he considers of major importance.

9.1 Preparation of Reports on Tape

Apart from speeding up the issue of reports which require re-drafting the final tape can
be fed directly to a computer for documentary processing. At the present time an expensive
process of editing and key punching is required to extract the bibliographic data and present
it to the computer.

9.2 Text Peading

Although more expensive than the above, machine reading of text typed on a standard form
in special type face will show advantages over key punching for those reports where tape is
not available.

9.3 TVe Sharing

Time sharing on computers by making use of "dead" computing time occupied by, say print
out, allows a number of unconnected tasks to be done almost simultaneously. As a further
extension tasks may be fed to the computer by telephone from a number of remote terminals
and the coded casks stored until computation time is available. We shall hear of one or two
of the documentary applications.

9.4 Display Techniques

Display techniques are advancing rapidly and it is already possible to envisage the remote
display of, say, abstracts in response to a subject enquiry.

9.5 Rapid Printing

iOn a more mundane level there is a very real need for economic printing at a speed
compatible with computer speeds. This and display techniques will no doubt progress together
for remote printing while computer typesetting is already in limited use.

9.6 Tape Exchange

It is highly desirable that documentary centres shall be able to exchange tapes and so
avoid the duplication of processing that is now required Unfortunately this is seldom
possible due to incompatibility of documentary format, indexing or machine language (most
probably all three). The problems of obtaining agreement are considerable but as they are
not of interest to the customer they will not be enlarged on here. It should be sufficient
to say that several international bodies are taking this subject very seriously indeed and
much effort is being devoted to it.

JI
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Finally, it should be noted that for many years there will still be the need for local
information centres without much mechanisatJon, although there will probably be a tendency
for them to rely more and more on the large fully mechanised central stores.

10. EDUCATION

The need for education of Information Officers or Librarians in the operations and in
the customers' needs is now fully recognised 9nd the recommendations made by the several
bodies considering their problems are now being implemented in most countries. Less well
recognised is the need to educate the customers in the many sources of information that
are now available and the best ways of using them. The author being a scientist (and
engineer) converted to documentalist is acutely aware of the deficiencies on both sides
and hopes that the talks on this subject will do something to remove the misunderstandings
which still exist,

Management also requires education for although a few organisations fully recognise the
importance of documentation they are in the minority. As an example of good practice one
firm appoints an Information Officer to the team working on a new project. He attends the
meetings and is responsible for searching the literature and feeding the team with all the
appropriate information that is available.

The Information Officer is anxiou3 to assist the scientist but his task is made easier
and the result will be better if the scientist is aware of the documentary problems. Some
specific recommendations are:-

(a) In report writing use an informative title and include an abstract of some 100-200
words which fully describes the report.

(b) In making requests for documents be as specific as possible. Thus where the
request arises from a reference, quote originator, Report number and say author.
This gives sufficient redundancy to allow for a check against, say, transposition
of numbers. If the information available is incomplete, give everything there is
and say "this is all available".

(c) In asking for a subject search, be as specific as possible and give an indice'&.on
of whether the search can be limited by date. If it is to be a detailed search for
obscure information give some advice cn the type of report which may contain it.

In case it should be felt that these recommendations are too elementary it should be
said that in the author's organisation some 15% of requests are incomplete and either
require a search on inadequate data or reference back. The delay, nuisance value and
increase of costs is quite considerable. Again, T.I.P. was asked to prepare a bibliography
on "Brittle Materials" and it was not until the work had started that the author, by
approaching the British Panel Member, ascertained that interest was only in the Ceramics.

In concluding I should emphasise that this is an introductory paper and that some of the
subjects I have touched on will be dealt with much more fully by later speakers. I hope
however that I have given an overall picture of the activities of the several types of
Information Centres, the problems which face the supplier of information and some of the
new tools which are becoming available to him.

,*t
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DISCUSSION

R. Bree: Could you comment on the possibility of microstorage of full texts within the

computer store?

M.P. Vessey: Methods of dense storage on microform have been demonstrated with reductions
of 200: 1 and this could be one method. Another is to store information on magnetic tape
and use this to generate a cathode ray display.

C.A.Bell: Are any details of the McGraw Hill Memory Bank on Defence Projects available?

W.C. Chrisier.sen: The McGraw Hill system is probably the SWEETS' System. A much better

source of information on continuing U.S. research and technology is the Smithsonian
Institute's data bank on research and technology.

I

I
i
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SUMMARY

The compilation of documentary carl indexes implies that the informatior,

contained in a text can be characterized by means of a certain number of
signs. The overall signs used and available make up a documentary vocabulary

serving two purposes: on the one hand, characterizing texts (analysis of
subject matter); on the other hand, expressing documentary research. To

fulfil both tasks, documentary vocabulary must be extensive (accuracy of
representation) and structured (research strategy). Structured documentary
dictionaries, or thesauri, appear to be the indispensable link between

authors and people requesting information. A few practical methods for

achieving such thesauri are presented.

RESUME

La creation des fichiers documentaires suppose que 1'information contenue

dana un texte puisse 6tre caracterisde A 1' aide d'un certain nombre de
signes. L' ensemble des signes utilises ou disporibles constitute un

vocabulaire documentaire utilisi A deux fins: d'une part, la caracterisation
des textes (analyse du contenu), d'autre part, l'expression des recherches

documentaires. Ces deux fonctions exigent que le vocabulaire documentaire
soit itendu (pricision de la reprdsentation) et structurd (strat4gie de

recherche). Les dictionnaires documentaires structures ou thesaurus
apparaissent comme la liaison indispensable entre les auteurs et lea
demandeurs. On ddcrit quelques mdthodes pratiques permettant d'obtenir

de tels thesaurus.
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LES PROBLEMS POSES PAR LE
VOCABULA13E DOCUNENTAIRE ET L'ORGANISATION

DES DICTIONNAIflES ET THESAURUS

F. Levdry

1. LES BUTS VUN VOCABULAIRE DOCUMENTAI'RE

Le Principe de tout fichier documentaire consiste A repr4senter le contenu des documents,
c' eat A dire 1' inforuattion pr4sentde par l auteur, A l1'aide d'utn certain nombre de signes
ou codes. LV ensemble des signes susceptibles d' etre utilisgs, constituent un vocabulaire
documentaire.

Dana le fichier, la totalitg de 1' information d' tn. texte se trouve r~duite A la seule
irformation contenue dana les signes ot' codes qui ont 4td retenus au adoment de 1' indexage
dti texte. Il s' ensuit dvidemment tine certaine perte de 1' information puis-jau'tn certain
nombre de notions pre'sentdes dans le texte, sont excities de la reprdsentation documentaire.

Si 1Von analyse ce phinom~ne d' tne mani ~re un peu plus prdcise, on a' apergoit que la
perte d' information au moment de 1'indexage peut 6tre due A deux causes diatinctes:

-ou bien cette perte eat von lue, c' eat a dire que 1'analyste a considrdr que certaines
informations contenues dana le texts n' 4taient pas auffisamment impartantes pour lea
faire apparaf'tre dana Ie fichier. Le documentaliste limite volontairemeit, !a
profondeur d' indexage et ne conserve que lea notions qu' ii juge n4cesaairea. Cette
limitation petit Otre due soit A tine spdcialiaation pousade du fichier documentaire,
(ce qui am~ne A exclure des notions sans rapport avec la spdcialisation) soit A des
contraintes extdrieures (temps, volume A mdmoriser, etc...)

-ou bien la perte W'information eat sub je. Ceci se produit loraque le vocabulaire

documentaire mis A la disposition de 1' ana~yste ne permet pas de prendre en compte
1' information prdsentde par l'auteur. Deux raisons easentielles peuvent eitre A
l'origine de cette impot'sibilitg:

-la notion exprimde par l1'autuer n' a paa d' dquivalence dana le vocabulaire documentaire.

Ii a' agit alors en gdndral d' une notion nouvelle (donc malheureusement importante du
point de vue documentaire):

-le vocabulaire nWest pas stiffisamment prdcis oti dten~du. La reprdsentation de certaines
notions nWeat possible qu' en faisant des approximations: on utilise souvent des co.es
du langage docwnentaire correapondant A des notions plus gdngrales.

Noas voyona donc que la perte d' information dais tin syst~me d -.umentaire eat un phdnomane4
indvitable, inhdrent A la fonction Owne de 1' indexage. Il convient cependant de mettre an
point dea langages .;cumentaires tels que cette perte d' information pul sse Atre contrdlde.
Il faut que P anal *te puisse fixer ltii-m~me la p(.te toldrable en prdcisant la profondetir
d' indexage ndcesaaire. Ii faut dviter que cette perte soit la consdguence d' tn langage
doctimentaire inauffisant oti mal adaptd.

Lea rdflexions qui prdubdent ont amend lea document alist es A1 considgrer qti' tn boxi
vocabulaire doctimentaire devait avoir deux qtialitts essentielles:

-le vocabtilaire doit Otre precis, de telle mani~re que toute notion. aussi spdcifiqtie
et ddtaillie soit-elle, ptzisae trouver la reprdsentation exacte.
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-le vocabulaire doit ftre extensible de fagon A prendre en compte des notions nouvelles
qui apparaissont dans les disciplines techniques et scientifiques en dvolution.

La n4cassitd dt. rdunir ces deux caractiristiques a souvent entrafne l1'abandon des syst~mes
traditionneis de classification hi4rarchis4e. Ces systkmes, en effet, ne permettent souvent
q!' un indexage i 1'aide de notions gdndrales et sont trop rigides pour s' adapter & 1'evolution
des sciences et des techniques.

Les deux qualitds de prdcision et d'extensibilitg se trouvent en fait r4unies dana le
langage neturel utilis4 par lea auteurs. En effet, le fait qu'utne notion, aussi pr4cise
oti nouvelle soit-elle, ait pu s exprimer dans un document, inontre que le vocabulaire
natiurel contient les ternes susceptibles de 1'exprimer. L'ensemble des mots utilisds
par lea auteurs semble donc constituer tin vocabulaire documentaire ayant lea qualitds
requises.

Il serait certainement possible d' objecter que 1' information contenue dana un texte
nWest pas repr4sentde i 1'aide du seul vocabulaire, mais 4galement i 1'aide de relations

.5 logiques et syntaxiques. La reprdsentatiun documentaire d' un texte i 1'aide d' une suite
de termes du vocabulaire naturel (mots-clds oti descripteurs) non syntaxiquement relids
entre eux apparait donc comne insuffisante. Nous ne contesterons pas cette objection,
Nous y rdpondrons seulement en disant qu' ii eat n4cessaire de mettre en oeuvre une certaine
syntaxe lora de la crdation des fichiers documentaires utilisant be langage naturel. Nous
ne ddvebopperons paa ce point plus avant, queb qu' en soient 1' intdrft et la gravitd, nous
rdaervant de traiter uniquement des Drobb~mes pose's par P 4tabbissement des dictionnaires

2. CONSTITUTION D'UN VOCABULAIRE DE NOTS-CLES

S'il eat exact qu' un analyste trouve parmi lea termes utibisds par 1'auteur d'utn texte,
toua lea termes ndcessairesa' l a reprdaentation documentaire de ce texte, ba constitution
d' un dictionnaire documentaire apparait simplement: ce dictionnaire sera constitud par
1'ensemble des termes retenus au cours de Pindexage de tous lea textes d'une collection.
Il se constitute au fur et i mesure que lea textes sont snabyads. Le dictionnaire apparait
ainsi comme une consequence et non un prdabable de P indexage. CVeat un sous-produit de
1'indexage.

]Y tin point de vue pratique, cette mani~re de constituer be vocabubaire documentaire
eat tr4s int4ressante. On esc en effet aidr que tous lea termes de ce vocabulaire 3ont
utibes. D' autre part, ba crdation 4ut fichier documentaire petit ftre entreprise sans
attente, ce qui dtait impossible avec lea syst~mes traditionneba puisque 1' indexation des
documents ne pouvait commencer qu' apr~s la construction d' une structure classificatoire.

Ii aemble, d' apr~s ce qui prdc~de, que P importance du vocabulaire documentaire, mesurde
en nombre de termes. ddpendra de deux facteurs: be nombre de documents de ba collection
et be profondeur d' indexage, c' eat & dire be nombre moyen de termes retenus pour chaque
document.

L'expdrience montre que ceci n' eat pas exact.

La probabibit4 pour qu'utn terme nouveau apparaisse, diminue avec be nombre de documents
prd4cdemment anabysds.

Au bout d'un certain temps, le nombre de termes nouveaux devient pratiquement ndgbigeabbe.
Ces termes, en gdndral des ndobogismea concernent des notions nouvebbes. On notera au
passage, P int4reasante utilisation de cette mdthode pour ddtecter d' tne mani~re automatique

!' apparition dtun concept nouveau dana tine discipline.
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Lorsque le dictionnaire ne s' accroit pratiguement plus, on dit que V'on a atteint un
'vocabulaire terminal'.

Reste a' savoir comment ce vocabulaire terminal varie en fonction de Ia profondeur
d' indexage.

Ici encore, 1' expdrience montre que Ia profondeur d indexage n'influe pas sensiblement
sur 1' e'tendue du vocabulaire documentaire et ceci s' expligue aisdment:

Pour une profondeur d' indexage donnde, le fait, pour un terme, d' avoir dtd exclu de la
liate des mots-clds, ne de'pend pas de ce terme en lui-mene, mais seulement de son importance
plus ou moins grande dans le texte. Ce mdbie mot pourra 6tre considdrd cosine mot-.chd pour

un antre texte oa1 ii jouera un r~le plus important. Dans ces conditions, le vocabulaire
terminal sera he seine, quelle que soit la profondeur d' indexage. On 1' atteindra seulement
plus ou momns rapidement sehon que le nombre moyen de mots clds utilisgs par document sera
plus ou moins 4levd.

En fait, he vocabulaire terminal apparatt cosine caract4:istique d'une discipline. Cette
remargue est particuli~rement importante puisgu'elhe assure la compatibilit4 et meizeIi 1' identitd des diffdrents vocabulaires utilisgs par phusieurs centres documentaires traitant
de ha s~me discipline mais avec des profondeurs d'indexap~t diffdrentes (Fig.l).

3. VOCABIJLAIRE DE L'INFORNE ET DU ONJFOK

Toutes les m4thodes de recherche documentaire dans des fichiers reposent sur le m~ne
principe. il s'agit de retronver hes documents gui ont 4td indexds £ l aide des termes du
vocabulaire documentaire qui caractgrisent la demande.

Lorsque ce vocabulaire est constitud de termes du langage naturel, la demande se
pr~sentera sous forme d' une certaine combinaison logique de mots cle's.

Ii eat bon de nater que cette manibre de faire repose en fait sum une hypothbse implicite:
on suppose que le demandeur a une connaissance suffisante du sujet sur lequel porte sa
question pour pouvoir dtablir la fiste des sots-che's qui vont guider la recherche.

Or, cette hypathbse nest pas toujoums v4rifie'e. Bien souvent le demandeur na que des
iddes ispmdcises (et c'est d'ailleums la raison pour haquelle il cherche i se documenter).
La temminologie commespondant i ha recherche hui eat souvent inconnue et sa demande est I
libellde i 1' aide de tenses totahement diffdrents de ceux que lea auteurs utilisent pour
rdpandme i cette desande.

Une analyse systdsatique du vocabulaire employd par lea sauteurs et de celui rencontre'
dans lea demandes de documentation rzontre qu' il eyiste en fait deux vocabulaimes distincts:

- le vocabulaire des autuers on 'vocabulaire de l'inforn&P, en gdndmal prdcia et itendu

- le vocabulaire des demandeurs ou 'vocabulaire da non-informe", beaucoup plus limitd
et constitud de termes plus gdniraux.

line vdrification faite dams un centre de documentation sur 114lectronique a donne' les
rdsuhtata suivants:

L'analyse des documents avait fourni un vocabulaire de 4683 mots. Les questions indexdes
par les demandenma n' avaient utihise' que 1260 mots, soit environ 26% du vocabulaire
disponible. Parmi ces mots, 11 y en avait 73 (de r~ature assez gdnirale) qui repmdsentaient
& eux seula 31% des mots utilisda pour l1'ensemble des questions.
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Cette diff~rence constatde entre les vocabulaires utiliads par lea auteurs et lea
demandeurs, rend probidmatique la qualitd d' une adlection ducumentaire fondde usiquement
sur la comparaisan des liates de mots cids reprdsentatifs des deinandes et des documents.

On notera au passage que cette difficultd particuli~re n'existait pas loraque Pon
utilisait des syst~aes de classification hidrarphisds. En effet, ces syst~znes fournissaient
facilement pour chaque notion, la haste des notions plus spdcitiques, plus gdndrales ou
simpleinent voisines. La structure m~me du syst~me de classification servait de guide au
demandeur et facilitait le travail d' indexage des~ demandes. Elle permettait de trouver
us degr4 de prdcision commun pour ha reprdsentation des documents et des interrogations,
ce qui assurait ha liaison entre he vocabuhaire de 1'inform4 et celui du non-informd.

Lorsque l' on utilise pour ha crdation et 1' interrogation des fichieris lea termes du
langage naturel ha liaison entre lea deux vocabuhaires doit Otre explicitde. Il faut
donc construire des dictionnaires qui permettent de trouver lea termes du vocabuhaire des
auteurs qui se trouvent imphicitement concernis par tout terme apparaissant lass une demande.

Ceci revient i dire que pour tout terme du vocabulaire documentaire, il faut dtabhir la
haste des termes qui ont avec hui use certaine relation de signification. Lea dictionnaires
structurds conatituds par P'ensemble de ces hastes portent he nom de THESAURUS.

L'utihisation de ces thesaurus peut 6tre envisagde de deux mani~res diffdrentes:

-use premiare technique conaiste & se servir du thesaurus au moment de 1'indexage des
textes. On fera figurer dana ha haste d' indexage de chaque document, certains termes
gui ne figurent pas dana he document hui-mgme mais gui pourraient exister dana use
question pour laguelle he document serait pertinent. En gdndrah cette utilisation du
thesaurus A l1'entrde a' accompagne d' use certaine normalisation du vocabuhaire d' indexage,
en particuhier de la rdduction des synonymes. Une telle organisation suppose bien
entendu gue he thesaurus prdexiste et a dtd conatitu4 avant l' indexage des documents.

-Une deuxi~me mdthode conssite i consulter le thesaurus au moment de l'interrogation.
On recherchera tous lea termes s~nantiquement rehids i ceux de ha demande et gui ont
pu 6tre utilisds %u cours d& hindexage des documents. Cette mdthode prdsente
1'avantage de ne )as aubordonser ha constitution des fichiers & 1'dtablissement
prdalabie du thesaurus.

L' utilitd du thesaurus n' apparait qu' au moment des interrogations use fois le frichier
constitud.

Le choix estre lea deux mdthodes e -id en fait de facteurs dconomiques:
si ha collection documentaire eat himitde c~ he nombre de demandes important, il y aura
intdrdt i utiliser he thesaurus A 1'entrde une fois pour toutes au cours de 1'indexage.

Si, au contraire, le nombre de documents eat tr~s important par rapport au noubre de
* ~demandes, ii sera prdfdrable d' utiliser le thesaurus au cours de 1'interrogation.

* 4. CONSTITUTION DES THESAURUS

Il eat possible de distinguer trois types de relations adinantigues entre lea termes du
vocabuhaire documentaire:

-Les relations d'e'quivalence gui conduisent A ha crgation de dictionnaires de
sysonymea

L es relations d'inclusion gui traduisent lea relations hi4rarchigues entre termes et
gui corresp~ondent aux diffdrentes degrds de gdndrahitg des notions.

-Les relations de voisinage gui perniettent d' affirmer gue phusieura termes, sans #tre
synonymes ni d~pendant higrarchiquement lea uns des autres, recouvrent us certain
nombre de concepts commuss.



Ces diffdrents types de relation doivent bien entendu apparattre dans les Thesaurus, 2
mais ii existe des tndthodes diffdrentes pour les mettre en dvidence.

(a) Dictionnaires de synonymes

iL'expdrience montre que les dictionnaires de synonymes linguistigues sont difficilement
utilisablee A des fins documentaires. Ils concernent en effet, en gdndral, des domaines
tr~s vastes dans lesquels Ia synonymie est prise sous tin aspect rigoureux. En documentation,
au contraire, le domaine s4mantique est plus spdcialisg et la synonymie documentaire est
plus large., Il suff it de pouvoir affirmer que tout document indexd A l1'aide du mot A
doit Otre prie en consideration pour toute demande indexde A 1'aide du mot B (et
rdciproquement), pour considdrer A et B comme synonymes documentaires.

La cr~ation du dictionnaire des synonymes petit Otre r~alisde d'une manibre assez simple
au cours m~bie de la cre'ation dti vocabulaire documentaire:

Pour chaque mot nouveau considdr4 comme mot-cld, on fait une recherche rapide, non-
exhaustive de ses synonymes documentaires. On obtient ainsi tine liste, forcdment incomplate,
des termes qui experiment la meme notion. On affecte tin nuadro de notion A cette haste.
Si, ati cours de 1'indexage des documents suivants ou du traitement d'utne demande, ii apparaft
un terme nouveau, synonyine oubhid de ha haste prdciddente, tine procddure analogue hui sera
forcdment appliqude. Au cours de cette detixi~me recherche, il est parfaitement improbable
ati'aucun des mots de la premiere haste n' apparaisse (on petit oubhier tin mot dans tine haste
mais pas tine liste enti~re). Il y aura dz)nc aui momns tin terme du vocabulaire gui sera
considdri comme synonyue de detix notions distinctes et qui sera affecti de deux numdros
de notion diffdrents. Cette anomahie petit etre tr~s ±'acilement ddtectde par des moyens
atitomatiques, ce gui conduit A une correction pratiguement atitomatique du dictionnaire de
synonymes.

(b Relations hi~rarchiqucs

La mise en dvidence des relations d' inclusion entre les termes dti vocabulaire documentaire I
petit Gtre obtenue d'une mani~re relativement simple en utitiisant lee propridtds des systbmes
traditionncls de classification hidrarchisde.I

Dans tin domaine sdmantique donni, chaque terme du vocabulaire Poss~de tine certaine
signification gui petit 6tre raccordde A tine rubrigue d'un systame de classification. 11
stiff it pour cels de considdrer que la signification dti terme est de nature analogue A tin
document gue P'on chercherait i classer. Tous les termes ayant entre erix des relations
hidrarchigues, se retrouveront classds sous des rubriques hidrarchiguement religes, ce
gui facihite considdrablement le travail de rddactioa du thesaurus.

Unioe autre mdthode consiste A constituer le thesaurus ati fur et A mesure des interroga-

Lee documentalistes gui indexent lee demandes ont, en ef fet, l' habitude de faire 4~clater

religs entre eux par des OU logigues. En effectuant ce travail, ils constituent en fait

des micro-thesatirus instantands gui traduisent les relations hidrarchiques entre lee mots-
cdde gdndratix de Ia question et lee mote plus spdcifigues dti vocabulaire documentaire.
Si P'on prend la ddcision de conserver systdmatiguement et de mdmortder ces associations,
on obtient tin thesaurus de relations hidrarchiques. Ce thesaurus sera d' autant plus complet
que le centre documentaire sera p*i's interrogd. Nouc voyans done que he thesaurus petit 6tre
constitud A partir de I' analyse flee %lzandes, d'utne mani~re assez parahllle A ce que nous
avons vu pour P'dtablissement du vocabtha'.re documentaire, gui, lui, dtait obtent iA partir
de 1'analyse des documents.

Cette mdthode a dtd utitihide d'tine uani~re automatigue dans tin centre doctimentaire gui
poseddait tine vaste collection de 'profile' destinds A ha diffusion edlective. On a
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recherch4 pour chaque terme la liate de ceux qui lui dtaient fr~quemment rattach~s a
1' aide d'un OU.

Les listes obtenues constituaient en fait un thesaurus.

(c) Relations de voisinage

Ce type de relation dtait explicitd dans les structures documentaires traditionnelles
par des notations du type 'Voir aussi'. Elles indiquent qu' il existe une certaine analogie
de signification (et nor une iquivelence) entre 'leux termes. Par exemple RESISTANCE
MEC~ANIQUE et USURE.

Ces relations sont en ge'n~ral nettement inises en 4vidence lorsque V'on utilise ha
technique ddji mentionnie qui consiate a' ramener lea termes du vocabulaire A une structure
classificatoire: deux termes voisina sont clasads A l1'aide de la meme rubrique.

Une m~thode plus 4labor4e consiste i comparer syste'matiquement les definitions des
termes. Si lea d~finitions de deux mota poss~dent entre elles un certain nombre de points
communs, on peut en d~duire que ces deux mots sont voisins l'un de l'autre, Cette m~thode
a dt4 utihiade pour ddterminer des relations de voisinage dana un vocabulaire me'dical,
Chaque mot rencontrd au cours de 1' indexage des textes 4tait indexd A son tour en utilisant
un vocabulaire fondamental de difinisseurs (d' ailleurs assez gdndraux) qui prdcisait la
signification de ce mot. Il 4tait alors possible de rechercher automatiquement pour chaque
terme, tous lea termes qui avaient une ddfinition identique (synonymes) et tous ceux qui
possddaient des ddfinisseurs communs (termes voisins). Cette mdthode prdsentait en outre
l' avantage de ddfinir des 'degrds de voisinage'. Le voisinnse dtait d' autant plus dtroit
que he nombre de ddfiniaseurs communs e'tait plus grand.

Cette notion de 'degr4 de voisinage' slest d'aihleurs rdvdle'e particuli~rement importante
* hlorsque V'on a utihisd he thesaurus obtenu pour traiter des demandes de documentation. Il

dtait en effet, possible de proposer an demandeur d' dlargir plus ou momns ha question qu' il
posait. Ii suffisait pour ceha de prendre en compte les termes plus ou momns voisins de
ceux qu' il avait employds pour libeller sa question.

5. CONCLUSION

* Il eat certain que h'emphoi de soyena antomatiques et h'utilisation du vocabulaire
naturel ont permsi de rdsoudre certains probhlnes documentaires et ouvrent des perspectives
prometteuses, 11 W'en reste pas momns vrai que cps techniques nouvelles posent des
problhmes nouveaux parsi hesqueha ha constitution des dictionnaires et thesaurus documentaires
eat 'un des plus difficihes et des plus urgenta. Il ne faut pas se cacher que ha rdsohution
de ce probl~me exige des moyens dtendus, mais nous pensons que P importance du probl~me
documentaire justifie amphement lea efforts qui restent A faire dana ce sens.
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APPENDIX

Le Centre de Documentation de la Cie IBM France,
Centre D' dtudes et Recherches, la Gaude

R. J.Dubon

1. EVOLUTION DES TECHNIQUES

La mission d'un Centre de Documentation traditionnel petit se re-aumer A quatre tfiches
principales:

1. Accueillir les documents A leur arrivde au Centre: analyse, classification, emmagasinage.

2. Tenir les clients du Centre constamment inforindF des nouvelles parutions les intdressant
directement (Diffusion Silective de l'Informp~tion).

3. Effectuer, A la demande des clients, deF recherches bibliographiques sur un sujet
ditermind (Recherches RMtrospectives).

4. Etre en mesure de fournir 1' 'adresse' d'utn document de'termin4 et le document lui-m~bie.

Dans une PRENIETE GENERATION, utilisant des ndthodes nanuelles, c procdda essentiellenent
A la CLASSIFICATION HIERAWCIIIQUE: ces techniques peuvent 4'tre justifi4es pour des banques
d' informations limitdes en volume, et spdcialisdes en nature. A partir d'utn certain volume
& l'entrde, et pour des informations couvrant un large dventail d'activitds, les systames
manuels et leurs divers systdmeas de classification se rdv~lent inefficaces, lents et coateux.

Un premiu,-r essai d' automatisation fut tent4, A 1' occasion de la SECONDE GENERATION, avec
1'introduction des MOTS-CLES. Dans cette 4tape vers 1' automatisation compl~te, un document
technique dtait caractdrisd par tine sdrie de mots-c1ds (10 en moyenne) et des rdfirences
telles que: titre, date, noms d' auteurs. Cet ensemble de donne'es dtait mis en m4moire de
l'ordinateur puis recherchd par programme. Il n'y a pas lieu de s'attarder sur cette mithode,
car lea rdsultats furent d~cevantsf ou a constatd que seulement 10% des r~fdrences trouvdes
r4pondaient aux questions posies. La 'sortie' ordinateur, tout comme 1' 'entr4e', consistait
en tine liate de mots-clds pas assez informative pour ddcrire suffisamment le document, et
par consdquent, source de confusion avec le vdritable sujet d'intdrdt. D' autre part, tout
syst~me utilisant classification hidrarchique oti mots-cl~s eat dangereux, en ce sens qu' il
fait appel A tine analyse humaine, source d' erreurs;' enfin, lea technologies avance'es font
appel, souvent. A des notions nouvelles que seul le recul du temps permettra d' apprdcier.

Ceci est grave, car tin document mal analysd et indexi sera perdu a jamais lora d' une
interrogation future, sauf si cette derni~re est elle-mfme mal composde. Enfin, la
ndcessitd d'une intervention manuelle limite le volume acceptable a l'entrde et l'on
retrouve lea inconvdnients de la Premi~re Gindration.

Cette m~thode de recherche aur mots-clds eat aujourd' hui totalement abandonnde.

La TROISIEME GENERATION utilise des techniques dites ie 'texte normal' ou 'langage
clair", objet de notre discussion sur lea vocabulaires de documentation.

2. TRAITEMENT DU DOCUMENT COMPLET A
L' ENTREE DU SYSTEME

Seul le risumd du document fait l1'objet d' un traitenent ordinateur. Le document complet
eat ddtruit apr~s avoir dtd rdduit et photographid par lea soins d' IBM stir =n support microf ilm
approprid (microfiche). Cette opdration eat effectu4e aux USA et no concerne pas lea
articles de revues et pdriodiquea, pour des raisons do droita de reproduction.
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Un Jeu complet de ces microfiches est ensuite envoyd au Centre europden, ainsi qu'aux
diffdrents Services de Documentation de la Coinpagnie IBM dans le monde, clients du syste'me.

3. TRAITEMENT DES RESUMES

Dans la suite des opdrations, c'est donc le RESUME du document qui va faire l'objet d'un
traitement automatisd et Otre mis en m~moire de l'ordinateur. CVest donc vdritablement la
"pensde de l'auteur', exprimde en langage clair, qui sera "'lue" par la machine; cette
derni~re sera alors en mesure de OrdpondreP" aux questions de ses clients, posdes grice &
une logique d' interrogation ddcrite ultdrieurement.

L importance du rdsumd est donc tr~s grande, car c' est sa qualitd que d4pendront lea
* resultats d'une recherche.

Actuellement, la plupart Ces publications scientifiques et techniques sdrieuses (rapports,
th~ses, articles de revues, etc.) ont un rdsum4. C'est. de plus, une r~gle i l'intdrieur
de la Compagnie IBM. En tout 4tat de cause, notre syst~me ne tient pas compte des documents
qui n'ont pas de rdsume'.

L' auteur '1'un document est censd 6tre la personne la plus qualifige pour en faire le
r4sumd, et de ce fait le rendre le plus "informatif" possible. Le rdsuine comporte:

- Titre, date

- Auteur(s), origine du document

- Num~ro propre du document, identifications diverses

- Rgsumd proprement dit, de 10 1 30 lignes (100 1 300 mots), suivi de 1' indication du
nombre de pages decieus A5, unuro atgie

- Un certain nombre de dsrper 2i5.dn nnmr a~oidsid
la pi~paration de catalogues par sujet, par catdgorie (Liste des 23 cat~gories en
Annexe 2)

- Un numdro d'acc~s sdquentiel chronologique, purement artificiel, servant A identifier
le rdsumd en ordinateur, ainsi quf le support microfilm oý se trouve le document complet.

£ ~Les rdsiimts sont alors mis en mdmoire de 1' ordinateur par 1' intermddiaire des supports
"carte perforde" et "bande magndtique" au cours des opdrations suivantes:

-Perforation des rdsum~s (en moyenne 20 cartes par rdsumd), suivant des rigles impqsdes
par les divers prograzmes d' exploitation du systhme de Recherche Automatique de
Documentation

-Mise sur bande et v~rification simultane'e des fonctions suivantes, '

Validitd des car-et~res

Numdro de s4quence en ordre num~rique crcissant
Composition du texte clair: prdsence de 1' ensemble des composantes du rdsumd
Orthographe: l1'ensemble des mots nouveaux est compard avee unc "bande magndtique
dictionnaire"', contenant environ 1 100 mots correctement 6pelds.

Lorsqu'une anomalie est ddtect4e - mot mal orthographii, erreur de perforation, de

spdcialistes dela corriger; un mot nouveau eat par exemple ajoutg au dictionnaire sur

sbqune, ot nouveau, est cri-e etc.paatsrun mrmneaind emtr u

Lorsque l1'ensemble de ces fqnctiors a 4te vdrifie, des bulletins (r4sumds complets) et
catalogues par sujet, categorie, auteur, origine et numdro d'acch cant produits par
1' ordinateur, et envoyds aux memes destinataires que lea microfiches contenant. lea documents
complets (Fig.1),
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Enfin, ultime dtape, une s~rie de bandes magndtiques correspondant aux rdsumds des
nouveaux documents est prdparde par type de document. Une bande magndtique i haute densitd
(800 BPI) contient environ 6 000 rdsumds de documents.

Le Centre de La Gaude reqoit alors des Etats-Unis une copie de ces bandes gui viendront
s' ajouter aux bandes 'frangaises'. Ces nouveaux documentjý sont alors fusionngs, des deux
c~tds de l'Atlantique, avec les fichiers 'historiques' et constituent la 'memollre documenta-
tion' de 1l'ordinateur.

N.B. - Les mises & jour sur bande sont transmises des USA & La Gaude par les unitds IBM 7702
de transmission de bande magn~tique, relides entre elles par simple ligne t4ldphonique.

4. CARACTERISTIQIJES DU SYSTEME

4.1 Entrde Simplifide

- La pensde de 1' auteur, en langue originale et en langage clair, est directement mise sur
support magndtique avec un minimum d' intervention humaine.

- La recherche s'effectue sur le texte normal de 1' ensemble des dldments du resum4.

- Aucune codification, aucune classification, aucun mot-cl 'ne sont ddsormais n4cessaires:
les rdsumds se trouvent sur bande magndtique, en ordre c . ologique, quelle que soit
leur nature.

4. 2 Loghiqe de Recherche

Souple et efficace, elle permet, dgalement en langage clair, de consulter les fichiers
documentaires sur bandes.

- Cette logique est fondge sur la satisfaction de CONCEPTS, dont le nombre et la nature
d~crivent le probl~me pos4.

- Le langage-question utilise un certain nombre d'0pgrateurs Logiques, permettant de
ddftnir une question, aussi complexe soit-elle,

- Les questions peuvent fitre posdes, en clair, dans la langue du document en mdmoire.
Actuellement, franqais et anglais sont utilisis conjointement e'ans ce but. Cette

possibilit4 peut ftre 4tendue & toute age

4.3 Rapiditd de Traiteuenet

L'ordinateur permet de poser une moyenne de 100 questions simultandment, de lire 120 000
mots de texte par minute et d' tmprimer Its rdslultats sur des imprimantes rapides.

t ~4. 4 Format des Riponses

Il est identique A celui de l'entrde, clest-&-dire qu'il consiste en un rdsumd, en
langage clair, avec indication de l'adresse du document complet (support microfiche).

5. LOGIQUE DE RECHIERCHIE (FIG.2)

La sdlection d'un rdsumd de document eat fondde sur la satisfaction d'un "critare de
silection". Ce crit~re exige la prdsence d'un ou de plusieurs concepts simultands ~
l1'int4rieur du rdsumd.

'Appelons CONCEPT ELEMNETAIRE un MOT isold du langage naturel (en n'importe quelle langue).
Uv CONCEPT sera IF. rdunion de concepts dldmentaires, relids entre eux par un certain nombre
W'OPERATEURS LOGIQUES.
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6. DIFFERENTS CONCEPT,4 POSSIBLES

*6. 1 (a) Le concept le plus simple est le Concept Eldmentaire. Il est possible, par

exemple, d' exiger la seule prdsence d' tn mat dans un rdsuin4 pour assurer sa
I' s~lectian..

Exemple: LASER

N.B. - Il faut Gtre prudent, car un terme trap g~ndral (transistor, ordinateur),
pour us crit~re de selection dgal A UN (1), petit engendrer une "sortie" trap
importante.

(b) La technique du MASQUE permet de rechercher stir la racine d' un Concept Eldmentaire
(mat), af in de cauvrir les diffdrentes, formes grammaticales possibles, en ouvrant
un dventail de caract~res apr~s la racine. Deux cas peuvent se Drdsenter:

Masque seflect if: indiqud par autant de signes; $ cue de caract~res i masquer. il
permet d' ouvir us dventail limitd 1 1,.2, 3,4 ou 5 caract~res apras Isa racine du mct.

Exemple: TRANSISTOR$ cauvrira le mat ati singulier camme au pluriel, HOPITA$0
cauvrira les mats H6pital ou H6pitaux.

Ce masque s~lectif est utilisd larsque l'an veut dviter la rdpdtitian d'un mat
sous ses; formes diffdrentes, ces farmes et le nambre maximal de caract~res
possible apr~s la racine dtant connus.

Masque i 1 imfte: indiqu4 par le signe $,, il permet d'auvrir un dventail illimitg
de caract~res apras la racine du mat.

Exemple: DOCUMENT$. cauvrira des mats tels que Document, Documents, Documentation,
Documentalistes, etc.

Il faut 6tre prudent dams l'emplai du masque illimitd, car lai s~lection petit se
faire stir des mats dont la macmne est commune, mais dont la terminaison peut @tre
telle que le mat n' a plus :.uctin sens avec le mat de la question.

Par exemple, si l'on recherche des mats tels que ORAL ati ORAUX, au ORALEMdEIT, 11

faut dviter d'utiliser ORA$,, car des mats comme ORAGE, ORAISON, pourrant 6tre

considdrds, aussi, comme bonne rdponse....

6. 2 Des concepts plus complexes se forment A partir de la reunion de Concepts Eldmentaires

relids par des Op~rateurs Logiques.

Ope'rateurs Logiques:

(a) fOi Cet opdrateur permet d'exprimer diffdrentes possibilit~s, c'est-A-dire
diffdrents Concepts E14mentaires, stir le m~me niveati logique.

w OU X OU y OU z
Exemple de CONCEPT possible: h6*pita$$ OU clinique$

(b) ET Cet op~rateur exige la prdsence simtiltande des plusietirs Concepts Eldmentaires
oni de plusietirs, CONCEPTS.

a ET b ET c
Exemple de CONCEPT possible: ordinateur$ ET mddicine aoi encore: auitomatisation >

ETr (h6Dita$$ OU cliniqtie$)

(c) AVEC Cet opdratetir exige la prdsence de deux oti plusieurs Concepts Eldmentaires
a 1' int~rieur d'utne phrase de texts: tine phrase est const!tude par 1' ensemble
des caract~res compris, entre detix paints.

a AVEC b
Exeinpie de CONCEPT*, bande$ AVEC magndtiquet,.
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Md ADJ Les Concepts Eldmentaires affectds par cet opdrateur doivent se trouver en
position adjacente, et dans l'ordre.

a ADJ b ADJ c
(b doit suivre a et prdcgder c)
Exemple de CONCEPT: documentation ADJ automatique ou encore: mdmoire$ ADJ
& ADJ tambour ADJ magn4tique

(e) SAUF Cot opdrateur peut s' appliquer A tout concept prc4edement ddfini (614mentaire
ou non).ý Il permet d'oxclure de la s4lection finale tout rdsumd dans lequel
le concept non ddsirg apparaft, m6me si, par ailleurs, le r~sumd rencontro
d'autros crit~res do s~lection.

Exemples do CONCEPTS n4gatifs' SAUF (fortran OU cobol); SAUF (centr$$$ ADJ
tdl~phonique$),; SAUF (simulation ET adfospatial)

(f) GUI Cot opdratour pout a' appliquer 4galement i tout concopt. Ii ne, a' omploie
quo dana doux cas:

(i) La question posdes comporto ddjh tin opdrateur SAUF. Dans ce can,
l'opdrateur OUI domino et assuro impdrativoment la s~lection, quol quo soit
1' environnemont s4mantiquo.

(ii) Ler crit~ro do sdlection oxige doux concepts ou plus. Dans ce cas, tine
condition suffisante do s4lection sora remplie si 1e soul concept affect4
de 1' opdratour OUI ost prdsent dans tin r~stimd, La pr~sence des deux (ou do* I plusiours) concepts rdclamds par ailleurs nWest plus ndcessaire.

* I ~(g) INVDICATEUR de ZDYVE de )IEY2ERUI Lors do la perl-oration des rdeam~s, un code
d! identification do chaque zone du rdsum4 (zone-titre, zone-auteur, zone-
origine, zone-rdsumd, etc.) fait partie do l1'ensemble des caract~res
constitutifa do cotte zone. Le but est double,

Assurer tine mise en page lors do 1' impression,

Permettre tine roch'rche localis4e A l'intdrietir d'une zone partictilihre dti
r~stimd.

* ~(i) Indicateur impiratif de zone - S' applique i tout concept.. Cot indicateur
permet d'exiger la prdsence dti concept A l'intdrieur d' une zone prdfdrentielle,
indiquie A l'avance bora do la question.

Par example,
la question "CONTROLE ZONE AUTEUR Einstein" permottra do no s4lectionner que
los documents dont Einstein fut 1' auteur, et non ceux dana loaquels la
theorie do la relativitd d'Einstein ost mentionnde.

(ii) Indicateur d'exclusion de zone - s'appliqueio tout concept. Cot
indicatetir permot inversement do roser tine question relative a tous los
terses d'un r4sumd, sauf A ceux d'une zone non ddsirdo, choisie A l'avance.[ ~Par oxesaplo,
la question 1"SAUF' CONTROLE ZONE ORIGINE onde$ ADJ glectrique$11 pormet do re-
trouver los documents traitant des ondos dlectriques, sauf s'il a'agit des
articles do la revue "OndoEloctrique" (A momns quo cet article no traite
prdcis~ment d'ondos dloctriques.)

7. CONSTRUCTION D'UN PROFIL-QUESTION

Cot ensemble do moyens logiques permot, on d~finissant 1e nombre et la nature des concepts
requis, do convertir lea intdrets du domandeur en langage-quostion clair, informatif et
prdcis.
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La cnstucton 'unebone qeston ipen esentellmen

La dosrcto'une bonne utliuio estaloion dpen esentierheen fnt 3 usjte ursl

- d'unchod.ix orect deporan terminoogie il aacdritqemadeu pruoblten posd Pour elacu
ie rfauttnces bonnde onnissace du ujetjint la qunestconencnassaunce. aLrpie coxdesl
npdateure det da banue diensoratipons et det son imolumealpoiai.dn e d et

domainres scixentiiqe sttcnqe u la compaisnet lsposenilt.s Thesarus ea 'tDicstionnar des

Synonymes so~nt chrhurgalntrsg a e dvlements dess ouil efficoe dou lavi'lesjt

recherchgi. des best impran~tides saoirestio ledmndueut sebtenir pr pe conetseucu

da e co~rncept af hnoin l de rtrdi oua d's a l uetonye nep~e a en consquence. Le chnoogixde
OLratehiurse$ de leutc in. ~ c ouset rmril

A titre d'epla conetipne a radiuson penttre lnuac p assiblte coff qere parn lutildsatin des
opdrateurs ET, AVECe ADJ.etitresne

tchnol opgiaedes E bandes Ean Tiu. Sagntque$)sti hos s on peut soe drierpr o chepts. ass
laa) Le coc pt"chossogle" etsqes snonymexieos ne prdsentepa des Confceptds tldecnoloire

OU tecniqe$11 OUg~tqe~l etc.eo dn ersmd otfi, asu
rdbd Lecn ept mbotds badtetImagn~tiques"I peuten stensc a e hoixe phsque1 o era de ' igndes

documeateu sdeton mai, hVoCs duDJ.

k~(ii) L' leop i e 1prateur A etEai (bande$ ADJ magndtique)sr cos i 'o vu n Vrechaeurcheaus

rdetinea nrsumd, losilcmorel mots "bande$" etiv dumt"magndtiquet"puets tovrpyiueet.ogd

Dans ce cas, nous rdduisons le risque de '.bruits", mais nous introduisons colui
d'avoir des "silences", r est-i-dire des rdsum~s en m~moire, mais non sdlectionuds
&cause d'utne logique insuffisamment adaptde au langago humain.

Stipposons qu'utn rdsum*4 contienno la phrase suivante,

"... Ces r~sultats proviennent de l'utilisation de nouiveaux matoriaux nagneftiques
r~cemment adoptds pour los ddrouletirs de bandes IBM..."

Ce rdsumd ne sera pas "reirouv&" et notifid, bien qV'il rdponde parf~itoenent i laI

(iii) Pour ce probl~me prdcis, 1e choix de l'opdrateur AVEC (hsnde$ AVEC magndtique$)
est souhattable, car cette logique se situe A mi-chemin ontre lo ET trop gdniral,
et le ADJ, trop restrictif. Dons ce cas, le rdsumid mentionnd ci-dossus seraI
sdlectionni, puisque les Concepts Eldmentaires "bande%" et '¶nagndtiqueo" so trouvent
dans une phrase, entre deux points do texte.

La Charte "Logique Recherche 360"1, illustro lea possibilitds logiques ddcrites plus haut.
Elle appelle quelques commentairos:

-les diffdrents concepts, identifids par le symbole CONXX, oil M reprdsonto tin simple
numdro de sdrie et non do prioritd, so trouvent ici stir le mfto nivp'nn logique, car le
crit~re do s~lection a Atd fixd 1 1. Chacun des 7 concepts est donc inddpendant vis-4
A-via des autres.

1 .1
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-le CON03 s' exprime par 1' interin~iiaire de sous-concepts, A3 et A4. Chacun des sous-
concepts A3 ou A4 ebt insuffisant par lui-sn~me pour assurer une sdlection, puisqu' ii
est udcessaire de les rdunir par l'opgrateur ET.

*A4 expriine des possibilitds (logiqlue OU)

*A3 permet de rdunir sur le mame nivevnu logigue, affectds de l'opdrateur OU, des mots

isolis (Al) et des mots adjacents (A2),

Ce concept montre toute la souplesse de cette logique, dont I& complexitd, tout en auivant
des r~gles d' application strictes qui ne seront pas ddtailldes ici, peut 6tre adaptde
sans limites la caractdrisation du problnime posd. (Figs. 3 et 4).

Le discussion de ce sujet continue page 39.
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CON01 INFORMATION OU DOCUMENTS* OU
LITTERATURE AVEC RECHERCHE$
OU STOCK$*

CON02 DISSEMINATION ADJ SELECTIVE
Al BIBLIOTHEQUES
A2 CENTRES ADJ D ADJ INFORMATIONS

ADJ TECHNIOUE$
A3 A1OU A2
A4 AUTOMAT$ • OU MECANISS • OU CALCULATS •
CONO:, A3 ET A4
CON04 ABS LUHN ADJ HP
CON05 SAUF ORLEANS
CON06 ELECTRONIQUE SAUF CONTROLE.10J

ADJ INDUSTRIELLE
CON07 LOUIS CONTROLE.200 ARMAND

Fig. 3 Logique recherche 360

A28,, I RiJ D0DON FRAN SOD "' CUG v\

A3"Vo" At SELECrSS$
A3aVoO A8  DISSENINATS$$5 0
A32,"e As DOCUMENTS' or DATA or INFORMATICH o

1" A""'se Con0l A' and A3 and As es
A32"'e A% RETRIZV*s or SEARCH$*
A3""so Con02 As with A*
A""'SO Con03 CPRRENT adj INFORMATION ail SELECTION
A321"o At LIBRAR$$$ *o
A""'s A' MECHANIZ$o or AUTCHAT$$$ or ELECTRONICS or TREND$ or FUTURE or al"
A""s° COMPUT$$$ 'I
A3""s' AT DATA adj PROCESSING
Asas$ AD A' or As '3
A""'S9 ConO4 As and As '4
Asa?"' ConO5 NATIONAL adj INFORMATION is
A"a"sg A' DIRECT adi ACCESS
Asa?** Ale REMOTE$$ with CCPPUTS$$ or CONSCLES I
As"'ss A"l DISPLAYS$$ or VIDEO or CRT
A""•s A"s CATHODA adj RAY adj TUBES
Ass?"* A's A's or A'l or Ala a:
As"s"' Con6O A' and A's at
A""'*o A"4 A" or A' as
A3svs" ConO7 A'% and At* as
asaves Con0 ITIRC a*
"A""'se ConO9 OWNCR with NJ a*

SAs"vso Cont0 NAGNINO with 33 so

As"s"o Conli MERRITT with CA 8'
Sa"'PO Coni2 GARLAND with J
As3vs* Con13 JACKSON with ED
A32vse End i*

Fig.4 Exempic de profil
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A.H. Holloway: You have described your system as u~ing natural language, but if the natural
language of the enquiry does not correspond with the natural language of the document there
must be intervention by a human agent. The dialogue between the user and the system would
seem to be essential to the performance of any system.

K.J. dbon: It is true that up to the present time we have not been able to eliminate the
link of the information specialist betwnen the enquirer and the system.

E.Keonjian: What are the maintenance problems of your systems, including the error
detectior in the system, and the qualifications of the personnel required to operate it?

R.J.Dubon: Keypunching is checked so that we know our tapes are correct. Logic errors
can be detected when preparing the search program. Staff, excluding those preparing the
input, consists of two engineers, a clerk and a secretary.

R.C.Wright: How many persons are engaged on input processing to the system?

K.J. Dubon: Fifteen persons are engaged on keypunching, proof reading, merging and
dispatching the input, No abstracting is done; the abstract accompanying the article is
used.

R.D.Kerr-Waller: We have found that the use of Boolean logic in a search produces false
drops. A change to a system of weighted keywords resulted in a considerable reduction in
the number of false drops.

R.J.Dubon: We also have noted errors when using Boolean logic hut these have not been
serious. Use of a "with" logic has given good results.

R. Bree: 1. What is the total input to your system?

2. What influence does the use of several languages have on the economy of the system?

R.J.Dubon:* 1. Input is 3,000-4,000 items per month.
Foreign languages would not affect the economy of the system as the system operates in

the English language and questions are traaslated into English.

E.Lapeyses: Is there any screening of the output from a question put to the system?

R.J.Dubon: No; the output is sent direct to the enquirer.

1A.
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PAPER 4

FOUR "NEW" SCIENCES: AN APPROACH TO COMPLEXITY*

by

E. B. Montgomery

Dean, School of Library Science,
Syracuse University, New York, USA

De!:.:. Montgomery was not able to deliver this paper at the Svmposium but it is included to
complete the Proceedings. In De'.n Montgomery's absence, Dr. E.L.EIchhorn of Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, USA spoke on Integrated Data Management in the Deep Space Net. As this was a
shortened version of a paper intended for full presentation elsewhere. it is not thought
appropriate to include it in these Froceedings.
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SUMMARY

Present - day discoveries are causing an exponential growth in information
because a discovery in one field may very well lead to new discoveries and
the generation of new information in other, related fields and even in other
disciplines. The problem is one of coping with complexity.

Four "new" sciences, not new in themselves, but looked at from new points
of view are suggested as solutions, namely Information science, Communication
science, System science and Application science.

* Finally, it is suggested that the Science of science itself may provide
answers to some of the problems.

II
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FOUR "NEW' SCIENCES: AN APPROACH TO COMPLEXITY

E.B.Montgomery

The problem to be faced in scientific and technical information involves far more than
the solution of information storage and retrieval problems of our technical culture. We
are currently faced with the complexity that results from the exponential increase in
knowledge. We have not learned to cope with it. And yet, these increases force us to
expand our search for more knowledge.

Research and development in area after area are becoming mass produced and even automated.
This trend will also increase. These increases are exponential by nature. Much, if not
most, of the new information created or discovered has implications for and interrelation-
ships with other knowledge already discovered as well as that which will be created in
the future. New information frequently affects information in other areas and even in
other disciplines. For example, the unravelling of the genetic coding in the RNA molecule
has major implications for many disciplines. Radio carbon dating has changed many sequences
of history. In turn, this changed information gives rise to more changes in other disci-
plines.

It is not a small, simple exponential but a complex phenomenon of chain reactions. Some
of them die out quickly.- however, others continue branching into many disciplines having
large reproduction factors with relatively short reproduction cycles, ranging from a few

months to a few years.

New approaches are needed if this complexity is to result in progress rather than
confusion and chaos -- if in other words, we are to anticipate and and protect ourselves
from the by-products of increawing knowledge. 4

This paper suggests an approach to the solution of part of the problem. The approach
calls for the organization and synthesis of "new sciences" that will allow better
comprehension of the interrelationships of knowledge which can leaJ to such problems as
pollution and inundation of information and overpopulation. Interrelationships exist in
many dimensions and play many roles. The more points of view we have, the greater chance
we have to understand those interrelationships of which we are already aware and to
discover new and unsuspected relationships.,

The four areas which should be developed into new disciplines of science are- information,
communications, systems and applications.

No one of these is entirely new. They are being pursued in varying degrees at present
and in various combinations. The establishment of societies for cybernetics, general
systems, etc., attest to this fact. These efforts, however, are not nearly strong enough
to provide what is needed in the face of the present growth of complexity.

Therefore, it is recommended that these sciences, accompanied by the obvious parallel
engineering fields, be explored, structured and pursued with increased breadth and support.

At present, interrelationships sought through research and study are somewhat unilateral
* and are usually confined to the discipline giving rise to them. Even so, there is more
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repiizat..n of their potential outside their parent discipline than ever before. But this
is not nearly enough. More awareness of implications and predictability is needed.

If we postulate the four logical scientific Oomains of knowledge that provide a continuum

from information to its ultimate use, and further require that these domains cross all
disciplines at right angles to them, we should add the now missing dimension to our
ability to understand the potential interrelationships of knowledge.

The first science is information science. In order to define it, we should consider
the broadest possible definition of information. Whether or not the definition agrees
withl that in the dictionary is of little importance. Information exists everywhere inthe universe around us. We Lould define information as the position of all the atoms and

molecules in the universe and of all sets and combinations of those atoms and molecules
at any time.

Let us next consider how information operates -- both as a result of man's Inovledge
and reflection and as the processes constantly occurring in nature. Of course, we are
limited by far too little knowledge of both the thought and activities of man and of the
many facets of nature. We know that we must continue our investigations which will lead
to an increased knowledge about information.

Information exists withia all of the organisms of nature. In fact, every cell of
every organism has molecular information that defines and determines the complete descrip-
tion, make-up and functional specification of that organism. When organisms reproduce,
information about the one or two organisms giving rise to the r(nroduced organism, is
transmitted in the reproduction process and a new piece of molecular information is created
in the process.

On the highest level of complexity, man is acted on not only by his environment and
his reaction to it, but also by his own feelings and thoughts.

As a result of these complex interactions, organisms have information which is trans-
mitted frequently, if not constantly, about the state of the organism and of the sub-
organisms or systems within the organism. For example the nervous system is in constant
surveillance of the sensing by the human body of the change of state of the organs, of
the change of state of emotions and of the change of state of thinking.

Information is also produced by the activities of organisms. Humans observe, design
experiments, create, think, feed and indulge in various activities which increase the
amount of information. in a scholarly discipline, such as a science, this increase in
information is sought after in an organized and logical fashion.

However, information itself is not sufficiently investigated as a scientific entity.
The definition of information, its roles, and its contribution to the disciplines are
more frequently by-products of disciplines with other goals than an understanding of
information per se. Information, its dynamics, the tools that elicit it and the tools
with which we use it deserve a special science that can lead us, through better under-
standing, to a far better use.

Information in itself, however, is of little use. It must be communicated. We must
search scientifically for answers to such questions as: What is communication? How does
it take place? Why does it occur? Wha, are its purposes? and WheL forms of communication
are there' There is a need for a comprehensive science dedicated to the utkderstanding of
communication within and among and between organisms.

Information communicated through a system usually has a purpose or application. Thus,
a science of applications following a science of systems is needed to provide full coverage
of the information continuur
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Complete understanding, then. requires a knowledge of what information is, how it is

communicated, the systems used in transmittal, and, ultimately, its application. This

complex is, of course, referred to by some disciplines as "cybernetic systems."

External information and communication actions of organisms include communication on a

personal basis, on societal, cultural, business, irternational and many other bases. Among
these, too, are the needs for a better understanding of what communication is, what a

system is and why it operates or is applied.

The four sciences should not be limited to the interface with participation in the
physical, biological and social sciences. These sciences of information should transcend
and tie together all activities of ran, including all of the disciplines, from art and
architecture to zoology.

We do need to know what communication is and what a system is from a sufficiently broad

point of view so that we understand their general properties and dynamics and can antici-
pate their by-products.,

There are many research and development activities in communications and systems as well
as in information science. Most of these have been organized to solve particular problems
rather than to seek a broad understanding of the dynamics and theory of information,

communications and systems sciences (this is at present more the object of the societies
that have been formed). This work has been of tremendous value and it is not intended to

detract from it.

The fourth science dealing with applications should be more thoroughly explained. For
example, how does man apply the knowledge of the information that he has? Most of the
endea.vors in our society are those that pertain to the use of knowledge; yet one of the
least perfect areas of ccientific endeavor might be said to be that of applications.

A science of applications would embrace studies leading to an understanding of how man
really uses information. This could lead to vastly improved functions of all sorts. For
example, education is the application --- through a system of communication -- of the

knowledge and the information man has. The end product of education is the application
of knowledge to all phases of learning -- further scholarship, a professional career or

simply a fuller, better life. Yet, the entire process.is not very well understood. What
learning is needs to be much better understood from the standpoint of the application of

information. The best ways of communicating information are not known. Do we really
know what learning is? The systems called schools, although they are improving, are far
from achieving the best educational objectives because of our lack of knowledge of appli-
cation.

Applications knowledge impinges on the arts, and while the present state of the arts may
seem productive and satisfactory, one facet of art is in the ability to apply. However,
what is applied and how it is applied are not very well understood.

The list of examples of the need to study applications should also include questions
of how man applies his knowledge of political, economic, and social sciences to the relation-
ships among nations. Here again, precision of application knowledge, in fact what knowledge
to apply, based on what information, is an enormous problem which man has failed to solve
over the centuries. Now thet some sciences have succeeded in applying their knowledge to

the creation of devices with the capability to eliminate man from the face of the earth,
our inability to discover, to communicate, to construct fail-safe systems of society lead
to the realization that our applicaLion cf man's knowledge needs even greater depth and
surer progress.

A fifth science, which is not a new science at all, might be called the science of

science itself. It is time for science to be understood so broadiy that its contriu'itions
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can be kept from being used for purposes that could harm mankind. Science should provide
more protection from the possible deleterious effects of its increasingly powerful
products. Scientists and technologists should provide fail-safe capabilities for their
creations, the ability to anticipate undesirable by-products, and leadership in the
elimination of those problems of the world for which man has been responsible.

This may seem naive and impractical to some. However, continuation of the present
exploitation of science and technology is truly naive.

Now, why is it that we speak of new sciences and of new engineering areas? We are aware
that most of the activities we have discussed are subsumed under existing disciplines such
as linguistics, information theory, systems science and other current activities of
scientific and technological groups seeking to unite their efforts to promote more general
studies of these subJects.

We speak about them as new sciences because information has dynamic properties. That

the pen is mightier thu. the sword is an old manifestation of the power of information.
Yet relatively little effort has been made to really understand information dynamics in
terms of our present needs. It is hopeful and promising to see societies for cybernetics,
general systems, information science, and so on, becoming coacerned with some of the aspects
of the problem. However, it is quite probable that the problem is now growing at a rate
beyond the capabilities of these professional societies. The dynamics of information, its
communication, and its ultimate application in the various systems that exist or that have
been created by man are the dynamics of chain reactions.

It is time to create a synthesis that can include all uses of information. We must plan
for the most effective understanding of the good and the bad effects so that we can begin to
cope with the complexity that we are creating with the increasing reactivity of chain
reactions.

Out of such new organization of disciplines may come new horizons, new approaches, new
concepts and new capabilities that are needed for considered growth and implementation in
research and development of all fields. If we consider the field of information science,
it is quite probable that a group working to develop information in one discipliLe may find
resources, methods and devices that will be useful in information-seeking in other fields.
Approaches and instruments that have been developed in scientific research seldom stay in
the narrow field for which they were created. The utility of methods at first used in, say
physics, such as spectrography, nuclear magnetic resonance, calculating, measuring of any
sort, after their fundamental principles were defined and research performed on the funda-
mental phenomenon, find application in chemistry, the life sciences, and lead ultimately to
quality control of the production of goods and their control of our society.

New ;."inciples, points of view, philosophies, definitions and specifications with respect
to information will be useful in many, if not all, fields. The exploratory work on
informa4 ion in one field should provide insight, impetus, and working tools for other fields.
ibis should ",fpr lower costs in terms of manpower and money. Of even more value than
lowered cos., in t.mes of great need, such as the present, will be a shorter time lapse from
initiation to broad use.

Similar statements can be made about communication science, systems science and the
science of applications., Understanding of the systems that resulted from systems analysis,
beginning with the development of the aerospace field, has led to new approaches in the
,many fields, including the behavioural and life sciences. On the other hand, as more
understanding of the operation and communication of information in the organs of animal
organisms is achieved, new insights into social systems will evolve. It is even possible
that the fail-safe philosophy developed for the operation of nuclear reactors could be
translated into a method of international cooriration. For example, if international
cooperation reacies an impasse because of a disagreement over territory, trade agreements,
flow of materials or some other national phenomenon, agreement on a fail-safe philosophy
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might be useful. Instead of Pushing on to the brink of war, when non-agreement occurs,
the relationships among particular nations will drop to a lower level of safe interactionfrom which war is not possible. This will gain time and provide a meeting ground for
consideration of all possible alternatives in a more objective atmosphere.

The repertoire of illustrations of the possibilities of use of these sciences is almostendless and will be limited only by the imagination Pzd creativity of the disciplines
involved.

Research and development have reached a stage where the unit cost of knowledge and
productivity is increasing exponentially. Productivity of science and development isalso increasing proportionately. An even greater exponential applies to the need forincreased research. Information and knowledge are the by-products of these increases.They, in turn, are increasing exponentially. Each new unit of knowledge brings with itSthe possibility of interrelationships with other fields. Many of these change thosefields so that they, in transmitting their changed states, create new possibilities ofinterchange in still other fields. So while we are creating more and more knowledge, the
by-products of that knowledge are increasing at an exponential rate. This is probably
an exponential product of the exponential growths. The ability of mankind to cope with thecomipexity thus created seems to lag farther and farther behind the creation of new inter-actions. For that reason, more and even better research is needed and again, this will
create ever-increasing cost. We cannot slow down, we must increase our research efforts
as well as our reflection on its results.

We need to increase the ability to reflect, to think about, and to create more research
and at a lowered unit cost. The mass production of research, in fact, the achievement ofits automation, depends on new concepts and new directions.

Hopefully, these new approaches will provide a design for coping .he probli
rising complexity.

..
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SUMMARY

Up-to-date developments in the flaids of i ttern and character recognition
are described, and technical and ec, ioic rrosibilities for the near future
are forecast by surveying prisent t.,hnice prii.ciples, present and potential
areas of application, and significa:nt. treads.

It is indicated that although character and pattern recognition are based
on the same techniques, their areas of application are quite diverse.
Character recognition techniques have been incorporated into commercially
acceptable computer peripheral eqLipment in the form of character readers,
whereas pattern recognition work is still in the experimental stage.
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t TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN CHARACTER

AND PATTERN RECOGNITION

a L. A. Feidelman

"1. INTRODUCTION

We. as human beings, have constantly looked for ways to make life easier, be more
"productive, and extend our cupabilities. Such pursuits have resulted in the design of

the computer.

I IThe computar'ao main function is the control and manipulation of data. Although this
function has been -arried out in ati efficient and expeditious manner, the means of

presenting this data to the computer are slow. In most caps, the common technique has
been to take data from its source and have a keypunch operator translate it from human-
reaiab:'e to machine-language form. However, such translation has proved to be too costly,
time-consuming, and unreliable.

The problem was then to design equipment that would efficiently and economically provide

a direct interface between the computer and its data environment. A solution to this
problem has been accomplished via the technologies commonly known as pattern and character
recognition. Pattern recognition denotes the automatic identification of all patterns.
Character recognition specifically relates to the automatic Identification of alphanumeric

characters and symbol patterns. Character recognition, which is technically included
under pattern recognition, warrants special consideration since it is implemented In a
commercially avai3lable device. The more complex problem of automatic recognition of
general patterns is basically in the realm of research.

This paper presents a description 11 the pattern and character recognition technologies,
present and potential application areas, and significant technical and economic trends.

2. DEFINITION OF TFrHNIQUES

Pattern recognition can be defined as a technique for automatic identification of a
given figure or arrangement which is known to belong to one of a finite set of pattern
classes. This figure may relate to a missile launch site on an aerial photograph, a
tumor on an X-ray, or resistor and capacitor symbols on an electric circuit diagram. The
automatic reading of patterns replaces the present method because it eliminates visual
inspection of each film frame. Not only is this task physically exhausting, i' is also
prone to errors.,

Character recognition is a technique for automatic identification of alphanumeric
characters or symbols. This technique has relatively clearly defined property character-
istics as compared with the general class of patterns. The character recognition technique

has been used in a device called a character reader, which is primarily a reDlacement for
the keypunching ani card reading operation. The character reader permits printed, type-
written, or handwritten data to be enterel directly into the data processing system from
the source document.: In practical operation, this direct conversion is not always
possible due to uncontrolled data preparation conditions so a retranscription of data
via typing is necessary. However, this typing operation has proven to be faster, more

reliable, and more efficient than keypunching; it also requires fewer hours of training.
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3., EQUIPMENT PRINCIPLES

The same equipment principles may be employed, with some modifications, in both areas
although character recognition is simpler from a recognition stand point. The general
configuration for a pattern or character recognizer is shown in Figure 1.

3.1 Transport

The transport unit is used to move the film or paper form past the scanner. Since these
units are mechanical in nature, they must position the data to be read and move it at a
proper speed. The present units have been perfected to handle various sizes, types,
weights, and thicknesses of forms, but they are still the slowest part of the system.

3.2 Scanner

The function of the scanner is to convert the pattern appearing on the film or paper
form into some analog or digital representation. There are two basic types of scanners:
magnetic and optical. Magnetic scanners, which apply only to character readers, use a
magnetic read head to sense variations in magnetic flux produced by the difference between
the magnetic mark and its background. Optical scanners, on the other hand, employ a light
source to detect contrasts between the pattern and its background.

Different optical scanner types being employed include rotating mechanical discs, flying
spot scanners, parallel photocell or '"etina" photocell sampling techniques, or vidicon
television camera tubes. At present, the flying spot scanner is the most commonly used
optical ecanner for pattern and character recognition due to its ability to adjust the scan
pattern and its high resolution. Within character recognition, the retina photocell
arrangement permits the fastest sampling of characters., The vidicon tube scanner, used
primarily for character recognition, is inherently the fastest scanning technique, but it
can read only a limited number of characters on a form (approximately 45 characters per
form) due to the tube resolution.

J

3.3 Recognition

The recognition unit, which is. the heart of the system, has the function of extracting
significant properties from the pattern and identifying them according to class. In early
character recognition work, this recognition function was implemented in a special-purpose
hardwired device. At present, both character and pattern recognition rely basically on a
computer or computer-type device, with some programmable control, for the recognition
function.

3.3.1 Character Recognition

Property definition for character recognition relates to the formation differences
within the given character set to be read. This character set is defined by thl font or
style of the characters and is determined by whether alphanumerics or numerics only are
in the set. Identification of a character is accomplished by matching patterns from the
scanner against reference patterns for each character.

The font most widely used in the United States and adopted as a standard by the
American Bankers Association is E-13B (see Figure 2), which can be used to represent only

10 numerics and four special symbols. Another font (see Figure 3), developed by Compagnie
des Machines BULL - General Electric, is capable of representing all the characters in the
alphabet as well as all the numeric symbols; and has been adopted as a standard by the
European banking community.

The significant property differences among the character-s in the E-13B font (see Figure 2)
are defined by the voltage wawfc'rm produced by a line-by-line scan. Identification is
accomplished by matching against reference waveforme. The BULL font shown in Figure 3

_______i mu __________ Im J •
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differentiates characters by width variations between each seven-stroke character. A

I ~character is identified by comparing sequence and number of narrow and wide gaps with
stored codes for each of the alphanumeric characters.

Optical readers fall into three classes: character, mark sense, and bar code.

Optical character readers (OCR) recognize the actual character by directly reading its

outline or shape. The present OCR readers are capable of reading a large variety of
character fonts that may be printed, typewritten, or hand lettered. The sophistication of
devices varies; some read only a single font while others can read multiple fonts. An
attempt towards standardizing fonts has produced the USASI (see Figure 4) and ISO-B (see
Figure 5) type fontb adopted by the United States and certain European countries,
respectively.

The identification of such characters has been implemented basically by a matrix matching

technique where the scanned elements of the characters are matched against references by
means of resistor matrices. Another prominent technique, called stroke analysis, differen-

tiates characters by the position or frequency of vertical and/or horizontal strokes. The
character pattern is then matched against a truth table indicating stroke formations for

each reference character. Curve tracing, a newer technique employed for handprinted
recognition, follows the character outline indicating certain features such as char~acter
splits, line intersections, line magnitudes, and line straightness.

Mark-sense readers sense the physical position or location of marks on a document
correlating the mark position to a previously defined equivalent character. This technique
requires preprinted forms. Most present OCR readers provide mark-sensing as an option.

Bar-code readers utilize thick line or bar repreaentations of characters. Each character
is defined by a given number of long and short bars, and can be identified by matching the
code against a character referencc table.

3.3.2 Pattern Recognition

Pattern property definition and identification techniques .an be described only in

general terms since they are highly dependent upon the specific characteristics of the
patterns to be recognized. Property definition relates to the separation of patterns into

classes or categories. This separation is attempted by determining the relative invariance
of patterns in terms of significant. relevant, and interdependent features and their changes

in the time domain. Such pattern features include size, location on film or paper, curves,
slopes, symmetry, and grey levels.

The recognition techniques must identify the specific pattern in terms of a ur. qui
combination of pattern features which have been changed due to noise. -The techniques
used are quite numerous with no one technique gaining complete general acceptance.

A significant amount of research has been devoted to the development of "learning
machines" involving continual adjustment of the recognitio, logic to new combinations of
patterns or new probabilities of a pattern's occurrence. These techniques basically use
a statistical approach combined with property weighting schemes ft identification.
Another fundamental technique is to construct a decision tree wit' U node relating to
one property. The specific pattern is identified by a process of eliminrtion. Curve

tracing, as employed for character recognition, is a third technique; and many others
involving topographical considerations are presently being considered.

4. PRESENT AND POTENTIAL APPLICITION AREAS

The application areas for character and pattern recognition are diverse. Character
recognition work is business-oriented, and directed toward supplying data more efficiently
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to the computer. Pattern recognition is science-orien.ed, and directed toward the analysis
of visual information which has little semantic value.

4.1 Pattern Recognition

Present pattern recognition has been concentrated basically in three areas:

(a) Aerial Photography

The enormous amount of aerial photographic interpretction now required has resulted
in a definite need for automatic identification of tactical and strategic targets
and discrimination of terrains as a preselected aid to photo interpretation by
humans. The problem of determining a unique representation of a target and
accounting for its variations is still not solved. Also, extraction of noise from
pattern is a serious problem. The recognition of terrain types is somewhat easier
since analysis of picture detail and grey level clastification is a solution key.
Once the properties are defined, then some statistical approach, such as Bayes
procedure, can be employed.

(b) Medical Field

Pattern recognition as an aid to medical analysis is concerned with such problems

as (a) analysis of X-ray films for tumors. (b) irregularities in blood cells or
other parts of the body, and (',) classification of blood cells. Again the basic
problem is defining the property, Most work is accomplished bY sampling results
and looking for significant characteristic differences rather than using any preset
decision rule.

The objective, of course, is to relieve the doctor from examining all possible data
when he need be concerned with only selected groupings. This change would reduce

the valuable time a doctor must spend looking at X-rayq. for example; it also
reduces the eye fatigue that may lead to an improper analysis.

(c) Voice Prints

"Voice-print identification is a method by which people can be identified from a
spectrographic examination of their voice. This method, which is analogous to
fingerprint identification, is to be accomplished by uniquely defining people
according to their utterances. The technique is based on examining the amplitude
contours as affected by people's vocal cavities and articulators. The size of
vocal cavities and articular uses for different people are claimed to be unique.
Speech contours of various people are still being examined to determine (a) complete
uniqueness, (b) voice changes of people with time, and (c) disguising of voices.

4.2 Character Recognition

OCR devices are slowly taking over the market from magnetic character readers since the
OCR offers high flexibility. It can read various types of source data, offers increased
reliability, and is substantiglWl competitive in cost with the mag'etic reader when single
fonts are used. New OCR devices incorporate the mark-sense and bar-code features, The
magnetic character reader's basic advantages are as follows: (1) the security problem is
better handled because magnetic characters cannot be forged as easily as regular recorded
characters; (2) it can read when dirt is a problem; and (3) it can read whenever over-
stamping is a problem.

The present purchase price of commercial magnetic readers averages around $80. 000. The
prices for optical readers range from $90, 000 to $600,000 depending on the speed and
sophistication of recognition cost (rentals run from $3000 to $20,000 a month).,
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4.2.1 The character readcr app~ication has fallen into three basic areas:

(a) In-House Applications

In this situation the character rcader is replacing the keypunch machine. All
document preparation and character reading are done in a centralized location,
permitting tight document control. If the present application requires approxi-
mately eight to ten keypunch operators, then it becomes a definite candidate for
the use of a character reader. In this situation, the single font reader is
recommended due to the controlled conditions.

(b) Turn-Around Documents

These documents are prepared by the computer, sent out, returned, and then read
back into the system. The single font reader is excellent for this situation.

(c) Field Documents

This represents the most uncontrolled situation, and the character readers are
becoming more adept at reading differznt, forms with different kinds of typing;

they are even going into the handwritten application. The bulk of present equip-
ment (multifont and handprinted readers) is concentrated on meeting applications
in this area.

4.2.2 A representative list of uses for character readers is as follows:

(a) Oil Industry

The oil industry has been using OCR devices to read embossed cards where the
r customer has a credit card and the data are transferred from the credit card onto

the document by means of imprinters. Added to this is the cost of the particular
purchase which can also be put in by the imprinter, by mark sense, or by hand in
the future. The oil industry also has turn-around document situations in which
statements are sent out to customers and have to be returned and read by the
system. Invoice billing of the various service stations is another area where the
oil companies can use character readers. Small-cost single readers are applicable.
Handprinted character readers can be used although they are not necessary.

(b) Transportation

The airlines in the United States have taken an extensive look at optical readers.
TWA and United are using optical readers to read the preprinted ticket numbers at

the bottom of the ticket. A future use may be to have the reader read tickets and
issue boarding passes or read ticket baggage. This application will require the
character reader to go from its normal batch processing Jobs to real-time Jobs with
the physical separation of the scanner unit from the recognition unit. Data can be
transmitted by means of facsimile transmission between the scanner and the recogni-
tion unit.

(c) Banks

The banks have used magnetic character readers for reading preprlnted check informa-
tion. However, a trend towards OCR devices is apparent in banks; they are using
them to read name and address changes, installment loan information, stock transfer
information, etc. for input to the computer.

(d) Inventory Control

One problem of inventory control is getting the source data frcm various distribution
points into a centralized data processing system where they oan be processed by the
computer system. Input is at present accomplished by keypunching. Conversion to

source data automation equipment such as OCR or magnetic encoders is at present being
performed with success and should continue.
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(e) Insurance Copany

The insurance companies have been using the optical readers, basically mark sense,
to read application forms and have not fully exhausted all the uses of the reader.

(f) Post Office

The US Post Office is now experimenting with multifont alphanumeric readers to read

typewritten business mail (which accounts for approximately 70% of the total). The
readers are capable of reading the entire alphanumeric address and zip code. Future
developments include a character reader capable of reading handwriting and printing.

(g) Publishing Houses

Optical rerders are used to convert subscription forms and returned customer state-

ments into machine language. A new potential application is the reading of book
covers returned to the publisher fnr money refund.

(h) Social Security

The US Social Security Office in Maryland is utilizing a multifont character reader
for directly reading employee tax information as received by employers.

5. TRENDS

Awareness of both character and pattern recognition has increased significantly in the

past year basically due to the commercial acceptance of the character reader. Once
considered a research device, this reader is now taking its place in the data processing

system. Therefore, pattern recognition, which has taken secondary consideration, can now

be given more technical attention. The future challenges to the scientist and engineer
definitely lie in the area of pattern recognition.

While pattern recognition work is involved in property definition and determination of
proper identification algorithms, character recognition work is based on increasing the

reader flexibility, reliability, and speed while reducinrg the costs to cover a wider area.

In this respect there are eight basic trends in character readers.

(a) Software

There is an upward trend to use a prograummable unit for recognition rather than to
rely on special purpose hardware. Programmable units increase flexibility; e.g.,

they can read forms having different character fonts and field formats. In addition,

the programmable unit can be used for data extraction, sequencing, and manipulation
to reduce the computer load further.

(b) Recognition of Handwriting

The work being done on the recognition of handwritten characters can be divided into

two classes:., handprinted and script. The ability to read numeric handwritten
characters already exists in the readers manufactured by IBM and Optical Scanning
Corporation. Recognition Equipment has recently announced the capability to read

handprinted alphanumerics. The IBM 1287 Optical Reader, for example, can read
handprinted numeric digits and five alphabetic control symbols, but a glimpse at
the .1gid set of rules shown in Figure 6 emphasizes that the concept is still quite
restricted in practice.. However, reading of script characters is only in the
developmental stage, the Post Office being the primary customer.

(c) Context Recognition

Context recognition, a long-range effort to reduce reject and error rates, is an
attempt to simulate the human ability to apply contextual significance to characters

or elements vhich might otherwise be devoid of meaning. When a person reads, the

legibility of individual letters, or even of individual words, is not usually
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critical. Human beings "read" or perceive letters within the context of tho ontI r
work, and words within the context of an entire sentence, Consequently, the reader
eisily identifies "Sxrxxt" (where the "x's" represent garble), in the phrase "2231
South 12th Sxrxxt", as "Street" even though only 50% of the letters are readable.
This identification is possible because of the conditional dependency of letters
and words in human communication.-

Although context recognition is not yet sophisticated enough to become a major
factor in a recognition scheme, it can be used as a back-up method for identifying
illegible characters. The most obvious advantage of this technique lies in its
potential to identify a complete word in which one or more characters may present
serious recognition difficulties.

(d) Off-Lirne Versus On-Line

One of the benefits of OCR is placing the input peripheral device off-line (in most
cases). The on-line card reader has slowed down the computer and has, in some
cases, required a separate computer for preprocessing. The trend of character
readers is toward independent off-line units producing magnetic tapes for computer
processing.

(e) Speed

Another, but less critical, area of developmental emphasis in character readers is
in speed. Reading speed is at present limited by the amount of time required to
mechanically move the document past the reading station. The overlapping of the
"reading and transport operations is accomplished by using storage tubes (i. e.,
vidicon scanners) or by reading "on the fly". Speed can also be increased by using
form controls which perform selective field reading, and skip blank spaces., The
reliability of the character reader not only affects its accuracy, but alsc. has a
significant impact on document-reading capability; actual reading speed is obviously
affected if a document must be read more than once.

(f) Improvements in Reliability

Naturally, reliability in the form )f low error and reject rates is a prime con-

sideration in all the development work being done on character readers., One approach
to reduce these rates is to improve the resolution of the scanning units and thereby
increase the number of sample points from which tte equipment can make an identifica-

tion. As previously mentioned, Philco-Fbrd Corpoiation is using a cathode-ray tube
that has a resolution of 2000 optical lines. Even better resolution can be expected ,
in the near future.

The reading reliability of the character readers, in terms of reject and error rates.
has improved substantially due more to the source document preparation control,
typist training, proofreading, and special checks within the character reader than
to the recognition logic itself. The present reject rate for in-house form prepara-
tion is presently two to three percent. Based on improvements in preparation, this
reject rate will drop significantly to below 1% in the next five years, and error
rates will fall to below 0.5%. Keypunching error rates are presently 1.5%.

(g) Cost

Present commercially available character readers are designed for large-scale
operations (more than 10, 000 documents per day), in which cost can be justified.
There is, however, a definite need for a low-cost single-font character rpader
(approximately $20,000) which could read fixed-format single-document types. In

view of the recent character set standardization, it would appear that a trend
toward such a device is now likely.

(h) Remote Scanners

The use of remote scanners connected in a time-sharing configuration with a
centralized recognition unit is within the state of the art and can be expected
soon.

ta
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6. CONCLUSION

Our world exhibits the confidence that no scientific challenge is too great to meet
sooner or later. Pattern and character recognition development is no exception, and
present work indicates that the next decade will see amazing results. The character
reader has proven its ability to meet such a challenge; pattern recognition is a step
away.
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The discussion on this raper follows on p. 61.
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COMPUTER ON-L-NE
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PAPER TAPE, CARIDS, ETC.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of pattern/character recognizer reader

Fig.2 Sample of E-13B font characters
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Fig. 3 Sample of BULL magnetic reader type font characters
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Fig. 5 ISO Class B font Fig.6 Handwriting rules for IBM 1287
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DISCUSSION

R.J.Dubon: Are there any plans, in the USA, to standardize the fonts used in the printing
industry?

L.A.Feidelman. Standardization of type fonts, paper ard irk is required to aid charact6r
recognition. A standard has been drawn up by representatives of US computer manufacturers.
There is also as. International Standard Font.

P.Molzberger:' Presept-day multifout reading machines require expensive hardware or very
long programs additional to that of the main computer. Is there likely to be a trend in
computer manufacturing to make it possible to run an ordinary computer as a highly
specialised, rarallel working recognition-logic complex?

L.A.Feidelman: In a parallel working system it would still be necessa. 'o have a separate

processor, separate memory, etc. so that this is probably not the answer. In many ways an
off-line recognition system is the better method.

H.F.Vessey: Why have some organisations ceased using optical scanning for bibliographic
input to the comruter?

M.S.Day: NASA has tried using optical readers for input, and although it works, it has
been found to be too costly at present. Hopefully, costs will come down in the future.

S.Skoumal* Can you foresee the use of central recognition hardware providing input to a
remote linked computer?

L.A.Feidelman: This is a possibility. Airlines plan to have remote scanners at boarding
points and information from passenger tickets will be passed to a central facility to see
if the information matches that already held before the passenger is allowed aboard.

ItIIl .
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SUMMARY

Three problems which arise in attempts to achieve efficient provision of
textual information to scientists and engineers are defined:

(a) Text-sensitive tasks of scientists and engineers have not been
delineated and analysed sufficiently to define clearly their
requirements for textual information support.

(b) Methods have not yet been established to permit characterisatioD of
text in terms which support the development of a technology for
efficient transfer of text to users.

(c) Little concentrated effort has been put into attempts to establish
lawful relationships between text - sensitive tasks and character-
istics of text.

Ways of tackling these problems are suggested.

'I
I
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EFFICIENT TRANSFER OF TEXTUAL INFORMATION

J.W. Altman

1. THE PROBLEM

Price 9 has described the growth of scientifically based knowledge in graphic terms:

"... any young scientist, starting now and looking back at the end of his career upon

a normal life span, will find that 80 to 90 percent of all scientific work achieved by

the end of the period will have taken place before bis eyes, and that only 10 to 20

percent will antedate his experience (pp.2-3)."

Under such circumstances, the need for efficient transfer of information from authors

to potential users hardly requires belabouring. Yet, three central problems remain:

(a) Text-sensitive tasks of scientists and engineers have not beeu delineated and

analyzed in such a way as to define clearly their requirements for textual informa-
Cion support.

(b) Methods have not yet been established which permit characterization of text in
terms which support generation of a technology for efficient transfer of text to
users.

(c) Little coacentrated effort has gone into attempts to establish lawful relationships

between text-sensitive tasks and textual characteristics.

It is the purpose of this paper to review some of the findings already available con-

cerning these issues and to suggest ways in which they might be resolved.

2. DEFINITIONS

The use of the terms 'transfer," 'text," "information," and "efficiency" in this paper
requires some definition. "Transfer" is used here to refer to the process of transmitting

knowledge from an author to potential users of that knowledge. It is assumed that authOrs
will, in the main, follow the precepts commonly accepted for effective technical writing.
It is also assumed that any machine or manual processing of the author's text that is im-
plied here can be implemented within the general scope of available techniques. Conse-

sequently, this paper will not deal with textual processing, storage, and retrieval as
such. Rather, it will emphasize how the requirements for such processing, storage, and

retrieval should be established. "Text" is used here-to refer to written narrative,
tables, illustrations, graphs, formulas, or any combination of them. uInformatiodI is any
identifiable influence on behaviour other than a direct physical restraint or physiological
impairment. Textual information or text-carried information is thus behaviour which can
be demonstrated to be a result of exposure to given text. For present purposes, it can be
seen that information is in the behaviour of the user rather than being a directly
measurable characteristic of text.

"Efficiency" will be discussed primarily in terms of achieving quality scientific and
engineering task performance with minimum expenditure of user time to exploit the support.
ing text.
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3. PHASES OF TEXT USE

My primary struct-ire will reflect the principal phases of textual use, as follows:

(a) Screening.

(b) Gaining and maintaining awareness of a scientific or technical field.

(c) Application of text-mediated information.

Figure 1 shows a schematic summary of relationships among these three phases and their
major sub-phases. I will not tarry here to discuss these phases of text use but will
discuss their salient features in passing as I attempt to identify some of the more
critical information transfer problems for each phase.

Perhaps a word of caution would be in order here, however. The phases of text use
presented here are somewhat arbitrarily chosen to support the current discussion. It is
not my intention to imply a reflection of a well-mapped domain of human behaviour, for
such mapping has not yet taken place.

3.1 Screening

Document screening can be conceived as occurring in three principal waves. The first
wave involves selection of a set of candidate documents from the total body of scientific
and technical text. The second wave involves selection from the set of initially con-
sidered documents those that will receive serious scrutiny. The third wave includes read-
ing of documents and selection of those parts that will be remembered or applied. This
third wave is so inextricably entwined with mainLaining awareness and application that I
shall deal with only the first two waves here.

3.1.1 Search

(a) Retrieval Based on Recall

The sequence from identification of a technical task to be performed to the availability
of a tentative bibliography from which to select documents for detailed review is perhaps
the phase currently containing the most dysfurctions between textual information systems
and scientist-engineer needs. It is hardly earprising that this is a phase of text use
beset with difficulty since it is one in which it is necessary to go from the entire body
of available scientific and technical documentation to a relatively short list of
reasonable candidates. Neither is it surprising that there has been a preoccupation,
over the last decade or Ro, with retrieval schemes to support the purposes of this phase.

I shall not attempt hereto review the current status of document retrieval systems.
Rather, I would like simply to draw a distinction between recall systems and non-recall
systems and to discuss some of the salient features of each. Recall systems are based on
the user's recollection of a specific document. I shall not discuss the mechanics of
retrieving specific documents, whether remembered with fidelity or semi-reliably. However,
it may be appropriate to point out -hat the citation index is one technique for projecting
one's memory ahead. That is, if one remembers a given document as being relevant to a
task at hand, by reference to a citation index, it is possible to identify subsequent
documents which cited the remembered documeit - which presumably are likely to be related
to the remembered document.

Recall-based retrieval tends to follow rather classic patterns and to be accomplished
without undue difficulty. Whenever one either remembers specific documents or knows who
is doing the most related work, retrieval of appropriate documentation is likely not to
pose serious conceptual problems. Indeed, "in" members of "invisible colleges" 9

generally claim little difficulty in maintaining currency with the scientific-technical
documentation of greatest relevance 3, &;'.

I-
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(b) Retrieval Based on Descriptors
If a researcher is not willing to depend upon his own memory or the knowledge of his

friends to ensure comprehensive coverage of relevant documents, he is faced with a much

more difficult problem. True, he may have a whole armoury of descriptor languages,
structural models, organizing principles for files and codes, search procedures, and
automated document retrieval aids1 1 ; but it is impossible to pretend that the sum
total of our existing retrieval systems will necessarily suffice to insure an adequate
search of all the appropriate documentation. The inadequacies of existing retrieval
systems are likely to become particularly apparent in coping with the newer and less
rigorously delineated fields--precisely those in which most of the exciting action islikely to be taking place.

Since the body of reasonably current scientific-technical literature is too large for
any of us to thumb through in a lifetime and is growing at an accelerating rate that would
put us further behind at the end than when we started, we must depend for document
retrieval upon procedures that will preclude our having to look at any significant portion
of the total body of scientific-technical text. If we are to avoid the vagaries of random
sampling, this meais that we must depend upon analogs of analogs. Each scientific-
technical document represents a symbolic analog of some phenomenclogical domain. Yet,
the documents themselves represent too bulky a phenomenological field to be dealt with
directly. If we are to have facile ways of dealing with this body of symbolic analogs,
we must depend upon yet greater abstractions (simplifications) of these analogs to the
real world. But what kinds of analogs will suffice for this purpose?

I cannot hope to review here the great number and variety of schemes which have been
devised to provide a facile analog to a corpus of documents. Instead, I will explore
briefly one approach which seems to have promise for clarifying the underlying logic of
document retrieval systems as well as practical implications for improvement in retrieval,
particularly automatic, of documents.

Ossorio6 has demonstrated the possibility of classifying documents in n-dimensional
Euclidean space. Without espousing Ossorio's particular definition or approach, it is
possible to see how dimensionalizing the domain of documents and the phenomena to which
they refer can enhance retrieval of documents. Such dimensionalizing can be based on
multivariate statistical analysis as was Ossorio's or on more direct analysis and repre-
sentation of the phenomenological fields with which science and technology deal.

Let us suppose that we have structured a given field according to n orthogonal
(uncorrelated) dimensions. Let us further imagine that we are able to scale each of the
descriptors for any document according to one or bore of the underlying dimensions which
provide gross structure for the field. Finally, let us assume that we can frame our
request for a document search in descriptors, each of which can also be scaled according
tV one or more of the underlying dimensions.

Given these assumptions, it can readily be seen that, even though different terms may
be used to describe documents and requests for document search, documents and search have
a common frame of reference in the underlying dimensions used to structure the phenomeno-
logical field. With such a common frame of reference, it should be possible to derive a
meaningful quantitative basis for matching documents and requests.

It may be an adequate first-approximation assumption that the probable utility of a
document will be a monotonic increasing function of the following:

U -

D,
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where:

U is a figure of merit for probable utility of a given document for a given request,

D
Sindicates a summation across all of the dimensions used to structure the field,

Sindicates a summation across all of the terms scalable on a given dimension given

n terms for the document scalable on the dimension and k terms for the request so
scala ,there would be nk factors unders c a l a b l e , t h r w o l b e n f a t r u d r 7

d is the dimensional scaling difference (without regard to sign) of a given term in

the document description versus a given term in the retrieval request,

D is the range of a given dimensional scale, and

n is a power function probably best determined by empirical study of the rate at which
utility tends to fall off as a function of distance between document and request
along a given dimension.

The probable utility of a given document is not only a function of its convergence with
a potential user's needs, but may also be influenced by the redundancy of that document
with another. That is, the user is likely to have use for a given piece of information
only once. If it is contained in more than one document, all but one document may be I
superfluous. Consequently, it may be desirable to present tu the possible user only the

most recent document of any sets which are extremely close on all dimensions.

3.1.2 Bibliographic Review

The initial search for documents relevant to a given intended use should result in a
bibliographic listing of some type. It has been observed it a number of situations 2

,10

that the accuracy of initial document screening is not greatly influenced by the extent
of textual detail available to support this screening. Also, such screening with highly
attenuated text can be accomplished generally with about 30 to 50 percent saving in time
over the use of full text. Consequently, it seems entirely appropriate to depend upon
highly attenuated text for such initial document screening.

Descriptive titles should suffice for short, relatively homogeneous articles. Brief
dndicative abstracts or topic descriptors should suffice to represent longer or more
varied documents for purposes of initial screening by the user.

The merits of attenuated representations of documents for initial screening by a
potential user suggest that automatic retrieval systems which result in a bibliographic

output modestly amplified by key descriptors may, indeed, be compatible with user needs
and behavioral tendencies. Of course, this does not mitigate the need for such retrieval
systems to furnish appropriate bibliographic output for review.

3.2 Gaining and Maintaining Awareness

Whether one is retrieving documents for immediate application or simply accumulating
information for possible future purposes, it is required of the user that he becomg aware
of textual content through reading. This truism need not hide the fact, however, that
the textual requirements for maintaining current awareness and gaining awareness of text
for an immediate and specific purpose are different. I will discuss the textual require-
ments of maintaining general current awareness of a field prior to discussing textual
needs for specific purposes.

3.2.1 Maintaining Current Awareness

Several stuua.s 2
.7. a have demonstrated the utility of attenuated text %abstracts and

extracts) in comprehending the essential meaning of scientific and technical articles.
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The upper limits for reduction without significant loss of general comprehension tend to
be about 50 percent (or up to 75 percent for exceptionally verbose material) for words,
25 to 30 percent for figures and formulas. Such textual reductions result in savings in
the neighbourhood of 15 to 35 percent in reading and comprehension time. Attenuation of
text to the neighbourhood of 85 to 95 percent of the original can be achieved with loss
in comprehension (measured in terms of ability to answer salient questions derived from
the full text) from 10 to 50 percent.

Differences between comprehension from full text versus comprehension from attenuated
text tend to be maximal for text of intermediate complexity. That is, comprehension
levels from attenuated and full text tend to be most similar where comprehension Lrom
full text is either very poor or very good.

Before passing on from matters of maintaining general awareness of a given field to
more specific applications of text, it is perhaps appropriate to say a few words about
possible improvements in selective disseminat : for this purpose. In general, the
comments made concerning the screening of a body of documents for retrieval of selected
documents to serve a specific purpose are also relevant here. Just as specific requests
can, at least theoretically, be scaled according to some set of underlying dimensions
which structure the field, so also might an indiPridual's general interests be similarly
scaled. Documentation having similar multidimensional scaling might then be brought to
his attention on a regular basis.

3.2.2 Gaining Specific Awareness

if the purpose is to exploit a given set of pre-screened documents for a Ppecific
application, the textual requirements are substantially different from those for maintain-
ing current general awareness. Abstracts and extracts can usefully support maintenance
o? general awareness with interesting savings in the bulk of material disseminated and
in reading time, and with only modest loss in coy .,hension of the major content of the
original document. But specific applications usually require greater detail than is
provided by abstracts or extracts.

Payne and Hale 7 found an average loss of about 30 percent (across a number of scien-

tific and technical fields) in efforts to use extensive descriptive Abstracts as a sburce
of specific facts. Interestingly, neither the extensive abstracts nor briefer abstracts
resulted in a time saving over the use of full text for fact retrieval.

This relative inadequacy of abstracts nnd extracts for specific applications makes it
tempting to conclude that the original document is required in most cases for such purposes.
I will present some notions in the following section, however, which suggest that such a
conclusion may be premature.

3.3 Application

In this section are first presented some of the considerationa relating to textual
analysis. Then, text characteristics are related to levels of application.

3.3.1 Textual Analysis

Boldovici and Altman 1 found that it was possible to break scientific and technical text
into elements which they called 'textual units."

The operations involved in reducing a technil'il or scientific article into textual
units may be described as follows: (1) the ar,.-le is first divided into its gross and
clearly separable parts; (2) each resultant section is then sub-divided into parts which
can be separated without violence to the apparent intent of the author; and (3) the parts
are then sub-divided into progressively smaller parts to the point at which it appears that
further division would obscure or violate the intent of the author.

p __________
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The uniformity of textual units resulting from the procedure described above may be
tested and improved by applying the following criteria:

(a) A textual unit is a segment of technical text which may impart information
(i.e., reduce uncertainty) when taken by itself.

(b) A textual unit expresses a complete thought, and can be taken out of context
without completely losing meaning.

(c) A unit of technical text is a segment of written and/or pictorial material which,
if further divided, will lose meaning unless reconfigured into essentially its
original form.

(d) All of the material in a textual unit is so interrelated that it would take more
words to explain any sub-division than are contained in the original unit.

Given an array of textual units which corresponds to a whole article, textual analysis
proceeds by categorizing each unit as to whether it was of primary, secondary, or tertiary
impirtance to the intent of the author's communication.

Textual units judged to bear primary importance to the author's communicative- intent
are then arranged in a convenient spatial configuration (e.g., from left to right on a
page) which reflects the apparent temporal progression of the author's writing, beginning
with problem statements and ending with conclusions. Secondary textual units are then
attached by lines to the primary units to which they appear most relevant. Tertiaryunits
are similarly attached to secondary ones.

Major types of textual units are defined in Table 1. Idealized configurations of units
for deductive, empirical research, and developmental studies are presented in Figures 2-4.
respectively.

3.3.2 Levels of Application

We might now use the foregoing characterization of text as a basis for relating it to
levels of application, arbitrarily limiting levels to the following four.

9 Reflecting simple awareness.

9 Reflecting sophisticated awareness and/or collation.

* Reflecting analysis and synthesis.

* Reflecting evaluation.

Reflection of simple awareness may require familiarity with and comprehension of only
a limited set of textual units--most likely those involving conclusions and implications.
More sophisticated awareness and collation of material from different documents or
portions of the same document imply a need for at least selective familiarity with
results, interpretations, and proof. Analysis or synthesis of results in terms other
than those of the original author implies thorough understanding of the conditions under
which the results were obtained and the axioms or rationales which underlay their genera-
tion. To evaluate the adequacy of previous work implies a detailed understanding of the
derivations and methods as well as the results, conclusions, and implications.

It can be readily seen that there is a hierarchy of applications which has a parallel
range of needs for different numbers and types of textual units for minimal appropriate
support. That non-chance relationships exist between the nature of applications and needs

for different textual units seems beyond a reasonable doubt. However, the nature, strength,
and stability of such relationships are essentially unknown at present.

Any of the more extensive or complex scientific and technical documents is likely to
have a nurber of more or le~s independent logical strings of textual units. Any given
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application is likely to have relevance to only a selected sub-set of the entire set of
strings in a given document. Given highly accessible and facile information systems in
the future, it is not inconceivable that a prospective user would be selectively exposed
to only those strings of textual units having likelihood of being relevant to a particular
application and in an order most consistent with his scientific and technical task--with
subsequent units in the string being presented on demand.

I
4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the various findings and arguments advanced thus far. I would suggest the
following conclusions:

1. In the preparation cf original text:

(a) Some of the extensive attenuations which have been accomplished in text without
measurable loss of information suggest that there may be considerable reduction yet
possible in the volume of text generated through more rigorous attention to the
preparation and monitoring of publication standards. This prospect seems particu-
larly rich when it is recalled that the attenuations were accomplished on articles
in published journals, which tend to be among the most terse of scientific and
technical text.

(b) The traditional ordering of text to parallel the logical sequence followed by the
investigator may be less than optimum for the individual who uses text. More
optimal orders of presentation for use should be sought.

(c) The delineation of textual units in the process of preparing text for storage and
retrieval may serve as a powerful aid tc efficient textual transfer. Its potentials
should be investigated.

2. The structuring of phenomenological fields by the methods of multivariate analysis
and related rational processes should be explored as an aid to:

(a) Retrieval of documents on the basis of specific queries.

(b) Selective dissemination of document lists to match individual interests.

(c) Characterization and retrieval of individual textual units as well as whole
documents.

3. Abstracts and extracts show promise as efficient aids to maintaining current awareness
of a field. Only a rudimentary technology now exists concerning this issue. That
technology should be strengthened by greatly expanded empirical studies of the
characteristics of attenuated text which make it a suitable substitute for full text.

4. Information systems to date have concentrated almost exclusively on the retrieval of
whole documents. Work should be initiated on determining the feasibility and value of
retrieving individual textual units and strings of related units.

'I I
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TABLE 1

Definitions of Major Types of Textual Units

TOPIC--A statement whose main purpose is to delineate the nature and limits of
subordinate content.
PROBLEM--A statement of conditions which justify the establishment of a technical
objectivye.,

IdRPOSE--A statement of intended technical accomplishment.
DEFINITION--A statement having as its primary purpose the delineation of standard
reference for terms used elhewhere in the text.

METHOD--A description of the activities of the investigator or his surrogates.
RATIONALE--Justification of a method.
CONDITION--A descripton of environmental characteristics presumed to have
relevance to some result.

CONSTRAINT--A statement of conditions emphasizing the limits within which the
technical effort took place.

AXIOM--A proposition accepted on its intrinsic merit.
LEMMA--An auxiliary proposition accepted as true for use in demonstration of
another proposition.

THEOREM--A proposition subject to logical proof.
HYPOTHESIS--A proposition subject to empirical demonstration.
DERIVATION--An intermediate stage of logical manipulation between a theorem and
final demonstration or proof.

RESULT--A statement of observations presumed to have relevance to a theorem.
hypothesis, or condition of interest.

ENTITY--Description of a technique or device resulting from developmental
effort.

COROLLARY--An immediate derivation from a proven proposition.
PROOF--Logical demonstration of the truth of a theorem, within the limits of
truth of its related axioms.
INTERPRETATION--The bringing to bear of additional data, logical argument, or

relationships to clarify results.

CONCLUSION--A statement of belief about the reality, or reliability of a
finding.

IMPLICATION--A statement of a belief about the breadth, depth, or nature of

application for a finding.
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DISCUSSION

D.Boman: People engaged in different disciplines attach different meanings to the same
descriptor. To what extent could this be incorporated in the concept of "user profiles"
introduced in the paper read by M. Dubon (Paper 3)9 How useful would it be?

J.W.Altman: There is a very direct relationship between the meanings attached to des-
criptors and user profiles. The system described by M. Dubon aims to give a match between
descriptors and profile but it could also be used to get a measure of the distance between
the profile and the descriptors. A quantitative measure of how close is the information
available to that requested.

J.R.C.Licklidcr* One criticism of user studies is that they have paid too much attention
to what users say they need and not enough to what they actually need. Another criticism
is that such studies examine existing methods and techniques, whereas users need improved
methods and techniques. How does your approach get away from existing methods and
techniques? How does it find out what users need as distinct from what users do?

J.W.Altman: We have established a relationship between text and what users do with it.
But if you take the existing text and break it down into units and then manipulate the
text units in various ways you develope new configurations not in the original text. It
has been found that by eliminating redundancy it is possible to cut the existing text by
half without destroying the sense of the original. In this way it is possible to identify
principles which could have been applied to improve the text from the users point of view
at the time when it was written.
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SUMMARY

The components of an automatic storage and retrieval system are briefly
reviewed.

The storage process consists of transcription of bibliographic detail,
and sometimes abstracts, into machine readable form, generation of a
thesaurus, and automatic indexing of documents using this thesaurus.
Finally, an automatic process may be applied which generates a library
classification system for the collection.

The interactive man-computer retrieval process, which follows the stor-
age process, offers the best potential for improving retrieval effectiveness.
The user may search thesauri, classification schedules, catalogues or the
documents, in a manner very similar to that employed traditionally in
libraries but with far less effort and at much greater speed.

I
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ON-LINE INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

N.S. Prywes

I
1. D!SCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

This paper deals with the interrelated issues of pre-processing of documents and the
effectiveness of retrieval of documents. Justifiably, the storage and retrieval problem
is currently of great concern. The effectiveness in retrieving documents is highly de-
pendent on the amount of labour and proces ,g invested in the storage of the documents.
Namely, the retrieval is greatly facilitatad by storage processing products such as
catalogues or storage allocation schemes. 'These are used in retrieval in referencing
catalogues or in following a convenient placing scheme while browsing through shelves of
documents. In effect, the problems of storage and retrieval are a single problem. This
paper reviews briefly the components of a total storage and retrieval system while refer-
encing relevant developments.

The storage process described includes all the functions which take place in libraries
and information centres from acquisition to the placing of the documents in the repository.

This process, which includes indexing, cataloging and vocabulary maintenance, demands a
great deal of time and expertise. In any one of the large libraries or information cen-
tres, there are thousands of monographs and serials that are waiting to be catalogued and
indexed. These often lay unused because of the dearth Qf competent cataloguers and index-
ers, especially those expert in particular subjects and languages. The increased amount
of material which is being circulated soon may require substantial increase in staff.
Staff with this competence is extremely scarce; low salaries discourage young people from

library work. For these reasons the storage process tends to constitute a serious
bottleneck.

On the retrieval side, evaluation tests indicate that libraries and information centres

operate at a low, almost inacceptable retrieval effectiveness. The library user requiring
specific information is overwhelmed with information, much of which is irrelevant.

The mechanizing of procedures in an information centre or a library does not need any
more justification than the notion of mechanizing any other industrial, commercial, or
service function. The premise of this paper is that automatic storage processing and on-
line retrieval are competitive in effectiveness with manual procedures. The automatic
procedures are not especially complex and they can be readily applied.

The automated storage processing discussed here includes the following steps.
Citations and sometimes abstracts of incoming documents are first transcribed into machine
readable form. Natural language processing of title and abstract results first in a con-
cordance of stem words. The concordance may also provide information about the frequency
of stem words. In a semi-automatic process, words may be omitted, added, or various rela-

tionships established between words to form an open-ended thesaurus. Then, based on this
thesaurus, the incoming documents are automatically indexed. Finally, an automatic
process may be applied which generates a library classification system for the collection.
Such a classification then represents a scheme for placing documents on shelves, in
microforms, or in the computer, as appropriate.

The interactive man-computer retrieval process, which follows the storage process,
offers the best potential for improving retrieval effectiveness to the point where infor-
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mation storage and retrieval systems become really useful. This interactive process has
a number of aspects. An individual can communicate with a central computer through a
remote terminal "on-line", i.e., where the terminal is continuously monitored by a central
computer. The computer deletes, changes and analyzes the queries and retrieves information
in "real-time", compatible with the normal working speed of a human. To fulfill these
functions, the computer must have a storage capacity of billions of characters with
fractional second access to any information.

In the interactive retrieval process the user may search thesauri, classification
schedules, catalogues or the documents in a manner very similar to that employed tradi-
tionally in libraries; however, with far less effort and much greater speed. He may, for
instance, reference documents by title, author, publisher, citation, subject, or browse
through citations or abstracts of documents on a common subject, placed together in the
memory of the computer.

Methods and procedures like those described in this paper, such as content analysis,
concordance and thesaurus preparation and indexing, which require merely clerical proce-
dures, have been proposed for centuries. (0) They have been opposed by those who believe
that manual processing of the document has a "quality" superior to algorithmic processing
based on selection of words from the abstract or even from the title. The manual approach
has a number of ancillary positions that are contested here. For instance, the manual
approach also conveys the notion that the subject term vocabulary needs to be controlled,
and that only highly competent persons in specific areas should exercise judgment in re-
gard to adding terms; these positions are contradictory to the approach in tIis paper.
The objective of the procedures described here is to do away with much of the vocabulary
maintenance work currently prevalent; especially the notes and instructions directed to
indexers and cataloguers which would not be required in an automated system.

2. STORAGE

2. 1 The Input of Documents and Content of the Repositories

The repository includes a collection of document representations. Each document is an
integral entity in the collectien. It may be broken down as shown in Fig. 1. The exami-
nation and analysis of documents in the storage or retrieval processes is usually con-
ducted in the order from top down of the information shown in Fig.i. Generally, as one
proceeds downward in Fig.1, greater depth and, frequently, greater volume of information
are provided; however, less frequent access is required to the more voluminous parts.

The upper four boxes in Fig.1 are said to contain association terms. These are words
or terms such as title, author, subject, etc., which identify single or entire classes of
documents. The association terms may convey information about variolis relationships among
respective documents, such as having a subject heading or citation in common, or sequence
of events indicated by dates of publications, etc.

The language analysis in the storage process could be based on: (a) entire text, (b)
association terms and abstracts, z (c) association terms only. The cost of transcription
into machine readable form decreases greatly as the amount transcribed is reduced;

however, this also reduces retrieval effectiveness. There is an indication, however, that
effectiveness of retrieval based on the subject of the document increases considerably
(20-25%) when the transcription of the abstract is added to the transcriptlon of the asso-
ciation terms.(2) Language analysis of full text does not seem to improve the effective-
ness of retrieval sufficiently to warrant the considerably greater cost of transcription.

Also, the content analysis of text requires more complex procedures, including syntactic
or semantic analysis.

The document collection is only one part of the information in the repository as shown

in Pig.2. The other parts contain directories of the association terms, and stratification
of these directories. The directories may be considered to be information about information.
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The directories may be generated a posteriori from the documents themselves. Namely,
the association terms shown in Fig.1 may be extracted automatically from each document as
it enters the collection. In this way the concordance of the terms for all the documents
may be derived automatically. The aggregate of the various types of association terms
then constitute an all-inclusive directory or concordance of the association terms.
Further processing then establishes the higher level directories which contain assignment
of terms to categories and a variety of relationships among the terms.

The generally prevalent approach to indexing and vocabulary maintenance is that of
applying human judgement a priori. An example of this approach is the establishment of
the Dewey Decimal Classification which has divided the library collection into progressively
more specific classes. Using this system, professional indexers in libraries assign sub-
Ject headings (stated in terms of class numbers) from a controlled schedule to the
documents as they enter the libraries. In time, such a classification system must be ex-
panded and revised by the library community to recognize new areas not included in pre-
vious schedules. Re-examination and reclassifying of documents already in the collection
is then necessary to assign the new subject headings to them.

Figure 2 illustrates the a priori and a posteriori appro~ches to generating the
directories as opposites. (A variety of mixes of these two approaches is possible.)

Retrieval effectiveness tests indicate that a posteriori indexing performs as well as
a priori indexing; and that the lack of term control in a posteriori indexing does not
cause deterioration in performance. (2, 3) This will be further discussed below in con-
nection with the evaluation of retrieval effectiveness.

2.2 Language Processing

The simplest language processing procedure is to analyze a text to recognize and gener-
ate stems of words encountered in the input material. This involves recognizing the
suffixes of words. A suffix editing procedure for English is described by Stone, et al.()
A similar procedure for French has been des-•ribed by Gardin and his associates. (5) Simi-
lar procedures have been developed by numerous other investigators. (6, 7) More sophisticated
procedures including matching stem words against a thesaurus and syntactic or semantic
analysis of text may be employed in the automatic indexing and classification as discussed
below.

Natural language processing and machine translation research are relevant since many of
the algorithms developed there are directly applicable to automatic indexing. However,
the systems employing the more complex procedures are highly experimental and in many
cases the research has not advanced beyond the theoretical considerations.

2.3 Orncordance and Thesaurus Generotion

Although completely automatic thess-rus generation procedures have been under develop-
ment for some time, considerable experience has been accumulated with a semi-automatic
approach. (e) Computer aids are provided, but human intellect is applied to the discrimin-
ation and grouping of words. The first step in this process is to use computer aids which
accept the transcribed portions of the documents as an input and generate a concordance of
stem words. This concordance includes title or abstract words in addition to the other
association terms in Pig.1. The computer aids also provide frequencies of occurrence for

the words in the concordance.

The first step in deriving a thesaurus may be the elimination of the very high and very
low frequency words. (e) Another step would be the indicating of "broader", "narrower" or
"related" relationships between words. Especially important also is the recognition of
synonyms. It is necessary to establiLh such relationships as the documents have been
written by many people at different times who use a variety of words to designate similar
meanings. Categories miy be constituted which contain various instances of word usage;
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each such word may be given in context. Another approach is to prepare a separate
thesaurus for specific subject areas, where appropriate relationships between words are
established in the context of the subject areas.

The thesaurus generation process is similar to the vocabulary maintenance functions in
conventional libraries. However, the on-line automated aids may provide suggestions with
regard to words and categories which deserve the attention of the individual engaged in
establishing relationships among words. For instance, frequencies of terms used in re-
trieval queries and index terms of relevant documents, which have been retrieved in re-
sponse to these queries, may serve as a guide regarding association and relationships
among terms. Various statistics about frequencies of co-occurrence of terms may be used
to combine terms into phrases which will be used in their entirety as a single term in the
indexing process. Finally, the automatic generation of a classification, described later,
may provide further information about grouping and sub-groupings of terms and respective
documents to form progressively more generic subject areas.

2.4 Automatic Indexing

Varicus automatic indexing dpproaches and systems have been described by Stevens.(9)

The objective here is to review briefly the simplest procedures which have proved effective.
In the most simple procedures, stem words derived from titles or abstracts are considered
to be the index terms of the respective documents without reference to the thesaurus at
all. This simple process has proved effective for retrieval in situations where a user
is satisfied with retrieval of any one or few relevant documents. This method has also
proved especially effective in an interactive mode of search where the user may guide the
computer in search for relevant material.

Automatic indexing may, however, utilize far more sophisticated approaches. A perusal
of the thesaurus for stem words derived from titles or abstracts may result in important
indexing decisions. It would eliminate undesired terms, or assign documents to classes
or categories. Still, a more complex process may assign term phrases based on words
co-occurrences or based on syntactic analysis.

2.5 Automatic Generation of a Classification System and Assignment of
Location For Documents

The automatic generation of a classification system in fact groups citations of documents
13 cells in the memory of the computer, very much as the documents on a common subject are
grouped on respective library shelves. The retrieval process then consists of a search of
several shelf areas in a large library to find the documents relating to a subject on which
information is demanded. A classification system, automatic or conventional, has a dual
purpose. It is a methodology for placing like documents together but it is also a
retrieval methodology by which one may be guided to the group of "like" documents which
deal with the area of his interest. Like conventional classifications, an automatic
classification system may be used to put documents away, but only after the classificat•i n
system itself is derived from the documents. Namely, it does not precede the documents,
but follows them. The automatic classification process is a follow-up on the automatic
subject indexing. It attempts to put together in a cell documents which have most index
terms in common.

The scope of this paper does not permit a description of the process for qutomatically
creating a classification system. Various methodologies have been used for this process.
These consist of employing statistical techniques,(1°, 11, 12) computing "distances"
between documents, (12, 13) and employing co-occurrence of index terms. (1, is) The latter
approach is simplest in terms of the complexity of the process and amount of processing
required. A collection composed of 4,000 documents with a vocabulary of 6, 000 index
terms has been processed to date. (is) Experiments are continuing at the University of
Pennsylvania with collections of tens of thousands of documents.
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It is important to note here that automatic classification may be used not only to
complement a coordinate-indexing retrieval scheme, but it also constitutes an alternative
to coordinate-indexing. If used in a coordinate indexing system, automatic classification
methodology provides a storage arrangement and a directory which greatly speeds up the
search and retrieval.(16) As an alternative to coordinate indexing, automatic classifi-
cation and the arrangement of documents in cells allows the user to direct the computer
in its search toward the area of interest. This is further described below in connection
with interactive retrieval techniques.

3. RETRIEVAL

3.1 Retrieval by Association Terms

A basic property of an on-line retrieval system is a man-computer language which in-
cludes in its vocabulary all the association terms. (See Fig.1) A simple search may be
initiated ny the user communicating to the system a description of desired information.
To "describe" a single or a class of documents, it is necessary to supply in a query the
association terms as well as the relationships among the terms. The procedure consists

of specifying the association terms of the desired documents and the requisite logical
or arithmetic relationships among the terms or among other information elements within
the document. It is important that a user at the terminal should be capable of expressing
a query in terms most convenient for him. For that reason, ample choice must be given
to him to search by various types of association terms, such as, author, publication,
title words, accession numbers, references, etc. In addition, he should be able to
reference the various directories, such as the thesaurus or the automatic classification,
to aid him in selection of terms. Similarly, he should be able to specify, for instance,
a generic term to include all the narrower terms which correspond to it. Finally, he
should be able to examine the citations which are being retrieved by the system and res-
pond by indicating their relevance to his subject of interest. In these interactions
with the computer, the display formats of the computer responses are important to the
facility with which a system may be used. These formats are arranged to minimize the
user's labour in selecting terms or documents.

On-line retrieval systems may be. divided into two classes. The systems which aid user
formulation of queries and retrieve respective documents are referred to here as key word
systems. The second type of systems provides automatic reformulation of the query based
on indications from the user of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the retrieved
material. In fact, in this manner the user guides and directs the search of the computer
system.

3.1.1. Key-Word Retrieval Systems

An outstanding example of the ke -word system is the BOLD system at System Development
Corporation, developed by Borko. (1? BOLD utilizes on-line displays which assist the
the user both in acquiring a mastery of the system itself and in performing guided
searches. No language analysis technique is used in BOLD and the indexing is entirely
manual. The MULTIL1ST system at the University of Pennsylvania is another example of a
key word retrieval capability based on list processing which facilitates split-second
retrieval from large document collections. The MULTILIST system includes both manually
indexed (artificial intelligence) and automatically indexed (Physics) collections.0(1)

BOLD and EJLTILIST are representative of typical current systems. With these systems
retrieval is easier but the basic content of the query is not altered except at the insis-
tance of the user. Namely, while formulation of the query is assisted by the system,
there is no attempt at reformulation based on the results of previous searches.
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3.1.2 Interactive Query Reformulating Systems

The procedure in retrieval with a reformulating system may be as follows. A user may

desire to search the collection to obtain a bibliography on a certain subject. He would
then submit a query to the system consisting of word-stem terms. These terms may be
found in directories (Fig.2). The system then will use the automatic library classifi-

cation which has been generated to find the cell(s) which correspond to the largest
number of terms in the query. (Alternately, weights may be associated with the terms and
cells are selected which have documents indexed #lth the maximum total weight of the terms. ) The

user may then consider a number of citations from the respective cell or cells, and he
may indicate acceptance or rejection of certain citations as relevant or irrelevant,
respectively. The terms corresponding to the accepted or rejected documents will then be

examined by the computer and the initial query may be reformulated. It will include add-
itional terms derived from acceptable documents or it will omit some of the initial terms
that are in the rejected documents. Based on the newly reformulated query, a search is

repeated, new cells are found, and their content is displayed to the user. This process
may continue with the input from the user being primarily the approval or disapproval of
retrieved material.

This approach has been experimented with in the SMART Project and the results have been
evaluated to determine the effectiveness of this powerful strategy.(2) Experiments with
this approach have also been conducted by Edwards.(B)

3.2 Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness

As has been amply illustrated, there are a great variety of thesaurus generation and
automatic indexing strategies as well as of retrieval strategies. It is also quite
apparent that the selection of a strategy is very critical to the cost and retrieval
effectiveness of the system. An evaluation methodology has been developed to determine
retrieval effectiveness of systems. (19) As has been already indicated, increased costs

and labour in storage processing may result in improvement of retrieval effectiveness.
However, the amount of cost measure as related to the improvement in retrieval effec-
tiveness is very important. Also, for various retrieval applications, different degrees
of effectiveness in retrieval are required.

Although tests of retrieval effectiveness have often been seriously challenged on a
variety of grounds, two measures of retrieval effectiveness appear to receive wide accept-
ability. (20) One of these measures - the recall ratio - is the ratio of the number of
relevant documents retrieved to the total number of documents in a collection which are
relevant to a search. The other measure, the precision ratio, is the ratio of the number
of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of documents retrieved in a search.

For a sequence of queries interactively executed in the search, a plot can be made of
precision vs. recall.(21) It is important to point out here that only the conjunction of
these two measures is meaningful as an indication of effectiveness of retrieval strategies.
The most ideal conditions would be those corresponding to unity recall and unity precision.
For instance, perfect recall can always be achieved by retrieving an entire collection;
the precision, however, would then be extremely low. On the other hand, if the number of

retrieved documents is very small, the precision might be unity, but the recall would be
very low. This illustrates that the combination of recall and precision must be considered
in the evaluation. A strategy is considered to be more effective if its plot of precision
vs. recall is described by a curve closer to the ideal point of precision . 1 and recall
= 1. Examination of litertture(21) indicates that in this respect, joint recall precision
retrieval effectiveness improves as well chosen, more sophisticated language processing
techniques are applied, or as the retrieval process is carried out on-line, interactively
employing greater choice of association terms.
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4. CONCLUSION

The cost and staffing that are demanded of a library that desires to offer effective
retrieval services are currently very large. Many smaller libaries try to use cataloguing
and indexing material generated in large information centres but even utilization of such
resources requires considerable staff and cost. These smaller libraries may be the real
beneficiaries from a total on-line storage and retrieval facility as described in this
paper. The state of the art indicates that such a system is feasible and economical to
develop at this time.
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DISCUSSION

J.R.Weiner: What precision have you obtained in your retrieval, and what do you hope to
attain?

N.S.Prywes: My work is with a large collection of documents and satisfactory tests for
precision of retrieval from large collections are still required.

Professor Salton, working with a smaller collection (Reference 2) has obtained precision
of greater than 60 per cent.

H.F.Vessey: I am disturbed at the statement that terms occurring infrequently are
eliminated in thesaurus compilation. Terms such as project titles, names etc., might
only occur once or twice but be very powerful terms for retrieval purposes.

N.S.Prywes: The list of low frequency words is comparatively short, only a few hundred
words. This list could be weeded manually to retain such terms as might be useful in a
search.

A.H.Holloway: You have mentioned a precision of about 20 per cent and that Professor
Salton expects to achieve 80 per cent but have not mentioned the recall. It is not
difficult to achieve a precision of 100 per cent with a very low recall., Can you say

what combination of these criteria you hope to achieve?

N.S.Prywes: We are investigating whether our users want good recall or good precision as
alternatives. For teaching and research it is often acceptable to have high precision
with fairly low recall.

R.Bree: Could you please say:

(1) The number of documents used in the trials of the system.

(2) From what part of the text is the descriptor material extracted.

(3) What is the computer economy of this method of mechanical text analysis.

N. S. Prywes:

(1) A collection of 6,000 documents obtained from the Department of the Air Force.

(2) About 10,000 words have been extracted from the titles only of the document.

We are proposing to test the system on a larger collection of documents in Nuclear
Science Abstracts, using titles, Universal Decimal Classification headings and
Defence Documentation Centre Descriptors.

(3) Systems must be worked on a serial process such as magnetic tape.

The classification has been organised into a tree at three levels. It takes three
passes of tapes for the entire collection to obtain material for each level. Each
pass takes about one hour. Updating is carried out monthly and takes about ten
hours. Daily updating was tried but this did not produce sufficient new entries.
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SUMMARY

Several problems involving non-numerical mathematics are listed. In the
field of non-numerical data processing, the following topics are discussed
briefly:- Group theory; Games theory; Translation; Graph theory;
Pattern recognition and enhancement.

____________
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NON-NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS AND DATA PROCESSING

F. Krlckeberg

1. NON-NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS

Many problems of modern mathematics are non-numerical in structure. It is a simple
matter to calculate the path of a rocket numerically, based on the theory of differential
equations. This subject properly belongs to Analysis. On the contrary, the topological
structure of cyclic satellite orbits is non-numerical. It is possible to classify types
of orbits topologically", 2. (See Fig.1).

There are mathematical areas which contain no numerical components as, for example,
graph and network theory. With the help of these theories, complicated problems of
strategy can be analysed. In the theory of games, graphs allow an intuitive grasp of the
problem to be readily achieved. There is a close correspondence between graph theory and
logic. Graphs can also be described in terms of Boolean matrices. With this, a link to
algebra emerges. A special topic in algebra is Group Theory which can be used for the
investigation of graphs. The importance of Group Theory Is, however, much greater than
this and more general. For example, one can with the help of groups, describe the
symmetric properties of elementary particles.

Many problems in geometry are non-numerical in nature. Hilbert's research on the
foundations of geometry are especially worthy of note here. A further ir ortant subject
in mathematics is logic. This topic is, at present, being very actively pursued. It is
possible to prove that large classes of problems can be solved without direct consideration
of the individual problems through the utilisation of very broad logical generalities.
An extention of this idea leads to the new topic of model theory. Modern mathematical
theory is becoming ever more generalised and distant from the classical world of numerical
analysis.

2. NON-NLNERICAL DATA PROCESSING

The field of non-numerical data processing is so large, if one regards it with full
generality, that no list of subjects can be exhaustive. One can merely cite several im-
portant new efforts without prejudice to the large number of others not mentioned.

2.1 Group Theory

It is possible to store finite groups in the core store and all group operations can
be described in subroutines. In this way it is possible to manipulate groups in computers.
For example, all sub-groups can be determined automatically and even more complicated
problems of group theory can be solved very convienently' ". In this domain, it is
certain that very interesting new results will be obtained. (See Fig.2).

2.2 Games Theory

It is well known that it is possible to program a computer to play a complex game like
chess. Since the theory of games is of the greatest importance for scientific management
and logistics, game playing in the computer becomes a very serious occupation indeed.
This application of the computer will be, in future, one of the most important. A special
possibility is the construction of time-tables by computers 5 .
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2.3 Translation

Machine translation is of considerable importance due to the continued growth of
international scientific exchange.

In the area of language data processing the German '"orschungsgruppe LIMASS"
(Forschungsgruppe Linguistik und maschinelle Sprachiibersetzung) has shown how flow dia-
grams can be used for the purpose of machine translation. Here language is viewed as a
process, i.e. a system, in which information is converted into speech signs. This process
operates on three main levels.

The first level is called the "nomo-sphere". It is composed of "Inhalt"-factors
((semantic regulating factors)(semantische Steuerungsfactoren)) which alternatively
integrate with and modify one another.

The second level is a parallel system which portrays the "'morpho-sphere" of the
language. The above portrayal is brought about by "formale" rather than "Inhalt"-fact-
Linear cohesions or single factors or factor gr ups seldom occur between these two lE

Cohesive relationship between levels 1 and 2 are built by a system of combinations and
ramifications. This level is called the "nomo-morpho interaction bridge" (Wechselwirkwerk).

All cohesions at all three levels - the morpho-sphere, the nomo-sphere and the morpho-
nomo interaction bridge - are linguistically determined and selected.

A structural picture of such a system of relatiouship at the morphospheric level is
illustrated in the accompanying flow diagram. It is an example of the system of relations
existing between all three levels. The range between these two levels morpho-sphere and
nomo-sphere is the nomo-morpho interaction bridge. This structural picture appears also
in all subprograms.

The function of such programs is reversible and the nomo-factors and the morpho-factors
are information carriers.

The goal of this system is to portray a formal image of the communications process
called "language, i.e. with the same grammar and flow system synthesis and analysis speech
and understanding can be carried on.

Dr. Hoppe calls his system "Kommunikative Grammatik". It is characterised by the
following principles:

(a) the reversibility of functions

(b) the information-retention of the regulating factors

(c) the functioning of the factors

(d) the integrating of the factors

(e) the binary structure of the functions

(f) the nomo-morpho interaction bridge

(g) determination

(h) selectivity

(i) the operation of the procesa in time.

Such a non-numerical treatment of data belongs to the area of data processing, not to
non-numerical mathematics. This treatment contains a working theory which allows, without
the help of logistical functions, the generation and transformation of the process, the

_______
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explication of factors which are not morphologically represented and the verbalisation of
these factors, that is, their expression in grammatical forms.

in this way a system for the direct coordination of signifier and signified is replaced
by a complex system of functions of numerous semantic and formal regulating factors.

Only when language is treated in this way, as a regulated process and as a system of
functions, is the way paved for high-quality machine translation.

By means of the above mentioned factor characteristirs (information carrier, binary
functionality, reversibility, reciprocal integration, selectivity, determination) a great
number of the so far unconquered problems can be solved in the process of translating,
problp--, among which the ambiguities, the indefiniteness and the implied informaticn are
the most important.

Translation connects the factor-process-system of two languages by way of a factor
formula which contains the regulating principle for each of the sentences to be translated,
as it is machine-analysed in the input language and as required for synthesis of the
target language in its regulating process. The translation is in this case equivalent in
meaning (to %he original), however it need not always be comparable in form, that is, in
its syntax. The LIMAS-system has already been thoroughly explained in a number of
publications 6'7,8,9,10,l1 (See Fig.3).

A Russian-German translation project is being carried out in collaboration with the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Association) and the University of
Saarbr~icken (See "Systran System" - P. Toma12).

2.4 Graph Theory

Very complicated graphs can be stored in the computer, and the stu,;ture of the graph
can then be investigated. It is possible, for example, to determine the shortest connec-
tion between two nodes of the graph. Further, cyclic sub-graphs can be discovered. Such
questions are of the greatest prectic.i interest. Techniques, including signal-flow
graphs and k-trees allow one to obtain a clear intuitive picture of the functioning of a
linear electrical network, after which analysis is much easier. Knowledge of the graph
in topological network analysis eliminates many time consuming mesh and node calculations.
In the chemical industry, the flow of meterial can be described by these muthods. This
is of considerable importance for the solution of management problems in such large
factories. A large German chemical factory is, at present, actively using this technique
in its daily operation 13.

2.5 Pattern Recognition and Enhancement

The recognition of shapes is a very difficult and interesting problem whose solution

has many applications. The problem can be divided into two parts. One is the decision
as to which class out of a large number of possibilities a given well defined pattern
belongs (character recognition, for example), The other is concerned with improving the
definition in patterns which are greatly disturbed by extraneous influences and, given a
limited number of classes, deciding into which such patterns most probably fall. For
example, in the latter category, in collaboration with the Rheinisches Landesmuseum,
Labor fNr Feldarchiologie, a project on the enhancement of buried archaeological monuments
seen in the results of surface geophysical measurement is in progress. Although the
method requires much numerical manipulation of the data, the end result must be presented
in a form which enhances the ability of the human eye to distinguish faint shapes in a
noisy field1". (See Fig.4).

Form, pattery structuro, logic trees, graphs, language, algebreic manipulation, all
of these are b, a few of the non-numerical priblems which are yielding to the attack of
non-numerical mathematics and data processing, giving new results in areas where hitherto
insurmountable difficulty prevailed.
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Figure 3. LIMAS flow diagram
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DISCUSSION

Lustig: I would like to raise three points:-

(a) Language translation does not seem to be a very good example of non-numerical
mathematics.

(b) Non-numerical mathematics seems to have a very limited use in the documentation
field.

(c) There seem to be many areas of mathematics which are amenable to computer solution
but this does not seem to be a common practice.

F.Krilckeberg: It is probably true that the use of non-numerical mathematics in documen-
tation studies is limited at present but more extensive use may be made of the technique
in the future.

Regarding the solution of mathematical problems, there is plenty of scope for the
application of computers; at Bonn University many mathematical problems are solved in
this way already.

N.S.Prywes: Can you comment on the use of graph theory methods for simplifying a diagram
of a thesaurus.

F.Krfickeberg: Established theories and methods exist for reducing graphs and electrical
networks and these may be applicable to this problem.
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SUMMARY

The organization, functions and systems used at TDCK are described.
TDCK collects, evaluates and stores information primarily useful for
military purposes. The retrieval systems used are Universal Decimal
Classification and the TDCK-Compact System. The TDCK Thesaurus has
been designed such that related concepts are placed on concentric
circles; arrows, fanning out in all directions, are used to display
relationships between the descriptors. At the "input" coding will
start from the centre of the circle, following an arrow until the
wanted descriptor is reached. A total of 376 circle-schemes have
been designed so far.

I!
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MANUAL SYSTEMS - TDCK CIRCULAR THESAURUS SYSTEM

J.A. Schiller

1. ORGANIZATION OF TDCK (The organization is shown in Fig. 1.)

The centre falls directly under the Minister of Defence. An advisory council consisting

of four members advises the Minister, at his request or on their own initiative, on TDCK-
policy matters.

Three of the members are high-ranking officers of the Navy, the Army and the Air Force
and the fourth member is the director of TDCK.

TDCK personnel strength is 63 people.

Following the scheme of Fig.1 we see at the left-hand-side the technical divisions and
at the right-hand-side the special-library department and the administration division.

The technical division, subdivided in sections, is manned by scientists and technical
engineers, in total 25, nineteen of whom hold an academic master's degree, while the
remainder have bachelor degrees or are senior serving officers.

2. FUNCTIONS

The primary functions of TDCK are:

(a) To collect, evaluate and store new scientific information, from all over the world,
which may be useful for military purposes in general.

(b) To be well informed of highly specialized information-sources in-and outside the
rnountry.

(c) To use available information for giving assistsnce to those scientists, technical
investigators and officers, who are involved in solving problems in research,

technology, education, management, military sciences and othqr fields of military
interest.

Before explaining how we try to fulfil our functions, and describing some details of
specific activities, I should like to stress that obviously a documentation centre is a

I model for applied efficiency. Its charge is to use available information, to inhibit
costly duplication and to select the most effective and efficient modern methods for
achieving these aims.

The most simple and direct definition of documentation which has come my way lately

runs thus:

"Documentation embraces the logistics of knowledge"

Whether we achieve this communication or transmission of information by handsorting

activities - more or less mechanized - or by a computer, does not affect the functions of
a documentation centre.
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The first-mentioned function, col'3cting new scientific and technical information,
includes the evaluating factor and both are dependent on the fields of interest, and the
degree of specialization within these fields, of the institution for which one is working.
It may be clear that TDCK's charge: "for military purposes in general" encompasses a very
broad area, and I refor again to Pig.1 where this coverage is indicated.

Collecting scientific and technical data useful for defence purposes is one of the
intricate activities of the centre. Firstly one should know what is wanted; secondly what
is to be had and where.

After some 15 years TDCK has received reports from more than 6000 different research
institutes working for defence and spread over the 15 NATO-nptfons. These include all types
of report-producing institutions;, e.g. laboratories of research establishments, of
universities and of industries. In certain cases TDCK has succeeded in being put on
mailing lists, which is exceptional for a foreign centre. Other institutions send their
accession lists from which reports may be requested. In many instances TDCK receives
technical reports without cost, but often also in exchange for TDCK publications, while
other series are made available to TDCK against reproduction costs. The bulk of the reports
acquired by TDCK are received from the United States, but significant contributions come
from the UK, Canada, W-Germany and AGARD. TDCK maintains close contacts with the national
defence documentation centres in NATO countries;' contacts which are encouraged by the AGARD
Technical Information Panel membership.

A network has been constructed which actually connects the information-centres in NATO
and occasionally in some neutral friendly countries. At the same time direct contacts are
maintained with several special institutions in some of these countries (see Function 2(b))
resulting in a regular exchange of reports.

In order to minimize duplication of research, TDCK will buy keys the research litera-
ture where possible. It subscribes to "Physics Abstracts", to 'Environmental Effects on

Material and Equipment Abstracts" to "Excerpta Medica" to "Index Aeronauticus" to
"Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts", etc. In total we have over 30 different
subscriptions of this kind. These abstracts are considered to be the backbone of our
information sources, and only supplementary work is needed, keeping in mind that many of
these abstracting services are not up to date - running behind from, say, three months to
two years - and moreover do not cover all publications e.g. symposia-papers, patents and

unpublished reports.

Interesting new articles and many unpublished documents culled from many sources are
selected, abstracted, and published in our monthly literature digests. Each scientific
section at TDCK composes its own digest so that we publish 20 different literature digests
per month, three of which are issued every two weeks (namely "Electronics", "Aeronautics",
and "Economics"). Perhaps I should mention also that in some subject areaf we are working
in co-operation with other documentation centres, in so-called "Pools" preparing abstracts
for common use; our unclassified digests are also circulated to interested parties outside
defence.

All reference material published in our literature digests is entered in our indexing
and retrieval systems and is available in hardcopy. For defining the contents of the
literature and for spocialized retrieval search TDCK is using two different systems: namely
the UDC (Universal Decimal Classification) and the TDCK-Compact System.

Apart from these systems an index is kept for retrieving reports, papers etc. according
to their issuing organizations;, an institute, a laboratory, etc.

In some cases the information scientist, or the questioner, is aware of specific long-
term research projects which are undertaken by one or more well known laboratories. In such
cases he may find useful data at short notice in this index. For example the answer to a
question concerning: "theory on 3-4 or 5 bladed supercavitating propeller performance", may
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be quickly found under T•h (Taylor Model Basin Wash.DC), since it is known that TMB is work..
ing in this field.

Part of this retrieval activity is mechanized by a Lectriever, which is a mechanically
driven file selector.

Now I propose to turn to figure 2. Here is shown our Table to Sources of Information, a
list which is intended to remind our information officers of all sources available at 7=
which should be consulted when, for instance, a selective bibliography has to be compiled.

Along the top are found (vertically printed) the different scientific and technical areas
which are of interest to the M.O.D.; i.e. the same broal subject areas as shown in Fig.l.

In the column at the left we distinguish three different groups of information sources:

1. Card Catalogue Systems

2. Books of Reference

3. Abstracts Journals.

If, for example, a request for a bibliography on "Inertial Navigation Systems" has been
requested, 18 different sources will have to be consulted according to this schedule all of
them packed with informotion and all of them using their own indexing system. This last
remark suggests one co the reasons why TDCK does not feel like using a computer for its own
system; some 35 other systems would still have to be scanned in a conventional manner.

Coming to the third function of TDCK we arrive at the main objective for which a defence
* Idocumentation centre is established, namely to provide information to those who need-to-know.

Technical questions which are put to TDCK are handled according to the needs and the wishes
* of the questioner only, of course, as long as TDCK is able to provide specialists time and

material. In principle a question can be answered in four different ways:

(a) By making available a selection of reports or articles in which the problem has been
treated.

If the questioner knows the title of such reports the request is a very easy one to
handle and is limited to routine library action; if not, the centre !-I to find the
required information by one of its retrieval systems.

(b) By making available a biblic ;raphy consisting of titles and descriptive abstracts of
all available printed information, all well indexed and cross-referenced.

When such a bibliography has to be compiled, all available sources in T=CK have to
be consulted (see Fig.2.)

(c) Through the production of a literature research report or a "state of the art" review,

in which the information scientist provides a survey of the latest developments in
the relevant subject area. Requests for such studies arrive more and more frequently.

The information centre of today is already manned by a university trained staff of
engineers and doctors with linguistic abilities, for selecting the literature, for
making descriptive abstracts and for classifying.

It is a very attractive part of the literature analyst's job to make literature
searches, and is undoubtedly a highly responsible scientific task which - in my

opinion - will never be accomplished by a computer.

Of course these extensive special studies can only be made when enough time is
available.

i(d) By offering research workers a chance for interaction with the literature in theirspecific narrow field of interest. In other words providing facilities which permit

effective browsing; in my opinion a very necessary activity.

- - - - _ _ _ _ __ -
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The number of complex questions which entailed much work exceeded 700 in 1967. Less
intricate questions amounted to about 1400, while requests for copies of specific re-
ports or articles totalled more than 50000 during last year.

3. SYSTEMS

Coming to the systems which TDCK uses for indexing and retrieving the literature by
subject, I should like to give you an idea of the philosophy of TDCK's so-called Compact
System.

Before doing so I have to try to convince you that a documentation and information centre
is constantly confronted with very specific difficulties. A well known example is that a
visiting scientist research worker frequently does not know what he is actually looking for,
and finds himself unable to formulate his information need clearly. The only thing we can
do in such a case is to confront him with a scientist from our t ;aff, a colleague who under-
stands his language (his jargon), if not his problem, and who is able to lead the enquirer
to a manual system in which he can browse. The big questions in information systems - on
the documentation side - are always 'will we get out all that we have put in?" and, "did we
put in properly what we have?"

For many years TDCK has usea two different systems for retrieval and, to anticipate a
logical question, I want to stress that there is no system in the world today which will
give a 100 per cent output. Tie application of two systems which differ fundamentally in
their nature and philosophy, pits at our command the sum of the possibilities inherent in
each of the two systems.

Of course this means too that more work has to be done.

Experience, however, indicates that this "more work" has to be done on the input side and
that, in most cases, one will meet with less work and certainly more completeness on the

output side. Moreover, when handling two systems for indexing all documents, it is possible
to pose identical questions to both systems and to learn why a certain document was not
retrieved by one of the two systems. In this way research will pinpoint the weaknesses of
both systems.

The results of such research has led in our case, to the design of a new system which
should replace the uniterm-system of coordinate indexing, which has shown some serious
deficiencies.

This new system is called the TDCK Circular Thesaurus System. It was considered that
certain features of several well-known systems are very useful and, when possible, should be
incorporated in our new thesaurus conception.

? most of the ideas used in the TDCK-system are not new at all. In fact, what is new
is that, if properly used, the visible display of a systematically built thesaurus compels a
person to retrieve with the same terms as used at the input activity. This aspect is
perhaps the most significant one of the TDCK manual system; the graphical display of the
scientific sub-divisions of a discipline introduces a third dimension to the thesaurus.
When designing this thesaurus we consciously sought to obtain a combination of:

1. a systematic subject set up;

2. alphabetical arrangement of descriptors;

3. coordinate indexing principle;

4. mutual relations and facets; and finally

5. visible directions display.

i . * - - * ~
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We believe that in the new TDCK Circular Thesaurus method such a combination has been

achieved.

I shall now try to give a description of what we have called a simple circle-scheme.

I Notions which are related to each other, and which can be placed in the familiar family-

tree pyramid, are placed on concentric circles; that is to say we have simply made a plan-
view of our tree because on a circle we have, in practice, about five times more room than
in a pyramid structure. Arrows, fanning out in all directions are used to display relation-
ships between concepts. An example of a circle scheme is shown in Fig.3; in use a specif'ic
procedure is practised - this is described in some detail below. Briefly when arrows are
followed from the origin of a circle-scheme we see how notions fall into logical sub,
divisions. A relationship is sought which, depending on needs can be continued on a
following concentric circle, and so on.

When descriptors from other circle-schemes have to be used for describing a document
properly, such notions can be "borrowed", but should immediately be added (in writing) to
the circle-scheme of current interest, but outside the circle. Alt such "complemented"
circle-schemes are formally published.

The individual circle-schemes which have been built up are thus kept limited, and arrows
will refer us to other circles when we are entering their domain. It may be observed
also in Fig.3 that in all cases these arrows point to "borrowed" descriptors which are not
framed. The word at the centre of each circle-scheme is usually a descriptor with a high
frequency count in the system.

The following rules are in force*

1. The thesaurus consists of descriptors;

2. Each framed descriptor appears only once in the system;

3, At the input, coding will start from the centre of a circle, following an arrow until the

wanted descriptor has been reached. In one circle, more than one radius may be followed;

4. All descriptors encountered will be noted down.

When a descriptor from another circle has to be used, we can "borrow" such a notion and
add it to our circle-scheme, outside the ultimate circle, in which case we do not use a
frame.

5. New descriptors have to be defined by the subject-specialist concerned. They will be
added officially to one of his circle-schemes after which they can be "borrowed" by other
circle-schemes;

i6. On the retrieval side the circle-schemes will always be used. The user (a specialist in

the field) will be led automatically to the pertinent descriptorp, once the appropriate

scheme has been selected.

Only two or three descriptors are necessary for defining the question, in other words:
a document coded by 20 descriptors can give an answer to 10 different questions.

7. The thesaurus, as a one-language technical index, can be translated.

The use of homonyms and synonyms is avoided. The word "measurement", for example, will
be used in several descriptors, which could read: measurement of time, measurement of
distance, ballistic measurement, etc. In all, 376 circle-schemes have been designed to
date.

The number of descriptors for the TJCK fields of interest (defence) is about 11,500. It

is expected that this number will gradually increase to no more than 12,;00. Accessions of
essential descriptors axe reported to the System-Manager, who publishes, usually every year,
up-dated schemes to replace old ones. The fourth edition of the TDCK Circular Thesaurus was
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published in 1966, the fifth edition is in print at this moLent; it will contain almost 400I separate circle-schemes. It is easy to re-arrange any scheme, if this is desirable or
necessary, as for example when the phIlosophy in a particular scientific field is subject to
change. The sequence of the descriptors along one radius, however, is never subject to
chruige.

SuLmarizing: Hierarchically related thesaurus terms are arranged within a series of
conce *ic circles, with the most generic term at the origin. Arrows radiate outward to
sperific terms on the first circle and from some of these terms to successively more
specific terms on succeeding circles.

Fig.4 is takea from page 00 of the Thesaurus where the division Operattonal.Research
has been suWdivided in 15 so-called "descriptor fields",

If, for example, we receive a document in which the aspects of a tactical a!r defence

0.R. game are discussed it will of course be passed to our O.R. division for abstracting

ana indexing. Here the proper descriptor field will be chosen (Fig.4), Our specialist

will turn to scheme 112 perationalGame and on this page the descriptor field shows a

plan view of the subject FOperational Gei (Fig.3).

Now, starting from the centre, an arrow is followed downward to Iactical game] , further

to Ldefensive game ,-and from there to the descriptor air defence which has been "borrowed"

from another circle-scheme (scheme 52) "'id hence has not been framed.

If, in the same report, zt:j subject of a e is treated this descriptor

will be added also.

Scanning along the second circle the descriptor air game will be noted down as well.
When this has been done the report has beeli defined by 6 descriptors.

If at a later stage a question related t^ this subject is received then only two of the

assigned degcriptors would bring this report forward. For instance the caoes for ire
and •atcalgame] would suffice.

The visual display of the descriptors compels the use of the prescribed thesaurus terms at

the output as well as-at the input activity.

The discu3sion on this paper follows on page 110.
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OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

100 MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS

104 OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

106 QUEUEING

108 MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING

110 GAME THEORY (MONTE CARLO)

112 OPERATIONAL GAME

114 EFFORT DISTRIBUTION

116 INVENTORY CONTROL

118 PLANNING

120 WARFARE MATHEMATICS

122 PROBABILITY CALCULUS

123 HITTING PROBABILITY

125 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

129 AVIATION MATHEMATICS

135 MEDICAL OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

Figure 4

DISCUSSION

H.A.Stolk: Why does T')CK use a letter-number-letter code instead of a purely numerical
coding system?

J.A.Schiiller:" The use of this notation makes it possible for us to post a total of 12,500
descriptors on 1,000 cards.

C.O.Vernimb: What is the annual input of documents into your system?

J.A.Schfiller: The input is 40,000 to 50,000 documents per year.

S.C.Schuler: (a) Do you find it practicable using your manual system, to send copies of
abstracts direct to groups of scientists oa an SDI basis9

(b) Do you use microfiche as a means of sending out documents') What is
the reaction -f users)

J.A.S'hbller: (a) We do not have En SDI system but we do send information to workers on a
continuing basis if we know they are interested. One dibadv•ntage of
this is that they neglect to let us know when their interest in the
subject ceases.

(b) We do have many microfiche but we do not make very much use of thsm
because of lack of good reading equipment. Users still prefer hard copy
reports.

. .
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SUMMARY

The view is put forward that the handling of large document files
requires mechanization and that even processes such as document analysis
for input, question analysis for retrieval and retrieval result evaluation,
must eventually succomb to machine treatment. Keypunching of computer
input presents particular problems. The solution could be optical scanning
if standardized print formats were used itt document production. The direct
interrogation of the machine file by remote visual display consoles is an
inevitable development. The ESRO/ELDO Documentation Service hopes to have
a system available in Europe early in 1969, Ultimately such consoles would
be installed at strategic points throughout the European network of ESRO
establishments.

" I
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

N.E.C. Isotta

1. INTRODUCTION

Until not very long ago, perhaps only about four or five years, the authors of most
papers on mechanised systems of information retrieval, would be mainly concerned with one
of two things, and these were in very general terms, either tie necessity for the justi-
fication of the commencement of a machine system, or an attempt to prove that having
started such a system, the results were worthwhileor at least as good as expected. Nowa-
days, the atmosphere in these matters is rather different since most people, and by this
I mean both the customer and the supplier, have realised and accepted the need for
mechanical methods of handling large files, However, there is considerable divergence of
views on the level at which mechanisation really becomes necessary. Probably for report
literature the figure could be as low as 100,000 items. But in actual fact this is also
partly a function of the slow development of any form of any standardised vocabulary.
Since scientific and cechnical development always produces a corresponding vocabulary, it

becomes essential tnat existing systems should lend themselves to adaptation without a
large amount of manual effort. Machine systems with built in feedback principles are
obviously necessary if we are easily to keep up with developing technologies.

For non-information conscious administrations, the "subjective threshold of acceptance
for a machine system" depends to a large extent on existing familiarity with large bodies
of material, or large numbers of items of any kind. For example, a motor manufacturer
used to large quantities of stocks of spare parts of 100,000 different items would
probably not be convinced of the necessity for mechanisation for a simple reports field
until the store could be described in terms of "nearly a quarter of a million", i.e.
something over 200,000. On the other hand a manufacturer of nuts and bolts might well be
convinced at "almost 100,000 items". Pressure from the potential user is rarely strong
enough, or well organised enough, to affect the situation.

2. THE MACHINE VERSUS THE PROFESSIONAL

Eventually a certain amount of time is usually allocated on a computer which is
primarily intended for other purposes, e.g. payroll, stock control, or as in our case,
scientific data processing. It is here very often that the first troubles begin, parti-
cularly if use of the system is sufficient to demand real time operation. There is
certainly complete acceptance of the fact now, that documentary processes are particularly
amenable to mechanisation in what are often known as "business activity" areas. Such
areas may be fairly easily defined; they include operations which can theoretically be
performed without the direct intervention of professional labour, even though such labour
may have been necessary initially to establish the operational procedures. These will
include such matters as stock control,, catalogue or index printing,, preparation of

announcement journals or accession lists, the establishment of "field of interest"
registers etc. The most important activities remaining which still require professional
attention are therefore document analysis for input, question analysis for retrieval, and
retrieval result evaluation. Spcaking rather heretically, primarily as a documentalist,
and not as a user, it seems to me however inevitable. that even these areas must eventually
succumb to machine treatment,, simply because of tht sheer weight of material involved, in

conjunction with the increased effectiveness of the machine systems available.i
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3. MACHINE INPUT AND COOPERATIVE SYSTEMS

The main problem area for many years has been the one of getting the documentary
material into the machine. Keyboarding in one form or another has remained essential.
Technically speaking it has been possible for some time to arrange for input to be made
directly to a computer without the necessity for such keyboarding operations., Economically
howevp", such systems, which are normally accompanied by very large workload capacities,
have not been justifiable in circumstances where the capacity would never be fully taken
up. This is therefore still one of the most expensive, time consuming, and error ridden

parts of an integrated machine system. Optical scanning could be a solution if standard-
ised print formats were used in document production, in order to avoid an intermediate
keyboarding into such a standard type script.

The ESRO/ELDO Space Documentation Service based on an exchange arrangement with NASA,
is one of the first ventures of the kind where the agency receiving the machine system
i.e. ESRO/ELDO, is also responsible for the provision of machine input to the system
operated by the supplying agency i.e. NASA. This has underlined the problems mentioned
above and has certainly indicated the enormous advantages which could be gained if
greater standardisation in this area could be achieved. In spite of the difficulties
involved, however, material now being processed by ESRO in Paris, according to standard
NASA procedures is about to be fed, through the medium of punched paper tape, directly to
the computer system responsible for the Photon production of the NASA STAR journal., I
may say, that there is great satisfaction in both the NASA and ESRO centres at the
successful outcome of this operation, which has been made possible only by great patience
and understanding on both sides. As part of the exchange arrangement NASA has generously
made available to ESRO/ELDO its total machine system together with the relevant file of
information on magnetic tape. In addition, microfiche of a large number of the items
quoted on the file are also provided. The service thus provided by ESRO/ELDO is available

to both ESRO/ELDO staffs and to authorised users in Member States, and members of Eurospace.

4. MACHINE OUTPUT AND USER REACTION

It is clear that in spite of the advanced computer age in which we live, there has been
a general liminution of standards of production resulting from the use of computers, and
many of the users of machine document systems are accepting this with reluctance. The
computer manufacturer's philosophy until quite recently has been that the advantages in-
herent in machine processing in respect of time saving, and capacity, have outweighed any
disadvantages apparent in the final machine product. In my view, they have been totally
wrong. The manufacturers of such things as detergents can tiach the computer manufacturer
a great deal concerning "eye appeal" and "packaging". There are known cases where the
cost of the package is greater than the cost of the contents; one specific example outside
the detergent field, is the can of water supplied on certain European flights. Ev~n now
upper and lower case computer output is a rarity and is often associated with some other
extromely expensive off-lire printing machine. However, by now, the user too should have
become somewhat more sophisticated in his reaction to the current standards of computer
printout. He should make the best of what is available since it is a retrograde step to
interpose between the computer output and the users, some intermediate manual stage, be
it editing or the improvement of appearance of the output by some other printing or repro-
duction process. I feel sure that what must be a-mcd at, is a completely satisfactory
direct computer output; but certainly, in the meantime, the user must overcome his
prejudices, although at the same time he should be sufficiently vocal to indicate that the
result is not really pretty enough to encourage him to make the greatest use of it.

The question arises as to the best 'ethod of placing the user in contact with the body
of information available. In our case, apart of course from our own staffs, the contact
is through the medium of correspondence and telephonic comrunication with the documentalist
who is to pose the question to the computer. Contact is thus to a large extent remote.
Our experience with our own staff shows that in this respect it is difficult to match the
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rerults achieved by personal interview between the user and the documentalist, Is there
therefore a substitute for such personal contact? Almost certainly the answer must be
direct interviews with the computer itself.

5, DIRECT USER ACCESS TO THE MACHINE

I have no doubt that the Orwell 1984 concept of a "Big Brother" machine is quite
possible within the time available between now and then. Such a machine would almost
certainly be capable of a wide variety of jobs, medical diagnosis being but one example
which springs to mind. Such operations, however, could only be carried out on a govern-
mental basis Chence the Orwell concept) with users subscribing to the terminal equipment
just as they now do for their telephones From an individual organisatlon's point of
view however, there could be distinct advantages in having smaller, cheaper private
machines - and there would also certainly be a commercial interest for the computer manu-
facturer in providing such machines. In the end of course, someone will also consider
what the user himself would like.

A habit which is, I think, engrained in most of us after centuries of the existence of

libraries, is tlat of browsing. This is something that the machine has been tending to
deprive us of, since somehow, wading through a computer listing is not quite the same
thing as browsing through a shelf of books. It is now possible however, to approach a
similar situation by means of direct interrogation of the machine file using a remote
visual display console. The ESRO/ELDO Space Documentation Service hopes to have such a
capacity available initially for its own analytical staff, early in 1969, closely following
a NASA lead. Ultimately such consoles would be installed at strategic points throughout
the European network of ESRO establishments, thus enabling the user to go direct to the
machine as and when he feels like it. For some time it has, I think, been apparent that
future development would be in this direction. It is essential that the future of machine
information retrieval is not designed around the capabilities of the first and second
generation computers with which the technique was born. Joint effort on the part of the
supplier, i.e. the documentalist, and on the part of the user should soon achieve the
desired result.

DISCUSSION

H.A.Stolk: What services does ESRO documentation unit provide and to whom is it provided?

N.E.C.Isotta:' The unit can search back in files dating to 1962, covering 300,000 or more
references, in subject searches. It provides an SDI serice on individually constructed
profiles but intends to transfer to standard profiles soon as this gives a very much
cheaper service. The service is provided to ESRO and EUDO staff, members of Eurospace
and to authorised users in member states.

J.R.C. Licklider: I cannot understand how you get "immediate" indication in a mechanized
system working in the conversational mode. Take the example that you have 106 documents
and 103 descriptors, and that a typical retrieval attempt is specified by 6 descriptors.
Also assume thirty users in a multi-access interactive system. If you stored with every
pattern -)f six descriptors, the number of patterns associated with it, there would be
about 1 0 "1x6 = 101' items in the file and that would not be reasonable. If you stored
with each descriptor the identification of all the documents associated with it (1,000,

or perhaps 10,000 or 100,000) you would have to transfer data from a slow secondary to P,
fast primary memory six times and then evaluate the Boolean expression. The waiting time

would be 15 to 30 seconds. Is the key to limit the size of the file to say, 100 items?
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N.E.C.Isotta: I cannot explain how the system works but I have seen it working at
Lockheed Corporation in San Francisco and at the NASA facility in Washington.

C.D.Vernimb: Judging by experience of rejection by users, how many irrelevant documents
are they prepared to accept in the results of a search9

N.E.C. Isotta' Users vary tremendously over the amount of material they are prepared to
look at. It is difficult to be very definite on standards of precision as this depends
too much on the individual user,

It
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SUMMARY

Observations on the natule -f cost effectiveness studies in general
are made as an introduction to the procedures being adopted in a study
of information services commissioned by the Office of Scientific and
Technical Informp tion. UK. Cost determination for alternative types
of service is the first step in the procedure. The replacement cf an
old information service by a new type and the situations in which two
alternative types of service exist side by side are evaluated. Finally,
the services provided by alternative information systems must be
evaluated.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
COST EFFECTIVENESS IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Professor J.N. Wolfe

1. THE NEED FOR COST EFFECTIVENESS STUDIES

Large sums are spent each year on information eervices in each of the NATO countries.

As an example, the United Kingdom alone spends about 50 million pounds each year on
library services only. We have now no reliable and consistent statistics for the amount
spent in other NATO countries, and in particular, we lack information on the amount spent
on information services other than libraries. The OECD is in the process of attempting
to collect this information and the study is underway under the direction of the
-3tudiengruppe of Heidelberg, Germany.

We know, however, that the total sum being spent is sufficiently large and growing with
sufficient rapidity to present a serious economic problem. This economic problem has
several aspects. First, there is the question of how much ought to be spent on information
sorvices in general. Secondly, there is the question of how rapidly this sum should grow.

Thirdly, there is the question of the most appropriate division of expenditure among the

competing types of information service which might be offered, and fourthly there is the
question of the most appropriate orgenisatio, of information services both within a single
country and between countries.

These sorts of questions may ha-e seemed to be of only academic interest during the
last decade or so, for there has been general agreement that th? volume of funds available
for information services has hitherto been too low, and funds have been expanded with
considerable rapidity. During this period too there has been rapid technological change
in the information industry. There are now many more technically developed candidates for
absorption of information funds than was the case even a decade ago. As new techniques
pass from the laboratory and pilot stage into the world of practical possibility the
question of economic viability and value for money becomes a very real and pressing one.

2. THE OSTI-OECD STUDY OF ECONOMICS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

It was in this context that the Office for Scientific and Technical Information in the
United Kingdom, acting in collaboration with the OECD, decided to undertake a study of the
economic aspects of informatic systems. The study was commissioned from the Department of
Economics in the University of Edinburgh, and involves a large team of workers including
five full-time economists and a full-time information officer, two accountants, two
statisticians, and five part-t•me economists. The work has been underway for approximateli
four months but will not be completed until the end of the calendar year 1969. One aspect
of this work which is already rather far advanced is an economic study of the library
system and particularly the public library system in the United Kingdom. It is proposed
to publish very shortly a volume of essays on this topic. Most of the papers involved
are quantitative and econometric in character and it would be difficult to summarise any
of them briefly. I would however like to mentton here two papers in paiticular which seem

to me to offer considerable interest. One of these is a paper by Mr. Ralph Young on the
RPrecasting of the Demand for Library Services in the Public Librarj Sector by econometric
means. This paper provides what I think Is the first attempt to otlc•r a quantitative
forecasting technique for library demand which is not simply an extrapolation of past trends.
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Mr. Young shows that even at this early stage of analysis it is possible to forecast
the appropriate level of library provision In a general way at least with considerably
improved accuracy. This technique has been applied, as I say. to the public library
system but I think that it offers considerable possibilities of extension to library

systems within private firms or government agencies. Another paper of some interest is
that prepared by Dr. Jaoob Moreh which examines in a 3tatis:icýu and econometric way the
problem of economies of scale in library services. Dr. More' attempts, and I think foi

the first time, to go below the level of simply comparing laxge groups of dissimilar
libraries with one another on the basis of an average cost figure. Such a procedure.
while common enough in practice, i1 of course statistically exc,.edingly unreliable.
Dr. Moreh on the other hand utilises techniques made familiar in production function
studies to exemine the cost functions of operating wltrin the public library system on
the basis of a variety of independent va.•iables including :-.,,ber of branches in each
library system, the number of employees, the number of vcItr-rs, and the volume of ancillary
services such as gramophone record issues. While 'ýis rc,.Its are not yet completely
analysed, they do seem to indicate that the populynr beli " in economies of scale in the
library world may be somewhat over-simplified.

3. THE NATURE OF COST EFFECTIVENESS STUDIES

Before moving to some account of the larger economic study now underway, it may be
useful to provide some introductory observations on the nature of cost effectiveness
studies in the context of information and library services. It will be recalled that cost
effectiveness .echniques were give. substantial development by work undertaken on behalf
of the United States Department of Defense largely in the Rand Corporation of Santa Monica,
California. Put in the simplert way, the notion of a cost effectiveness study is an attempt
to discover the relative magnitude of costs and benefits accruing from alternative forms
of expenditure. More concretely, the early studies involved assessment of the relative
cost per ton of bomb delivery for example. The essence of- a cost effectiveness study is
the reduction of the benefits of alternative task systems to some kind of commensurable unit.
Once this is done the problem becomes merely one of comparing the alternative task cutputs
with their costs.

Looking at the matter in another way, we may see the cost effectiveness study as simply
an improvement on the more normal cost study. The troJitional cost procedure involves an
examination of the costs of two alternatiit tasks. But* clearly costs are not a sufficient
determination of which task provides the best outcome.

We must consider as well the benefits achieved in each outcome.

Let us take an extremely simple example drawn from everyday life. Supposing we wished
to determine which was the wiser purchase, an orange or a lemon. We could easily determine

the cost of the orange and the cost of the lemon. The question of which of the two fruits
provides the better buy for money depends however upon what we wish the fruits for, If we
are anxious to obtain a given quantity of Vitamin C, for example, it may well be that the
lemon provides the better bargain. If our object is to provide a refreshing morning drink,

and we wish therefore to maximise the sugar content of the citric juices, then a different
answer may be obtained. We cannot therefore tell which fruit it would be worth our while
to purchase until we determine the object4 'cs for which we are purchasing them.

4. ESTABLISHING THE COST OF INFORMATION SERVICES

With this introduction in mind there should be little difficulty in understanding the
procedure which is being adopted with respect to cost effectiveness in information services.

The first part of our job is to determine cost for alternative types of service. This
presents certain features of difficulty because of the fact that information services, like
most public services, do not normally keep accounts upon what is called a functional basis. 1

Li
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That is to say, the accounts of most information se~vices tako the form of a list of
expenditure by name item of expenditure. That is to say labour, materials, rent, heat,
etc. They do not normally assign these expendi'ures to the manifold functions which an
information service in fact attempts to achieve. It is therefore necessary to recast the
accounts of the information services in functional form before any serious further work
can be done.

One of the basic difficulties here is of course the assignment of overhead costs to the
various alternative functions. We have to ask for example what proportion of the time of
a head librarian ought to be attributed to his work as head of an informetion service as
well as of a library service, in a unit which offers both library and information services.
Similarly we may ask what proportion of the cost of heating an information centre is to be
attributed, let us say, to the preparation of abstracts on the one band or to the preparation
of tr'anslations on the other. It will be clear that, however much care is taken, there will
be a certain measure of arbitrariness in such calculations. It is our object not to eliminate
arbitrariness entirely, but rather to reduce it to manageable proportions.

One important isrue is the extent to which information services may be added to existing
library activities at lower costs than information services can be provided, in a purpose-
built organisation. On the one hand we might expect that the sharing of certain overheads
with a library would produce lower costs in the integrated operation. On the other hand
the greater expertise which can be developed in a specialised and purpose-built organisation
may conceivably offer economies of substantial importance. This balance between economies of
scale and economies of specialisation is, as everywhere else in industry, an important
question deserving the most careful examination.

The central core of our method consists of evaluating two particular types of situation.
The first is a situation in which an old type of information service is to be superseded by
a new type. This situation provides alternative information on costs and also provides
information on the change in value of the service received by changipg over between the two
systems. An alternative approach consists of examining situations in which two alternative
types of information service exist side by side. For example, we may have certain organisa-
tions which utilise an advanced information service while other organisations utilise an
older style of information service. Here costs and effectiveness may be compared on a
cross-section basis. It will be understood, however, that in this case there may be expected
to be a substantial amount of extraneous information introduced because of the possibility
of urlerlying quality difference between the units using the technically advanced information
service and those using the technically less advanced information service. The final part
of our work consists in .valuating the services provided by alternative information systems.
This is clearly the most difficult part of our job. It is difficult partly because previous
attempts to deal with user requirements and user needs have not been directed specifically
to economic investigations. There is a fundamental difference between technological criteria
of efficiency in this context and criteria of economic efficiency. Ideally, one would like
to obtain estimates of the impact of the information service on the productivity of the
workers receiving the information service. In practice this level of productivity is likely
to be very much influenced by extraneous factors. This is a particularly damaging point if
we are dealing with cross-section studies of a particular industry which has different
information services in different firms. We are likely, T think, to find that good informa-
tion services are in fact characteristic of technologically advanced firms, and if this is
the case any attempt to correlate efficiency with information services is likely to give us
coo optimistic a result. When we deal with changes in information services affecting all
the units in an industry, we have, I think, a rather more practical proposition, although
here we will, I am afraid, be hampered for some time yet by a shortage of instances. I
would expect, however, that as the number of information services examined increases, a
statistically reliable result may eventually be approximated.

There are alternative methods of obtaining effectiveness measurements from information
services. Some of these consist of sampling opinion about efficiency. Others consist of
obtaining objective characteristics of the functioning of the information service. But

this particular problem requires further consideration. 71
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DISCUSSION

H.F.Vessey: Have you considered the cost of not providing information when making your
evaluations of system effectiveness?

J.N.Wolfe: It is not pcssible to make allowance for a factor of this sort. All evalua-
tion must be based on objective data. The first attempts at quantification of a service
may not give a satisfactory result but by repeated efforts it is possible to develop a
satisfactory method of measuring effectiveness.

N.E.C.Isotta: The provision of information to scientists and engineers must be considered
as part of their continuing education and as such its value cannot be quantified immediately.
The value of a piece of information might not emerge for several years. I do not agree
that the amount of information available should be considered as uniform, one of yeur oasic
premises. It is precisely the non-uniformity which we have to overcome.

J.N.Wolfe: I would certainly agree with your first point, but on a matter of obtaining
administrative support for expenditure on a system it is necessary to show that it will be
of some practical value.
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SUMMARY

Three audiences for technical information are defined: the generalaudience, the missiou audience, and the technical management audience. Theinformation needs of these three groups are discussed. The provision oftechnical information by the U.S. Department of Defense is outlined. andin particular, some of the functions of the Defense Documentation Centerare described.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES AND USER NEEDS

1W.C. Christensen

1. INTRODUCTION

To begin, I would like to define technical information in a way which I have found
convenient. The view which I have adopted is that technical information is the generic
term embracing the full spectrum of information generated or used by personnel working in
the scientific or engineering domain. Technical information can then be divided into t,4o
subcategories - scientific information and technical, or if you prefer, engineering dasa.
Scientific information is defined as technical information which adds to the general '.ody
of knowledge about a natural phenomenon, material property, or about a scientific or:
engineering discipline. Scientific information does not disclose a specific connection
with nor application to the design, production, operation, or maintenanev of an item of
equipment.

Technical data, on the other hand, is technical information obtLAned from the design,
development, manuructure, operation, maintenance, and logistic activities and is used by
the recipient to design, produce, operate or maintain equipment. For example. technical
data includes design data, development data, production data, manufacturing data, logistics
data, and maintenance data. This distinction between scientific information and technical

data is important since, as will be shown later, our major technical information problems
are associated with technical data - not scientific information.

Now that we have established some boundaries on the subject we are dealing with, let's
take a look at the general categories of audiences who use technical information,

2. WHO USES TECHNICAL INFORMATION?

As shown in Fig.l, there are three major audiences for technical information - the

general audience, the mission audienL and the technical management audience.

Technical information used by the general audience is characterized by the fact that
the generator of the information does not know who specifically will use the information
or when. As an example, we have over 850,000 U.S. Department of Defense technical reports

centrally stored and available from the Defense Documentation Center. Most of these
reports were required to document the results of Defense research and devwlopment efforts.
However, the secondary use of this information by the general audience may be for purposes
totally different from those for which the work was undertaken and at a time considerably

removed from that during which the information was generated. This diversity of uses and
time differential creates serious problems in effectively retrieving and employing the
information. This retrieval problem is growing more difficult as the degree of techno-
logical sophistication increases. Our primary difficulty is that'the technical documents
are written in relation to a specific end goal which was the bafic objective of the work.
Many times this end goal involves a highly complex piece of equipment such as a missile
or a tank which involves a multitude of discrete innovations all of which are combined to
produce the end goal. The degree to which each discrete innovation is documented is

highly dependent on the importance attached by the generator in relation to the end goal.
This creates two difficulties. First is the ability to Index each discrete piece of

technology so that the report can be retrieved when a user requests the information.

S=• -- = -- -. ...
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The oierator of the information storage and retrieval system is faced with the classic
dilemma - if he employs a large number of characterizing or search terms - searches will
produce a great number of documents, many of which are not particularly relevant to the
user's needs. On the other hand, too few terms will result in many relevant documents
going unidentified

The second difficulty resulting from end goal oriented technical reports is that
frequently there is not enough information related to a specific technology for the
general audience user to effectively take advantage of the past work.

I will go into more detail on the trials and tribulations of information storage and
retrieval later but for the moment, let's turn our attention to the mission audience.
This audier~e is charactirized by a close coupling to the generator of tie information.
The miscion audience could be the procurement organization for a new piece of military
hardware. In this case the research and developMent people are well attuned to the infor-
mation needs of the procurement people with the results that not only is the precise
information needed displayed, but it is also displayed in a manner most meaningful to the
user. This close coupling between the generator and user results in efficient information
transfer. However, we often find that the information tends to stay within the relatively

narrow confines of the generator-mission user environment even though it could be of con-
siderable use to the general audience or other mission audiences.

Finally, we have the technical management audience which I have represented by the
classical pyramid. The increasing exptnditures for research and development along with
the additional complexity of the efforts themselves have increased emphasis on timely and
accurate technical management information systems. Within the U.S. Department of Defense
we have been aeveloping a very sophisticated technical management information system
covering our numerous research and technology efforts. This automated system is designed
to tell users what work is being done, by whom ard in very abbreviated form what the
progress is. While the system was primarily designed to meet a management need, we have
found that over half of the users are working engineers and scientists. These people t"se
the system to identify on-going research and technology efforts related to their particular
areas of interest. While the technical information content is minimal, It is normally
sufficient to determine whether the performer should be contacted for detailed information.

3. USER NEEDS

Within these terms of reference, we in the Department of Defense have been very concerned
with what technical information does the user really need and how well are our various
technical information services fulfilling these needs?

To obtain at least a partial answer to this complex question, we have run two compre-
hensive user needs studies - one concerned with the needs of engineers and scientists
employed directly by the Department of Defense and another covering those associated with

Department of Defense contractors.

I have summarized the results of these two studies, performed by two different
contractors, in Fig.2. I want to go through these in some detail because the information
is quite revealing in terms of our present information services and what we should be
striving for in the future.

Before discussing the various information gathering characteristics of the users, a
few words on the characteristics of the users themselves are in order. First, most of

* the technical information users are engineers or are working in engineering related areas.
* Too often Lhis point is overlooked and equal or greater attention is given to the

scientist and his information problems. While I do not want to belittle the information
problems of the scientists, it is engineers and other appliers of technology which are my
chief concern and unfortunately, their information problems are exceedingly complex.
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Now let's look at how our users obtain information and the type of information they

need. The first statistic pertains to the desire for information in a short period of
time. While our work showed that over 20% ý,f the users needed information in less than
one day, most users would really like to have their information needs met instantaneously.
What frequently happens is that the user makes a quick minimum effort at getting infor-
mation. If the optimum information is not found during this first try, he will too often resort
to the use of readily available but less than optimum information. For example, an engineer
selecting materials may not use a low cost material because he cannot readily determine its
characteristics in aparticularenvironment. Instead, he picks an expensive alloy which he knowswill do the job. This gives rise to one of the frequently used argumentsagainst expending re-

sources to provide better technical information systems - the uuers seem to do their job
without them! However, the real question is, "How much could their performance be improved
by instituting better technical information systems?

The next item pertains to how the user gets his information. Our studies show that he
turns to a colleague or his personal files as a first source of information which supports
my argument that users operate on a minimum effort principal as far as requisition of
technical information is concerned.

The next item is very important from a user need point of view. As I mentioned
previously, our main concern should be with the engineer or technologist and this statistic
clearly bears out the need for so called engineering type information. Yet this infor-
mation consisting of design information, test data, operational data, manufacturer's part
and component information and the like, is the most difficult to handle in a technical
information syster. One aspect of the problem is that engineering information is difficult I
to capture so that it can be incorporated in an information system. The difficulty stems

from both the amount of information being generated and the fact that most of it is being
created for the mission audience which is not particularly motivated to disseminate it to
the geniral audience. However, the more serious problem wosh engineering indormation is
that it tends to have a short half life. In other words what may be valid up to date
engineering information today may be obsolete tomorrow. We have run some experiments
with user oriented information systems where ae have incorporated both engineering inforý
mation which users knew was up to date and scue engineering information which the users
were not quite sure of. The results were that the engineering information which the
users were not sure was up to date wasn't used at all - even though it was probably better
information than they could obtain from other sources.

The cost of maintaining quality control over short half life engineering information
is very high. For instance, I estimate that the U.S. Department of Defense expends about
$80M a year just to operate its military specifications and standards program. When
one begins to consider expanding this type of quality control to other sources of
engineering information, serious questions of the cost versus benefits must be raised.

Along this line I would like to mention one of my "pet" concerns about the information
utilization habits of engineers - recalling that the engineer normally obtains his
technical information from his local environment, that is, his pezsonal files and col-
leagues, take alook at hisprivate library sometime. My experience has been that his
favourite tools are often text and reference books c tamned in college plus a few odds

and ends he has encountered and used in depth during his career. His college books contain
information generated at least five years before the book was published. Adding this five
years to the time since his graduation means that the information is on the aversge 20 to
30 years old. The various odds and ends that he has picked ul over the years are similarly
in various stages of obsolescence. To me it is a wonder that he can survive in this age
of exploding technology and multi-disciplinary efforts.

4. PROVISION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION BY DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Now that we have addressed the user needs, albeit in abbreviated fashion, letustakea
look at the existing U.S. Department of Defense's situation from a technical information
system viewpoint.
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First, we have a large central depository for technical reports resulting from Defense

research and development known as the Defense Documentation Center. The Center accessions
about 50,000 new technical reports every year. The reports are indexed upon receipt and
the bibliographic information added to a computer based search system, and at the same
time, announced to the defence user community. Subsequently, the reports can be ordered
or a bibliography can be prepared on any given subject. At the present- time, the Center
is recetving about 2 million request for technical reports and 20,000 requests for
bibliographies each year. Granted the use factors are impressive, but some consideration
must be given to Lhe Center's operation in terms of the user needs. First, considering
the input side of the Center, we have a major problem which I mentioned in the beginning.
The technical reports handled by the Center are prepared in relation to a specific end
goal. While these reports may have ,a high degree of relevancy to those intimately con-
cernod with that particular end goal, their effectiveness as information transfer media
to users "ot familiar with the area of endeavour, may be low. We also have the problem
that too often the actual technical information content of these reports is low and as
the saying goes "garbage in - garbage out". The real problems become visible when attempts
are made to characterize the contents of these reports. It would be fine if the users
only needed to retrieve information cn an end goal basis such as development of solid
propellant missiles. However, more and more we find that users are searching for discrete
pieces of technology associated with a particular problem at hand such as pressure seal-
ing of gauges. Now this information might be reported in a missile development report if
it was particularly pertinent to the overall missile deelopment programme. The problem
is that indexing the report so that each discrete piece of technology is reported, results
in a large data bank which is difficult to effeutively search and more importantly,
results in an unacceptable large number of irrelevant report identifications in response
to a user's query. Nothing can discourage a user more than loading him up with a vast
amount of information which he is not interested in. There is one further problem
associated with the operation of a central report depository such as the Defense Documen-
tation Center. This is the time delay associated with obtaining the information. Re-
gardless ci how efficient the Center's operation is, there is about a 2 week delay
primarily as a result of physical transfer of the request hnd resultant product. The
importance of this delay can be seen when the users desire for rapid access to information
is considered. There are two ways to get around this situation - utilization of advanced
communication techniques or to provide the information in advance to an information centre
in the users immediate environment. Several other speakers are covering advanced communi-
cation techniques so I will not dwell on it here, except to mention that we are installing

several experimental remote on-line terminals to the Defense Documentation Center.

The providing of technical information to the user locally has been the traditional
role of the technical library. The difficulties are many fold. To begin with, they deal
in documents - not information. The user must research the documents and extract that
information which is pertinent to his needs. Also, the technical libraries find it in-
creasingly difficult to maintain collections covering the full range f the interests of
the users they service. Finally, there is a communication problem between the technical
user and the non-technical librarian. I feel that this latter point is particularly
significant and that if our so called retain stores are to become a viable part of our
technical information systems of the future, they must employ technically competent per-
sonnel in addition to those solely concerned with storage and retrieval of documents.
These technically competent personnel which we might call technical information speciaiists
not only provide an effective coupling between the user and the information source, but
can also answer users' queries with highly relevant information - not just documents.

One area where the U.S. Department of Defense has created technical information systems
manned by technically compe t ent personnel is the information analysis centres. From a
technical information transfer point of view, these centres are very effective. Each of
our 26 centr~s is assigned a very specific subject or discipline area. Generally, the
pereonnel operating the centres actually spend a portion of their time working in the sub-

ject or discipline area, providing specific answers to users' inquiries in their area of
expertise and publishing high technical content documents. Thus, these centres get around
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the input problems associated with the operation of central document systems like the
Defense Documentation Center and provide the personalized coupling between the user and
the information. Because of their competence in their field of expertise, they also
provide the quality assurance factor which I diucussed in relation to engineering Infor-
mation. The major drawback to these centres is that they are very expensive and to date,
we have only been Able to justify them for a limited number of subjects or disciplines.

This brings me to a key point which we must face in the technical information business.
The cost of various technical information systems and services can be identified.
However, the benefits in quantifiable terms are very difficult to ascertain. Intuitive
arguments that technical information systems and services are good have just about ex-
hausted their appeal. Within tbe U.S. Department of Defense we are initiating a program
of charges for selected technical information services on the basis that if the service
is of value to the user, he should be willing to pay for it.

In summary, I see three prossing needs for technical information systems of the future.
First, we must improve the quality of the technical information in our systems and I would
suggest that the best place to do this is at the source. Next, we must get more users
involved in the design and optration of technical information systems. Too often, systems
are created to serve phantom audiences. Finally, we must find ways to quantify the
benefits derived from more effective technical information systems so that decisions to
establish these systems can be based on fact and not fantasy.

The discussion o, this paper follows on page 131.
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SEARCH AND ACQUISITION U.S. DoD Users U.S.Def./Ind. Users

o Desired information in
less than 1 day 21 percent 23 percent

o First source for
information

Mode Colleague Colleague
Local work environment 60 percent 51 percent
Use of Libraries 5 percent 10 percent
Use of DoD 5

information systems 0.04 percent 1.30 percent I

o Use of engineering
information 42 percent 40 percent
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91SCUSSION

R.W.G.Geandy: What steps would you propose to improve .he quality of information at the
source, i.e., the standard of report writing and presentation, and in particular the
elimination of "'garbage"? ?

W.C.Christensen: The first ttep is to improve the education of engineers and scientists
with regard to report writing. Secondly, the majority of reports are produced under con-
tract because many contractors feel that the value of their work is judged by the number
of reports produced, Contract monitoring agencies should encourage the state of affairs
where a repor' is only generated to give some really useful information oy" the work being
undertaken.

E.Keonjian: (i) What is done to reduce the amount of useless inforwiation entered into
the DDC system' (2) Couid you define the steps in answering an enquiry'

W.C.Christensen: (1) Technical monitors of a contract are asked to suppress progress
reports produced solely on a time basis e.g., every three months. (2) Taking as an
example an engineer wanting a bibliography on a special subject, the steps are:-

(a) Question is analyzed and descriptors allocated from DDC Thesaurus,

(b) Computer staff put request to the UNIVAC 1107 system and identify the relevant
reports,

(c) Staff with some knowledge of the requester's speciality examine the p:int-out and
edit it, perhaps to reduce the number of references. If the number of references
is very great, the requester will be asked for further definition of the subject.

(d) When the subject specialist is satisfied, the list of references is sent to the
requecter.

R.D.Kerr-Waller: (1) The number of data banks needed to cone with the volume of literature
handled by DDC must be considerable. How does an on-line tziminal syster operate when thequestion can fall into any one of several data banks' (2) What charges does DDC propose

to make for its services?

W.C. Christensen: (1) About six data banks are used, but only one is the report data bank
which contains bibliographic details of about 400,000 references. A change soon to a
UNIVAC 1108 system will make searching more rapid. (2) DDC have established a charge of
3 dollars for each hard copy report supplied; microfiche are supplied free. The twenty-
six information analysis centers operate in various ways tailored to the needs of their
circle of users. The total budget of each center has bein reduced making it necessary
for them to introduce charges, but each center decides f r itself exactly how these sh. il
be levied.

F.Hangstec: The "General Audience" often includes the decision-makers. Their task is
often mad#. more difficult by the amount of jargon and special terminology used in the
literature. Is there a solution to this problem?

W.C.Christensen: The basic solution is to get colleges to give better training in written
expression. In particular cases, persuasion or some direct action can often help.

A.H. Holl Ioway: Is there a solution to the problem that what may be essential information
to some users may be "garbage" to others?
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W.C Christensen: By "garbage" I mean lengthy passages of text containing very few facts.
Elimination of this style of wrtting would be of advantage to everyone. I appreciate
that when writing a report it may be difficult to judge exactly what will be of interest
to a particular audience but we must try to increase the proportion of technical content
of reports. We must also make better use of reports by finding ways of identifying
discrete pieces of information which may be of use outside the main field of the report.
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SUMMARY

Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) provides individual
scientists and engineers with announcements of a limited number of
documents specifically of interest to them, in contrast to the general
coverage provided by increasingly bulky abstract journals. Selection is
done by a computer program, which compares a file of bibliographic data
on current reports and journal literature with an SDI user's interest
profile, then prints out references to matching documents. The selected
references may be presented to the user on cards suitable for filing or

on less expensive printed lists, and mey provide only the document
citation or the full abstract. Feedback by the user on the relevance of
the documents helps to optimize his interest profile for best selection.
Comparison of numerous individual interest profiles is expensive in
computer time, and profile improvement requires assistance by vocabulary
specialists. Economical service to large numbers of participants may be

provided by the use of standard subject profiles, as typified by the
NASA/SCAN (Selected C-rrent Aerospace Notices) program which is described.
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ItSELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

M. S. Day

1. INTRODUCTION

As I am addressing working scientists and engineers, there seems no need to belabour
the trite expression, the "information explosion". I am sure that you have already
encountered the problem in the shape of great numbers of reports and articles to read and
digest and in the growing bulk of abstract journals that you must use to keep currently
aware of developments in even a limited area of your interests. While we in the profession

of information science and technology cannot say that we have kept ahead of the problem by
offering fully satisfactory solutions, I feel that advances are being made. One approaeh to
the problem of reducing your literature review efforts is Selective Dissemination of Informa
tion, or SDI for short. SDI applies the advances in computer sciences already discussed at
this sytposium to the task of providing a personalized current awareness service.

Current awareness services are not new. Most libraries have long provided patrons with
copies of current documents that the librarian has decided will be of interest to particular
individuals. Library accession lists are frequently categorized to call newly received
documents to the awareness of groups of potential users. Current issues of abstract
journals, when routed to pre-Pstablished distribution lists, also are current awareness
tools.

But the usefulness of such methods is limited by inconsistent selection or by excessive

volume of material announced. In the case of abstract journals, even a categorization
scheme does not overcome the problem of scanning a great bulk of abstracts. Nor does such
journal categorization, with announcement of a document only in a single category, provide
for complex interests, which often cut across many fields.

Some scientists and engineers may claim that they have no need for a selective current
awareness service. They may be those active leaders in their specialty who belong to the
so-called "invisible colleges". Besides attending all pertinent conferences, they exchange
and file preprints and reprints. For the great majority of scientists and engineers, how-
ever, a more formal and efficient service is necessary to alert them to current documents
of specific significance. Even members of invisible colleges find that a current awareness
service alerts them to timely reports and journal articles that might otherwise be delayed
in reaching their attention.

In describing what SDI can do for you, it is also essential to refer to the mechanism of
the SDI operations and especially to the relative costs and efforts involved in the manydifferent SDI systems that can be designed. As users, you will be concerned with obtaining .

the best design and operation possible. Obviously, if the managers of your firm or pro-
fessional society feel that a proposed SDI system is excessively costly in relation to the
organization's many other goals, it will not be established. As potential users, you should
be prepared to participate actively in the design of information systems and be able to
demonstrate the cost effectiveness cf the service you will receive.

2. PRINCIPLES OF SDI

SDI is a current awareness tool and results in the selection and announcement of current
documents having a high probability of interest to the individual user. The fundamental
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element in selection is the comparison, by computer, of two data files (Fig.1). One is the
file of bibliographic data assigned to newly received reports. These data include subject
index terms and other document representations -- the authors, corporate sources, supporting
agency, contract or grant number, etc. The other file contains the users' interest pro-
files, which are equivalent to bibliographic search strategies (Fig.2). The interest
profiles consist of bibliographic data elements, sth as subject index terms, related by
the common Boolean logic expressions, such as AND, OR, or NOT. Other methods of relating
terms are possible; e.g., by assigning relative weights to each term, a certain minimum
total w.-ight of matching index terms then being required before a document is chosen for
announcement. Authors, contracts, and other document identifiers may also be included in
the search strategy. The paiticular features of the profile structure and the flexibility
in the document identifiers that the profile can incorporate depend on the computer capabili-
ties available.

The interest profile is of first importance in the success of an SDI system. Your profile
is not just a paragraph describing your interests, it is a rational set of specific terms
in the same technical language used by the document indexers. Structuring an interest pro-
file may require considerable skill. If you were interested, for example, in the subject of
supersonic transports, it would not be sufficient to put just the term "Supersonic Trans-
port" in your profile. Documents specifically on the Concorde might be indexed to the term
Concorde Aircraft and not to the general term Supersonic Transport. What other aspects of
supersonic flight are you interested in -- clear air turbulence, sonic boom, general con-
cerns of international law affecting civil aviation, or basic engineering problems involving
supersonic heat transfer, supersonic flutter, or supersonic wind tunnels? Are you interested
in getting every report on a given contract? Do you want to limit the number of announce-
ments that you receive, remembering that the total number of documents indexed by certain
common terms might be quite large? How is this limitation on number of announcements to be
done on your interest profile -- by removing index terms, or by restricting selection through
Boolean logic relationships?

As an SDI user, you would have to take an active part in structuring your profile, or
else have it written for you. Because of the complexity of a satisfactory interest profile,
experience with SDI systems has shown that the soientist or engineer requires considerable
help in constructing his profile. Such help requires the services of a professional
reference analyst, who has the authorized authority terms and indexing patterns and prL tices
at his fingertips. I again wish to point out that the success of an SDI program is directly
related to the quality of the user profiles.

3. ELEMENTS OF SDI

Besides the interest profile, features essential to any SDI program are:

(a) A standard form for presenting selected announcements to the user. This may be in a
form that the user can conveniently retain.

(b) A method for conveniently requesting a copy of an announced document from a local
library or from the central operator of the SDI service.

(c) Routine feedback by the user to the syftem as to his degree of satisfaction with each
document. Tha feedback should proviae a quantitative measure of ,he performance of
the user's interest profile and of the operation of the over-all system.

Many organizations, both in the United States and Europe, have initiated SDI programs to
date. Their experience, as reported in the literature, can be drawn on in designing new
current awareness systems. I am most cognizant of the programs of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. NASA has been a leader in the SDI field, having operated several
types of program since late 1963. Its SDI services have been distinguished by volume of
Input and by size of user population. During 1967, for example, 875 interest profiles were
matched four times each month against the data files corresponding to the full contents of
the current issues of Scientific and Technical Aerospace Abstracts and International
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Aerospace Abstracts. Aerospace reports, journal articles, conference papers, etc., matched
during the year totaled 63,700; and a total of almost 800,000 announcements were distributed.
NASA is now moving into new evolutionary phases of current awareness service, as I will
discuss.

4. TYPES OF ANNOUNCEMENT FORMS

Numerous forms have been designed by SDI system operators for announcing selected docu-
ments to users. A distinction can be made between the card type of announcement, with each
announcement issued as a unit record, and the listing type, with the announcements printed
continuously on sheets.

4.1 Card format

The majority of SDI services provide the user with a card for each selected announcement.
Because SDI is generally thought of in the framework of a computerized information system,
this card is typically an electronic data processing (EDP) or tab card. Systems providing
edge-notched cards or other announcement form designs are feasible for information services

, of limited scope. The card may present a full abstract or merely a bibliographic reference.
* If only a document citation is presented, its limited informativeness may be enriched by

also printing out the index terms assigned to the document.

The material presented on the SDIannouncement card may be computer-printed, or it may be
duDlicated by, for example, offset printing. Offset reproduction permits full abstracts,
even wi~h special symbols and illustrations, to be reduced in size and presented on a single
card, whereas a computer printout is strictly limited in the number of lines of information
that can be presented. A disadvantage of offset reproduction is the need for two operational
procedures. The computer first punches a card with the user's name and address ind an
identifying number for the selected document. The punches are then interpreted into printed
characters on the face of the card. The abstract must then be reproduced by offset onto
the corresponding punched card. Much handling and sorting of the cards is involved in such
a dual system.

The notification cards received by SDI users are usually designed so that a stub may be
detached and returned to the library for requesting a copy of the document, or for merely
indicating that the announcement was or was not of interest.

Both the user's address and the abstract need not be presented on a single card, although
this is the common practice. NASA's first SDI program, operational from December 1963 to
January 1966, provided the user with two cards for each announcement (Fig.3). One was an
EDP card which was punched and interpreted with the user's name and address and the document
number. These cz"ds contained small prescored blocks which the user could punch out to
express his evaluation of the announcement; i.e., that the announced document was (1) of
interest and that a copy was wanted, (2) was of interest but that no copy was wanted at the
moment, or (3) was not of interest. The second card was not computer manipulated, although
it was cut to the same size and shape as the typical computer punched card. It presented the
full offset-printed abstract of the selected document. The two cards for an announcement
were inserted into a single window envelope, with the user's name and address visible. As the
envelopes were necessarily in order I.j the abstract number, they were then manually sorted
according to the user's organization for batched mailing and subsequently by the organiza-
tion's mail room for internal distribution (Fig.4).

Cards are very popular with the SDI user, as hL may file those of particular interest in
a personal desk-drawer file. Undoubtedly, this is a valuable tool for many scientists and
engineers. However, maintaining an individual file, either of cards or documents, can be
expensive in terms of the individual's time, and possibly in storage space. SDI is primarily
a current awareness service, and provision for a continuing biliographic data file is of

subordinate value.
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The cost of a particular SDI service depends on so many factors of input volume,
materials used, computer processing, degree of profile assistance, geographical distribu-
tion of users, etc., that only a rough figure can be suggested for the cost of an operating
system. Detailed cost analysis should precede the implementation of any SDI proposal. A
card-type SDI system might fall in the range of $100 to $150 per user per annum for a large
volume of input references. e.g., the total references in Scientific and Technical Aerospace
Reports and International Aerospace Abstracts.

4.2 Listing format

Less expensive then card-type announcements are computer-printed listings of selected
bibliographic references. In general, listings present only bibliographic references, per-
haps with the inrex terms to enhance the document content information provided by the title,
author, and other reference elements. If the abstracts are on machine-readable files, the
abstract may be printed out in full or in part. While this may be helpful to the user's
understanding of the content of the dccument, it incurs the expense of added computer use,
increased bulkiness of the announcement package, and added review time for the user.

NASA's present SDI system, in effect since February 1966, is an adaptation of the simple
listing. A three-copy, no-carbon-required form is uspd (Fig.5). The computer-printed
bibliographic references of course appear on all three sheets, together with the user's
name and address. The computer also prints blocks (lozenges) opposite each announcement.
The empty blocks are for the recipient's use in checking the relevance of the announcement
to him; whether it is of interest and the document is requested, of interest but the docu-
ment not wanted, or of no interest. When the user receives his announcements, he marks his
evaluation opposite each announcement, simultaneously marking all copies, then tears off the
original for reteution if he desires. The other copies are forwarded to his library, where
one of the copies is used to fill document requests while the other is returned to the
system operator. The operator tabulates all responses and computes the ratio of number of
relevant announcements, as indicated by the user, to the total number of announcements for

each user and for the over-all system. The tabulated results serve as measures of opera-
tional effectiveness. Again, costs of a list type system depend on the information pre-

sented and the other factors common to all SDI systems, but might fall in the range of 60
to 70 per cent of the cost of a card-type system.

4.3 Mixed announcement forms

Listings are adequate as announcement tools, but they lack an important element of a fully
automated system; namely, machine readability of document requests and response evaluations,
In card systems, this is provided by a stub, which is detached and sent to the user's
library. Holes punched in the stub can be read by computer, which can then prepare document
order forms and tabulate the user response data.

The advantages of both listings and cards can be combined. A computer-printed listing of
selected references can be accompanied by a stack of electronic data processing cards, which
have been prepunched and interpreted with the document and user's identification. The user
selects the cards that correspond to the announcements he has just read, punches out the
appropriate prescored holes to express his interest evaluation and to request copies of
desired documents. Returned to his library, the cards can serve as links in a fully
automated system.

5. USER FEEDBACK

Optimum SDI service depends primarily on the user's interest profile and its improvement
through feedback. It is important to understand the meaning of optimum service. Clearly,
you as a user would best be served if, of the announcements you receive, all refer to
documents that are definitely of interest to you. The announcements you receive should
include every one in the file that would be of interest to you if you had a chance to
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review it. Unfortunately, these are mutually incompatible goals. If you attempt to express
your interests by structuring your interest profile in rather broad terms, some documents
of no interest will be announced to you because of the various meanings that the indexer
might have attributed to these terms while indexing the documents. If you attempt to be
very precise in your choice of profile terms and further restrict their selective power by

requiring Boolean intersections between terms, then you wJll miss being infor'ued of some
documents that you might have found of interest. Information scientists speak of the
"relevance ratio" of (1) the number of documents of interest divided by (2) the number of
documents that are announced, and the "recall or coverage ratio" of (1) number of relevant
documents announced divided by (2) the total number of relevant documents in the system.
In a very good system, you might find that 75 per cent of the announcements you receive
are of interest, while these are perhaps 90 per cent of the relevant documents that are in
the input data file.

Fortirately, the relevance and recall ratios can both be raised, although never to 100
per cent, by careful attention to the interest profile. By tabulating the responses that
the user has fed back into the system, the operator can determine the profiles that need
improvement. Successive tabulations and resporses to user questionnaires reveal the
success of the improvement effort. Furthermore, some users might be satisfied with one of
the extremes -- either a broad announcement service giving all the documents the user can
absurb, or a narrow selection of particularly interesting documents. The effort required
to optimize the interest profile is the price paid for not having to look at every single
announcement in an abstract journal with thousands of entries.

6. TREND TOWARD STANDARD PROFILES

When one examines the SDI systems mentioned ,) far, it is obvious that they possess cer-
* tain features that are undesirable in the framework of providing information service to very

large numbers of users. For one thing, each new user enrolled in the system adds to the
requirements for computer time. Depending on the computer program, this increase need nut
be linear with number of users; nevertheless, the added cost and availability of computer
time must be considered in planning any SDI system expansion. User turnover can be high in
an SDI system and updating of the user profiles is a constant activity, again adding to
computer usage. Besides computer costs, professional assistance in structuring interest
profiles increases with number of users. The effort may well be justified in relation to
the value of the SDI service, but the availability of professional personnel may be a
problem.

One solution is the "group profile". Identical in every other respect to the individual
interest profile, it selects announcements zor an organizational unit; e.g., a branch or
section. The unit has the responsibility of circulating the announcemrrts so that all its
members can select documents they wish to see. The group profile avoids duplication of
interests between individual profiles, is not affected by personnel turnover, and because
of its relative stability can be improved to an optimum level of performance more readily
than can the number of individual profiles it might replace.

A second evolutionary development arising from SDI is the trend toward standard topical
profiles. As with group profiles, the SDI match and print programs are continued, but
instead of tailoring a profile to a particular individual's interests, a series of profiles
is written to select announcements r cording to certain topics of defined scope. The
computer-printed output for these topics is r -roduced by conventional printing processes,
and the user received copies of the particulat topic listings that, together, best provide

announcements meeting his specific interests.

The rationale behind this trend to tnoic profiles becomes clear'when we examine a collec-
tion of individuals' SDI profiles. Yfe find that many users have fairly clear interestit in
relatively well demarked subjects, e.g., aerodynamics, supersonic transports, geomagnetism,
welding, etc. These subjects can then be considered as topics for which profiles might, be
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established. Other common interests can be determined by comparison of SDI profiles in a
type of factor analysis. The resulting clusters of terms representing interests common to
a number of user.; can also be considered as topic profiles. Although there is no real
necessity for deciding on a simple title for such clusters, in practice a short subject

title is chosen, which is then limited as to coverage by a scope note.

Selection of topics can be based on experience with bibliographic requests by potential
users of the current awareness service, and of course by consideration of the subject con-
tent of the input documents.

7. NASA/SCAN PROGRAM

Typical of this new type of SDI service is the NASA/SCAN Program (Figs.6,7). SCAN is
an acronym for Selected Current Aerospace Notices. SCAN is a developmental program with
limited participation at present, but it offers the possibility of providing a selective
current awareness service, not to the few hundreds of individuals typical of an SDI system,
but to tens of-tnousands of aerospace scientists and engineers. This is possible because
SCAN is much less expensive than SDI as the consequence of transferring much of the over-all
effort from the computer operations and profile refinement activities to the traditional and
relatively inexpensive operations of printing and sorting,

SCAN inherits the great flexibility of SDI in possessing the capability of modifying the
scope of topics through profile changes and of adding or deleting topics at will. However,
this flexibility cannot be used arbitrarily in a system striving for both economy and user
satisfaction. Choosing the catalog of topics to offer potential users requires a tradeoff
between a number of factors. (1) computer usage, which increases with the number of topics;
(2) reproduction and sorting effort, which increases with the number of topics and number of
users: (3) user satisfaction, which increases with increasing number of topics as the user's
interests can then be correlated more closely with a limited number of topics, A decision
on a particular topic thus includes consideration of the number of users having common
interests, the extent to which users' specific interests can be met by a finite number of
topics, the number of announcements we desire to set as a minimum for a topic per issue
output, and the maximum number of announcements we will accept for a topic oucput. Too many
announcements force the user to spend an excessive amount of time reviewing his lists of

notifications, the solution being to split the topic into more specific coverage,

As an illustration of flexibility of the present NASA SCAN service, topics include
Supersonic Transports, Clear Air Turbulence, and Aircraft Noise and Sonic Boom. The latter
two copies provide the user who has these very specific interests with only the announcements
he wishes to see, while the Supersonic Transports topic provides a much broader range of
coverage. This flexibility extends through the SCAN topics, which can overlap in coverage
and can announce the same document under a number of appropriate headings, permitting the

user to match his specific or broad interests by a minimum of notification listings.

The notification listings are prepared by offset reproduction of the master computer

printout and are then sorted by the requirements for numbers of copies of each topic as
submitted by the participating organizations for their individual users. Thus, the sorting
effort is distributed, with the local participating organization having the responsibility
for maintaining user records and sorting and distributing the incoming SCAN notification
listings.

User participation in SCAN optimization is important, but is not accomplished in the
same way as in SDI. The user need not mark every announcement as to his interest, there
being no provision for constant feedback as in SDI. Brief questionnaires as to the
relevance of announcements and solicitation of comments on the desirability of creatingnew topics or combining several existing ones, or splitting one with too broad cc:.'erage,

provide adequate feedback for nptimizing the relatively stable SCAN profiles.
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SCAN appears to be the path thut current awareness services will take to provide service

to very large numbers of users. Several U.S. Government agencies are testing programs much
like SCAN. Projected costs for large scale SCAN programs appear to lie in the range of $10
to $20 per user per annum, again depending on the details of the service provided.

8. AVAILABILITY OF SDI PROGRAMS

Practical aspects of establishing a selective dissemination service include obtaining the
computer program to accomplish the SDI match and printing. The program will vary with the
computer to be used and with the type of announcements being designed. Organizations with
the requisite programming staff and the computer testing capabilities may design and write
their own program. The advantages are possible high efficiency and complete understanding,
obtained from actual experience, of the full potentialities of the program. Programming an
SDI system can be a very large effort, however, and the over-all program writing and testing
can cover a long period of time.

If the SJ)I system design is tied to an already existing computer, a program for SDI
service may already have been written and be available from the computer manufacturer or
from associations of users of that particular computer. While use of an existing program
may restrain the design of an SDI system tr some extent, this may be less of a restraint
in practice than it may seem at first thought. Furthermore, an existing program may possibly
be modified more readily than writing an original program.

9. SDI INPUT

We commonly think of an SDI service as based on an organization's own document asseosioning
and indexing activities. However, bibliographic data on computer tapes are increasingly
available in certain subject areas. Certain organizatio-.s. the Engineering Index being an
example, are in the early phases of such activities, with tapes on plastics and electronics
being issued to a limited number of companies on a contract basis. Among professional
societies, the American Chemical Society has advanced to the stage of offering a variety of
index and bibliographic data on magnetic tape for general purchase. Commercial information
science and technology firms also sell computer tapes containing bibliographic data covering
various subject areas.

10. PURCHASE OF SDI SERVICE

As an alternative to in-house operation of an SDI program, the purchase of such a service
may be considered. Societies and commercial firms that sell bibliographic data on tapes
will, as an alternative, run the tapes on their own computers against the SDI profiles
supplied by the customer. At least one U.S. firm offers selected references to a wide
variety of the journal and patent literature based on a fee schedule. The customer may
request announcements of all current documents published by a given author or a specified
organization, or having certain keywords in the title, or that have cited a previous
reference or author.

11. SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF DOCUMENTS (SDD)

An alternative or adjunct to the dissemination of bibliographic references is the selec-
tive distribution of the documents themselves directly to individual users. Large firms
and professional societies are particularly interested in this means of bringing reported
research to the attention of those individuals who can best make use of it and also in re-
ducing the numbers of copies of documents that must be warehoused while waiting for requests.
Documents can be matched to users by computer, using SDI-type profiles, or by a topic
distribution like SCAN. Papers of conferences sponsored by a professional society or
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internal reports created within an organization are particular candidates for SDD, perhaps
in ,,onjunction with an SDI announcement service for external reports. SDD might also be
broadened to the distribution of all accessioned dncuments. In this case, distribution might
be in the form of microfiche copies for economy. While such a complete SDD system has been
proposed, its benefits over SDI announcements have not been demonstrated to justify its added
cost.

12. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Looking ahead to the next developments in selective dissemination, we can foresee increas-
ing use of direct access to the computer made possible by time sharing and improved console
and display devices. The coming generation of SDI users may, instead of receiving a listing
of selected documents, merely sit down at the console of a computer interrogation station,
possibly located at a considerable distance from the computer, and merely press a few buttons
to identify himself and enter the code for his SDI announcements. The announcements selected
since his last such request would be displayed on the cathode ray tube screen before him. By

pressing another button, while a certain document is on the screen, he could instruct his
library, through a terminal located there, to send him a copy of the document. NASA has
underway a continuing study of the remote interrogation of large document data files known as
RECON (for remote console). Incorporation of this SDI capability is to be tested in the near
future.

On-line bibliographic interrogation of the computer offers exceptional advantages in rapid
improvement of SDI profiles, as changes can be made while the output from the previous pro-
file is being studied. The changes in selected announcements resulting from profile revisions
can be called up from the data files immediately, making iterative testing highly effective
in optimizing profiles in comparison to the present limitations caused by hatching responses
and delay in computer runs.

As current phases in SDI development progress, we may expect considerable clarification in
the interplay between (1) SDI as presently constituted -- a batch process computer operation

followed by a printout of all announcements, (2) SDI as it might become with the prolifera-
tion of on-line computer systems and (3) SCAN as the archetype of a system for distributing
printed announcement lists to numerous users.

To look even further into the future, we must take account of the rapid advances being
made in the capacities and speed of computers, the ability of optical readers to input
full text instead of bibliographic data, the increasing capability of computers to organize

raw data, and the potential developments in display and on-line dialogue between man and the
computer. The science and technology of information is certain to advance also, so that
automatic content analysis of documents will become possible to replace or supplement the
intellectual indexing of today. Factors of document significance and relationship to users'
interests will be far more complex than today. The SDI user in the future will not merely
receive a listing of relevant documents but will be alerted, through optical display, to new
information. The information might be a condensation or formatting, in graphical form when

appropriate, of data received eirectly from experiments and that have not yet had a printed
existence outside the computer. The printed document will still exist in abundance, but the
SDI user will be alerted to the iLformational content rather than to the existence of the
document itself. Furthermore, the portions of new information will be presented, by computer
analysis of relation to the user's interests, in order of significance and immediacy of

application.

While progress may appear to be slow at time, we are moving toward these potentialities,

the ultimate mal being the enhancement of the users capabillties in advancing science and
technology by a true communication of information.

The discussion on this paper follows on page 149.
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"USER
PROFILE

DOCUMENTU PROFILE

................................... .....

$G~EMINI 41*

REENTRYIHEATING l t •'i •

THERMODYNAMICS

VEHICLES

Fig. 1 SDI,, how it works

AMOlO1 *1 A E ANDERSON AMEOlOl
*2 N-227-1
29 AOO19 CO01

* 32 CITNOCTER
40 A 01 AERODYNAMIC DRAG
40 A 01 AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
40 A 01 FRICTION DRAG
40 A 01 HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
"40 A 01 HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
40 A 01 LIFT
40 A 01 LIFT DRAG RATIO
40 A 01 LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
40 A 01 M WINGS
40 A 01 OGEE WINGS
40 A 01 REENIRY VEHICLES
40 A 01 SKIN FRICTION
40 A 01 SLENDER BODIES
40 A 01 SLENDER WINGS
40 A 01 SONIC BOOMS
40 A 01 SUPERSONIC DRAG
40 A 01 SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
40 A 01 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
40 A 01 VORTEX BREAKDOWN
40 A 01 WAVE DRAG
40 A 01 WING CAMBER
40 A 01 WING PLANFORMS
40 C -01 LIQUIDS
40 C -01 METEOROLOGY
40 C -01 SINKS
40 C -01 THIN FILMS
40 C 01 VORTICES

Fig.2 SOI user interest profile
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NASA/SDI NOT I CATION I C T0I.

Please check he appropiate bex. USER khop the top copy,/ • U --
esd seaw the soteed end tird copies to your librrwy. z 'I'

STAR ISSUE NC6, 23 MARCH 1968 M
A E ANDERSON AMEOl01I
N-227-1

N68-15019 #INSTITUT FRANCO-ALLEMAND DE RECHERCHES, a
CAT. 02 ST. LOUIS /FRANCE/.

BOOPS PRCDLCED BY A MIRAGE 3 8 IN
ACCELERATED FLIGHT - CPERATION JERICHO-

FCCALIZATICN IN 'STRFS FROM 8-16 DECEMBER
1966
FLLGZEUGKNALLE EINER BESCHLEUNIGT FLIEGENDEN
MIRAGE IIl 8, OPERATION JERICHO-FOCALISATION
IN ISTRES VOM 8.-l0. CFZEMBER 1966
FRCeCESE, P. DATE- 10 AUG. 1q67 COLL- 61 P REFS
LANG- IN GERMAN
ISL-T-30/67
PEAK PRESSURE OF SONIC BOOMS PRODUCED BY MIRAGE 3
AIRCRAFT MEASURED OVER FIXED GROUND RANGE

*ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS, ELASTIC WAVES, FLIGHT PATHS. JET
AIRCRAFT NOISE, PIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT, sPRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
PRESSURE RECCRCERS, oSONIC BOUMS, SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

N68-15022 #CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LAB., INC., BUFFALOt U a a
CAT. 11 N. Y.

THE PULTI-PECOMPRESSION HEATER, A NEW
CONCEPT FOR LARGE SCALF HYPERSONIC TESTING
WEATHERSTON, R. C. DATE- DEC. 1967 COLL- 61 P
RV5S
CAL-AD-2390-Z-1
THERMOCYNAMICS, HEAT TRANSFER, AND MECHANICAL
DESIGN OF PULTI-RECOMPRFSSION HEATER FOR
SIPLLATICN TESTING OF HYPERSONIC VEHICLES

*ATPCSPHERIC ENTRY SIMULATION, *CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER,
*EXPERIMENTAL"CESIGN, *HEATING FOUIPMENT, HYPERSONIC
VEHICLES, HYPERVELCCITY WIND TUNNELS, THERMAL ENERGY*
TMEAMOCYNAMICS

N68-15099 SUC-AVIATIUN, PARIS /FRANCE/.
CAT. 02 CONCEPTION nF THE AIRFxAME ANC

AERCCYNAPIC PROBLEMS OF THE AEROBUS
CONCEPTICh DE LA CELLULE ET PROBLEMS
AERrCYNAMICUES CE LoAIIBUS
RCCI-E, C. DATE- 019670 COLL- 23 P LANG- IN
FRENCl- CONF- PRESENTEO AT A.F.I.T.A.E. 4TH
CCLLOQ. CN APPL. AERODYN., 8-10 NOV. 1967
EURCPEAN AE9OBUS CONFIGURATIONSt PASSENGER
TKAFFIC ECONOMICS, DEVFLOPMENT COSTS, AND
AIRPCRT PLANNING

AIR CARGO, *AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATICNS9 *AIRPLANE PRODUCTION
CCSTS, AIRPCPT PLANNING, ECONOMICS, EUROPE, OPERATIONAL
PROBLEPS, PASSENGERS, *TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

PAGE 01
FF No. 779a Jun* 66. USER COPY

Fig.5 NASA list-type, three-part SDI announcement form.
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160002 *1 LASER APPLICATIONS
*2 SCAN 16-0002
29 A023, BOO1
32 ACCCITTER
40 A 01 ANTENNAS40 A 01 CAMERAS
40 A 01 COMMUNI.,ATING
40 A 01 COMMU4ICATION EQUIPMENT
40 A 01 COMMUNICATION THEORY
40 A 01 DOPPLER EFFECT
40 A 01 HIGH SPEED CAMERAS
40 A 01 IMAGE TUBES
40 A 22 LASERS40 A 01 PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
40 A 01 PHOTOGRAPHY
40 A 01 RADAR
40 A 01 RANGE ERRORS
40 A 01 RANGE FINDFRS
40 A 01 RANGEFINnING
40 A 01 RECEIVERS
40 A 01 SIGNAL RECEPTION
40 A 01 SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
40 A 01 SPACE COMMUNICATION
40 A 01 SPACESORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
40 A 01 TELECOMMUNICATION
40 A 01 TRANSMITTERS
40 B 01 HOLOGRAPHY
40 B 01 LASER MODES
40 8 01 LASER OUTPUTS
40B 01 OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS40 8 01 OPTICAL RADAR

2 40 B 01 WAVE FRONT RECONSTRUCTION

Fig.6 A standard NASA/SCAN topic profile.
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Order the doctumenta you want by checking theNASA SCANappropriate bons. Then write your name andNASA SCANIntrnalmai cod Inthe spaces below, KIM

Notification forwrd the entire sheet to your library. 03-04
0 3-04 HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS
I"L AMD STAN ISSUES 009. MARCH 1966 ________________________

14? INCORPORATESPOE TECHN" E - N W TCNLOGY. MATHEMATICAL MODELS. -MOTORS, PNEUMATICS. STEP FUNCTIONS
4LAITER. C. P. PUBL- VIAION~ WEE £160 SPACE C12 NA16-13964*
TECHNOLOGY: VOL.Y8?1, DATE- NOV. 20, 1981, COLL- P.
12, 83, 8, 89, 2-TN EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS OF

AIR TRANSPORTATON, A.IRCRAFT CONTROL, -AIRCRAFT DESIGN, SERV'2OMTROLS DE HAVILLANO DIV., HAWKER SIDDELEY
CAGD AIRCAFT, HDALIC EQUIPMENT, -PASSENGERS, #WEIGHT AVIATION, LTD., EDOWARE /ENGLAND/. HALL, J. C.

ANALYSIS, WIG PROFILES C02 A68-15916 INIT- IN OMERA AEROELASTICITY MANUAL, VOL. 4 0196?.

/501 1686-14581 05--32/ COLL- 24 P
n A BITSEPEMTCFON TRITGER IPNEUNATYCZMY AERODYNAMIC LOADS, -AERODYNAMIC STABILITY, AEROELASTICITY,

STUMIENIOWY PPZERZUTMIN DWUSTABILNY/. -AILERONS, AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES, EQUATIONS OP MOTION,
NICNALONICZ. S. K. POLSRA AKADEMIA MAIUE, INSTYTUT HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT, -IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS, *SERVOCONTROL
AUTOMATYKI, WARISAW, POLAND PURL- POMIARY, C32 N686-1456S
AUTSMATYRA, KDMYROLA, VOL. il DATE- DEC. 1967,

ACTUATORS, *IISTABLE CIRCUITS, *FLDW RESISTANCE, *PNEUMATIC
CI LL-P.UIT-S .N' REF. LM-I OIH

CICIS NUMATIC CONTROL UPNUATICS, PRESSURE EFFECTS,
*TRIGGER CIRCUIT S C03 A68-162A4 8

n TREE-DNIIMESIONAL FREE JES IAIARATNAM, N.
SUBRAMANA K. ALETA, U., DEPT. OP CIVIL
ENGINEERING. EDMNMTON. ALBERTA, CANADA PURL- ROYAL
AERONAUTICA SOITY, JOURNAL, VOL. ?I, DATE- DEC.

18,COL,- P. I56 as . 7REFS.
FLOW VELOCITY, *FREE JETS, -HYDRAULICS. JET FLOW, LENGTH,
PREDICTIONS, *THREE DIM4ENSIONAL PLOW, VELOCITY DISTRIRIUTION

C12 A&B-16414

a DC-9 INVIRONXI'NTAL CONTROL DESIGN AND FIRST VEARPS
SERV ICE EXPERIENCES;. CLEEVES, V. P. HAUGER, H. H.

PERLEE,' J. S. MDONLL DOUGLAS CORP., DOUGLAS
AIRCRAFT CO.,*AfIRCRAFT DIV., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
COMP- /AMERICAN INST. OP AERONAUTICS LAED ASTRONAUTICS,
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT DESIGN AUD OPERATION MEETING, LOS
ANGELES, CALIF., JUN. 12-14, 1967./ PI.AC- NEW YORK
PUBL- JOURNAL OF AIRCRAFT, VD_.S. 5 DATE- JAN.-FEB.
1968. COLL_ P. 54-?2. KILN- wPOR ABSTRACT SEE ISSUE
is. PASE 2423, ACCESSION NO. "4?-?03740 AIAA PAPER

AIR CONOITIONING, *AAIRCAFT DESIGN, AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY,
CABIN ATMOSPNERES, CONFERENCES, .DC I AIRCRAFT,

*EVIRDHNIINTAL CONTROL, PNEUMATIC CONTROL, PRESSURIZED
CAINS. *SYSTEMS ENGINEERING C)A-80

* APPARATUS FOR SEMI-AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF THE
LOGARITHMIC DECREoMENT OF FREE VIBRATIONS OF SASTISSIME
BLADES. OFVICHMNSKII, N. P. FASTRITSXII,. V. S.
TITOW, P. M. INIT- INl- INTIRNAL FRICTION IN METALS
AND ALLOYS. EDITED BY V. S. POSTRIKOW, P. N. TAVADZE.
AND L; K,.GORD IEISO. T'aN- I1TRANSLATION OF VNUTREHNIE
TRENIE VMTALLARM SPLAVARN, MOSCOW, IZDATEL.STVO

NAUK,18 PLAC- NEW YORK, PURL- CONSULTANTS
BAUREAU.lqDI1V. OP PLENUM PUSLISHNGICORP., DATE- 198?,
COLL- P. 211-218.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL, -FREE VIBRATION, GAS TURBINES, HYDRAULIC
E SUIPMENT LO ARITHMS RESURING INSTRUMENTS, *TUR INE

*VLR I RRATAIDM AMNG C A62-16622

HIGH ENERGY-RATE FORMING OP FIBROUS COMPOSITES.
ROBINSON, R. K. BATTELLE HMEMOIAL INST., PACIFIC

NORTHWEST LABS., RICHLAND. WASH. COMP- IN-
FIBER-STRENIGTHWNED METALLIC COMPOSITES, ANERICAN
SOCIETY FOR METALS, METALS CONGRESS, SYMPOSIUM,I ~CHICAGO, ILL.., NOV. 2, 3, 1988, PAPERS. ULABO-1ATT
OSI? SPOM- SYPOIU SPONSORED IY THE AMERICAN
SO-CIETY FOR TESTMIDIUNG MATERIALS, AND THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OP MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. RESEARCH SPONSORED BY
THE BATTELLE MEMORIAL INST. FLAC- PHILADELPHIA, PA..

* PURL- AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS IASTM
SPECIAL TECHNICAL PUBLICATION NO. 427/. DATE- 1987.
COLL- P. 101-123. 5 REPS.

ALUMINUM, ALUMINUM OXIDES, COMPOSITE MATERIALS,
* ~CONFERENCES, FABRICATN *FORMING TECHNIQUES, HONEYCOMB

STRUCTURES, PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT, -REINFORCING FIBERS,
STAINLESS STEELS, TITANIUM. TURBINE BLADES

CIS LAB-IA???

CRESEARCH AUD DEVELOPMENT OF ON-BOARD SYSTEMS AND
ELEMENTS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES RESEARCH REPORTIPERItoD ENDING 3D SEP. 1987 PENNSYLVANRIA STAT
UNIV., UNIVERSITY PARR. SHEARER, J. L. DATE-
CCT. 194? COLL.- 13 P RES AA-R 9189R-

AEROSP1ACE ENINEERNINT.1G, DIGITAL COMPUTERS, FLUID AMPLIFIERS,FUID JES, FLUI TRANSMISSION LINES, -FLUIDICS. HYDRAULICS.

PAGE I LAST PAGF

Fig. 7 NASA/SCAN notification listing.
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DISCUSSION

C. 0. Ver•imb: Is the fact that NASA tries to do everything by computer the reason for chang-
ing from the tailored profile to the standard profile for SDI, with consequent lack of pre-
cision?

H.S.Day: The central organisation of NASA must provide an SDI service to 50,000 people and
the present facility does not permit this to be done on the basis of tailored profiles so
the idea of standard profiles has been developed. Local centres have accepted the idea
for economic reasons.

R.J.Dubon: How does the sale of an &DI service stand with regard to the Copyright Laws?

M.S.Day: The NASA SDI service works only with titles and these are not considered to be
copyright. If a system was set up which lisseminated more information, e.g. abstracts, there
might be the possibility of copyright infringements, but NASA's legal advisers do not think
that infringements would in fact occur, even in this circumstance.

D.Bosman: In contrast to SDI services where users receive new information by post, the
console-terminal system has the psychological disadvantage that positive action is required
of each individual who participates in the system. Is this likely to reduce the effective-
ness of the system?

M.S.Day: NASA has been testing the use of remote consoles over a period of eighteen months
among its own technical staff. The only problem occurred when they were removed; workers
wanted them back to get information which they could not cbtain in other ways.

R.Moser: (i) Does NASA send out microfiche as well as hard copy?

(ii) Is there any standardisation between NASA and the Defense Documentation Center.

M.S.Day: (i) NASA does distribute microfiche and these are standard with microfiche of the
Department of Defense and US Atomic Energy Commission. Microfiche provide
the regular method of distributing imput material of all types (except copy-
right material) to laboratories and agencies. The cost of each microfiche is
about 10 cents.

(ii) About 30% of the STAR bulletin consists of material supplied by the Defense
Docnmentation Center. A computer tape of this material is fed directly into
the NASA system.

I
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SUMMARY

Describes the present status and trends of man-computer-Listeractive
information processing, retrieval and transfer made possible by multi-access
computers. Some of the promises and problems of interaction are examined.
The main activity in this field in the U.S.A. is the development of hard-
ware-software systems and rubsystems. Examples are drawn from three pro-

Jects, MAC, TIP, and Intrex at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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INTERACTIVE INFORMATION PROCESSING,
RETRIEVAL, AND TRANSFER

J.C.R. Licklider

1. INTRODUCTION

Face-to-face communication among people in small groups usually involves short
sentences, frequent interruptions, as many questions as declarative statements, and as
much meta-language as primary content. Each member of the group stimulates the others

and is stimulated by them; the communication is - in the current terminology of on-line
computing - "highly interactive". In contrast, a lecture tends to be one long mezqe

transmitted in one broad unidirectional channel; the poorer the lecture, the stronger
that tcndency. An ordinary document, consisting of passive print on passive paper, is
not active and certainly not interactive at all. Moreover, the same is true of ordinary
catalogues, indexes, abstracts, and accession lists and all the other traditional aids
for finding documents - except librarians.

Librarians were joined recently by cc~iputers. The computers presented themselves at
first as clerical assistants. They proved that they could help.greatly in handling the
routine chores of the library and the document room. Then they asked for and received
raises and promotions, and they took on such additional work as making KWIC indexes and

searching files of index terms. But that was just to get acquainted. What the computers
really came to do is much more revolutionary: they came to do in a new and different way
what only brains had done before - to make stored information interact.

Of course, "hardware" computers cannot do such a thing all by themselves: they must
have "software", i.e., progrc-os and data. They must also have input-output equipment
through which they can interact with people. And they must have human users who know how

to interact with them. Even when those requirements are met, present-day computers can-
not (for lack of storage capacity) take the places of books and journals, but they can
make available for interactive use such less voluminous information as the data of data
banks and the citations contained in journal references.

Current experiments with programmed multi-access computers and computer-stored infor-

mation are making it clear that interaction adds a very significant dimension to infor-
mation processing, retrieval, and transfer. The purpose of this paper is to communicate
some of the spirit and substance of that new dimension. The experiments and experiences
described are from three research and development projects at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology: Project MAC, Project TIP, and Project INTREX. "MAC" stands for "Machine-
Aided Cognition" and "Multi-Access Computers". "TIP" stands for "Technical Information
Program". "INTREX" stands for "INformation TRansfer EXperiments".

Research and development efforts in the field of interactive information processing,

retrieval, and transfer are being carried out also in many other institutions in the
United States as well as in Western Europe and the U.S.S.R. In selecting my examples
from the projects at M.I.T., I am following a suggestion made by the organizing committee.

2. INTERACTIVE INFORMATION PROCESSING

By far the greatest part of the experience in interacting directly with computers - in
interacting "on line" and "at the console", to use two of the favorite terms of the field -
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comes not from experiments in information transfer but from use of computers in preparing
computer programs and in solving scientific and engineering problems. The earliest
digital computers were programmed on line, and there has always been a bit of on-line
programming and "debugging" (elimination of program errors), but not until the advent of
multi-access computing, based on the technique of "time sharing", was it possible for largenumbers of people to work as a matter of course, day after day, at computer consoles. Now

there are several hundred experienced console users at M.I.T. and many times that number
elsewhere. It is something of an extrapolation to go from interactive programming and
problem solving to interactive information retrieval and transfer, but thp experience in
the former is the main guide for experiments and developments in the latter.

At M.I.T. there are several interactive computer systems. The most widely used are two
almost identical systems using IBM 7094 computers and a supervisory program called the
"Compatible Time-Sharing System" (CTSS). Project MAC is operating a new system based on
a Digital Equipment PDP-6 computer and is developing another new system that uses a General
Electric 645 computer and a supervisory program called 'MULTICS". There are two inter-
active systems in the Lincoln Laboratory, the TX-2 computer with a time-sharing supervisor
called "APEX" and an IBM 360/67 computer with a time-sharing supervisor called "CP", and
one in the Civil Engineering Department based on an IBM 360/40 with an auxilliary IBM
1130. However, the examples I shall use come from 7094-CTSS'ss,2, 3.

Connected through a telephone switchboard to the 7094 computers are about 200 consoles.
Most of the consoles are merely typewriters - i.e., teletypewriters or computer typewriters.
A few have cathode-ray displays, typewriters, and auxiliary apparatus for graphical or
manual-control input. A new console with storage-tube display and typewriter keyboard
recently made its appearance". It is rated high because the storage tube provides rea-
sonably good resolution and fast display of text and/or drawings yet does not require
continual "refreshing" to maintain the picture - and because it is less expensive than
earlier consoles with cathode-ray displays.

The procedure for beginning a session at the computer is simple and has been described
frequently elswhere, so I shall assume that you (the user) have completed the formalities,
have read the "mail" (messages) sent to you through the computer by your colleagues, and
are ready to begin work. For the sake of simplicity, I shall assume that your console is
a typewriter. Since CTSS is a general-purpose system with about a hundred different sets
of programs ready to help you, what you do first depends upon the kind of work you have
before you. The most trivial thing to do - and therefore a good introductory task -

is to write a memorandum. What the computer will do for you is make it easy for you to
correct typing mistakes and to effect editorial corrections, and then type out a "clean
copy" of your memo. In order to prepare a memorandum, you call the writing and editing
program TYPST5 by typing 'typset", and then you type the name you want to give the
file you are going to create - for example, "jsmith".

The computer then types '"1720.2" (which means "Wait a moment." and "It is now 2/10 of
a second past 17:20 o'clock.") and then 'S00.2 + 000.1" (which means "Ready" and "You
have thus far used 2/10 second of processor time and 1/10 second of drum-core transfer
time.") and then "Input" (which means "I am ready for input from you.") You start to type
the memorandum:

To: J.R.Smitt#h
.space
Subjeck:
@Subject: Plans for Improvement of planning Strategy
.Space

Next Tuesday is the last day for###to submit your ideas

_ _ _ _ __mm annmwum~m~ _ __w I .w = • •=
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The character (#) ordinarily means to erase a character. The character (@) ordinarily
means to erase a line. The control woid ".space" means to skip a line. Your memorandum
therefore stands as:

To: J.R.Smith
Subject: Plans for Improvement of planning Strategy

V Next Tuesday is the last day to submit your ideas

You notice that you forgot to give the date and that you need to capitalize Lhe "po in
"planning". To go into "edit mode", you press the carriage return key twice. The computer
thereupon types "Edit". You are supposed, of course, to know the control words (or
characters), only a few of which appear in thlr example. You type* "i Date: June 15,
1968" (the "i" meaning "insert"), press the car: .age-return key, and then, for format
control, type ".space". Then, realizing that you want to centre the date, you type 't"
(for "go to the top of the file") and ".centre" (for "centre the next line"). In order to
capitalize the "p" in "planning", you type "I plan" (for "locate the character string
'plan' ") and "c/plan/Plan" (which changes "planning" to "Planning") and press the
carriage-return key twice to go back to the input mode and complete your memo.

And when you have completed the typing - and have corrected all your mistakes - you
file the memo by typing "file jsmith". The computer types 'W1735.1" and then "RO11.3 +
008.1". You type "runoff jsmith". The computer waits for you to put a fresh sheet of
paper into the typwriter. You press the carriage-return key. The computer types the memo
perfectly at 15 characters per second.

Such are the mechanics. They are very convenient if you want to prepare a long paper
and don't type well.

2.1 Programming

Most of the people sitting at consoles at M.I.T. are preparing programs. Many of them
use the programming language called "0AD" ("Michigan Algorithm Decoder"), but language
preferences vary widely. Translators or interpreters for about 25 programming languages
are available through CTSS. FORTRAN and LISP (List Programming Language) are popular.
Many of the languages are special "problem-oriented" languages, e.g., STRESS and COGO(Coordinate Geometry) used in civil engineering and DYNAMO used in setting up simulations

involving difference equations.

Typically a programmer types the program he is preparing with the aid of an editing
program already in the system. When he has completed enough of the program to permit a
test, he files the completed part, translates (compiles) it, and sets it to running. To
compile a MAD program named SORTER, for example, the programmer types "MAD SORTER". When
the computer reports that it has finished the compilation, the programmer types "LOADGO
SORTER", and the program is off and running.

Of course, the program usually doesn't work properly the first time it iz tested. The
trick is - if you can't write a perfect program on the first trial - to have the
computer help you find the errors. Its help is most direct if the program you write is
highly interactive. When yoc run it, it types (or displays, or does something) to you
at frequent intervals, and you respond to it. You can tell when, and therefore where
(and often how) it goes wrong, and as soon as you see the flaw, you can call the editor,
correct the flaw, recompile the program, and test it again. If the fault is obscure,
however, you may need to call a "debugging aid". It is another prepared program. It has
its own set of mnemonically coded instructions, but it adopts the vocabulary you have used
in writing your program and (if it is a sophisticated aid) lets you search for flaws in
the "source" programming language instead of the "object" code that actually is executed

by the computer.

In any event, it is a joy to prepare, test, and correct programs on line. When you get
used to interactive programming, you can't imagine how programmers could have persisted so
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long in using the traditional, primitive ways - until you realize that they may have
persisted so long because it took so long to perfect a program.

2.2 Programs

Much of the programming done in Project MAC has been done to f7acilitate programming.
Some of it has been done to understand programming and to clarify the basic concepts of
program, data, and file structures. Some of it has been done to explore and foster appli-
cations of interactive information processing, many of which involve users who are not,
and need not be, familiar with programming. The result of the effort is a vast system of
programs - over a million words of public programs and 20 to 30 million words of private
programs - that are available all the time, day and night, except for about 6 hours a
week that are devoted to maintenance. One of the main aims of Project MAC has been to
see what kind of a community would grow up around a multi-access computer with such an
accumulated software resource. Let me illustrate the range of the program resources with
a few examples, and then let us consider the nature of the community.

One of the main service programs is MAP, a Mathematical Assistance Program (Kaplow,
Strong, and Brackett 6 ). It carries out mathewatical operations for you - makes trans-
formations, solves equations. It handles algebra, trigonometry, differential equations,
Inurier and Laplace transforms, and so on. It plots graphs in linear or logarithmic
coo'dinate systems, whichever you specify. You do not have to know all about it to use
it: it asks you questions until it "understands" your problem.

A recently completed system of programs (Moses 7) solves even quite complex problems in
symbolic (indefinite, non-numerical) integration and does so about us well as, and much
faster than, a good human integrator.

A system of programs called ADMINS (Pool, Griffel, ýyid McIntosh) facilitates the pre-
paration, maintenance, and use of data bases. It is used heavily in work in the social
sciences, where it is often necessary to work with large collections of fallible or
fragmentary information. ADMINS is designed to facilitate the transfer from ink-and-paper
files to computer files without glossing over irregularities or losing track of
distinctions.

TEACH (Weizenbaum, Fenichel, and Yochelson) teaches computer programming. It was used
last Fall in one section of the most elementary programming course at M.I.T., and the
experience suggests that the computer can do most, if not all, of the instructing required

to let students make effective use of computers.

Cyrus Levinthal 8 has developed programs that display structural diagrams of complex
molecules. When the display apparatus 9 rotates the diagrams, one sees them as though
they were three-dimensional. With the aid of a light pen, one can move or twist or bend
or stretch the structures. Given any configuration, the computer can calculate the
electrical binding forces wichin the molecule. Levinthal and the computer work in partner-
ship - he contributing the knowledge and the intuition, it contributing the calculating
power and the ability to store large amounts of data accurately and display it in a mean-
ingful pattern - to solve molecular-folding problems that neither could begin to solve
alone.

OPS (amazingly, not an acronym) is a large system of programs for interactive, incre-
mental simulation and modeling. It was developed by Greenberger, Jones, Morris, and
Ness 10 . OPS comes about as close as any programming system yet developed to facilitating
the basic process of thinking. First, it provides a language in which you can define
objects or entities and specify their properties and the relations you think hold among
them. Second, it lets you set into motion the situation thus described and make it un-
fold, displaying whatever aspects of its behavior you select. Third, it records the his-
tory and prepares whatever summaries you specify. And, fourth, it lets you intervene at

any time, modify anything you like, and then cause the simulaition either to continue or
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to start again from the beginning. In short, it lets you organize your thoughts in a
definite, moldable, dynamic medium; it reveals the implications of your static dcscription
by convert ig it into observable, moving behavior; and it lets you change your mind as
often as you need to in order to explore the consequences of alternative assumptions and
conditions.

2.3 The On-Line Community

The foregoing paragraphs described a few of the hundreds of programs - enough of them,

I think, to convey an impression of what is meant by the phrase used earlier, "accumulated
software resource". Those programs that have been recognized as the most generally useful
have been described and catalogued more or less well and made available to all users.
Other programs, less generally useful or less well recognized, reside in personal files,
bu they too can be used by anyone who tracks down their authors and gets permission.
Th-s, each user of CTSS can take advantage in his own work of pertinent efforts that his
pre .,- "ssors and his colleagues have made - instead of writing again a hundred-times rewritten
pro&- he can take on new worlds to conquer. A similar accumulative process is beginning to
opei . in the domain of data. A researcher formulates a theory, casts it into the form of a
compLtr-program model, collects pertinent data, and tests the theory by applying the
model to them. Someone else comes up with an alternative theory, programs it, links it
to the first researcher's files (with permission, of course), and sets the two models
into competition. Then others get interested, construct new models, modify old ones,
collect more data. The theories change but the data base accumulates, and the accumulating

data almost automatically make the new tests more comprehensive and less expensive than
the old ones.

Through such computer-facilitated human interactions, a new kind of research community
is arising at M.I.T. It is of course only in an early, formative stage, and its shape
cannot yet be discerned clearly, but there is little doubt that something significant is
happening. The computer system is being used for communication as well as for computing.
People send messages to one another through the system. They learn about one another's

programs before the programs are completed, sometimes even before the programming has
begun. They plan together in order to maximize mutual value. They strive for generality
and compatibility, Programs and data in the public files are beginning to be regarded as
publications.

A rough measure of the interdependence of the members of the CTSS community is given
by the ratio of L, the number of links from one person's files to the files of others, to
F, the number of files one pe:son has himself. The ratio L/F has risen from near 0 to
about 1 in about three years. With better doc.:-ntation and a more convenient file-link-
ing scheme, it may go to 5 or even 10 during the lifetime of the new EJLTICS system.

As the local on-line community, centred upon a single multi-access computer system,
has emerged from concept dnto actuality, the idea of a broader, geographically distributed
community has taken form in the minds of several people. This idea involves inter-
connecting several multi-access computer systems and combining their communities of users
into a supercommunity. There are evidences of interest in that thought and some incipient
action based upon it. In my expectation, geographically distributed computers and infor-

mation networks will come into being during the next decade. If they do, their impact
upon the process of information transfer may be great.

2.4 Some Conclusions Based on Project MACs Experience

During its five years of operation, Project MAC has explored more areas of the broad
field of information processing than I can summarize here: theory of computation, theory
of automata, programming language and syetems, large files and data bases, architecture

and organization of multi-access systems, graphic processing and display, modelling and
simulation, console design and human factors in man-computer interaction, networks of

central and satellite computers, and diverse applications. Let me, nevertheless, attempt
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to state what I consider the main conclusions pertinent to information storage and
retrieval:

(a) Information is a dynamic, living thing, not properly to be confined (though we
have long been forced to confine it thus) within the passive pages of a printed
document.

(b) As soon as information is freed from documental bounds and allowed to take on the
Qorm of process, the complexity (as distinguished from the mere amount) of know-
ledge makes itself evident. Everything one does in an active informational
environment is "complexity limited".

(c) Man-computer interaction is the most hopeful of the available approaches to the
mastery of informational complexity.

(d) Even with the help of on-line interaction, however, one man cannot master a very
large domain of information. It wili take cooperative on-line teamwork - in
tight organizations or in loose communities, depe-ding upon the natures of the
undertakings - to achieve significant solutions t the "big" problems of ssience,
technology, industries, cities, nations, and alliances.

(e) The basic thing in the user's concept of an interactive Jnformation system is the
"name space" of the filing (i.e., memory or storage) system.

(f) Although the term "time sharing" has achieved wide currency, the sharing of
processor time is not fundamentally important. Much more important are memory
sharing and communication. Thus, the aim of multi-access design should not be to
make each user think he has a computer all to himself; it should be to immerse
each user in a cooperative, interactive, computer-based community.

(g) The importanje of controlled access to files can hardly be overstated. Control
has two aspects: facilitation of authorized access and protection against un-
authorized access. Good fundamental design can foster both, but little can be done
to ameliorate a basically poor filing system.

(h) The importance of fast interaction makes itself felt when a problem gets complex.
One can wait an hour for a response - or even a day or a week - if only a few
packets of information are involved in solving the problem, but waits of even a
few seconds are prohibitive if thousands of factors have to be assessed and fitted
into a pattern before a hypothesis can be tested.

(i) In a community with many interests, the "general-purposeness" of the general-purpose
multi-access computer system has real meaning and significance. The system must
lend itself to a great variety of applications and serve as ready host xo diverse
subsystems. Generality and open-endedness cost something, of course, but Project
MAC's experience indicates they are well worth it.

(j) Reliable operation is vital, and - since the reliability will not be perfect -
effective "back-up" arrangements and recovery procedures are vital, also. Before
they will invest their main intellectual capital in, or entrust it to, a multi-
access computer system, people have to be confident that the system will be
available when they want it and that it will not lose their valuable programs and

data.

3. INTERACTIVE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Project TIP" uses the facilities of the 7094-CTSS multi-access systems. The main
TIP data base is a growing collection of bibliographic data, presently from almost

100,000 journal )apers in the field of physics. The TIP programs are programs for
processing the data in ways formulated by the user during his interaction with the system:
simple searches for titles containing specified terms, for example, or complex explorations
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involving sorting, merging, comparison of citations, progressive definition of retrieval
specifications, and so on. The programs now in use (occasionally by many people through-

out the Institute and intensively by about 20 devotees at M.I.T. and elsewhere) are the

third revision of a system developed over about six years. They are applicable to

diverse files and have been used on personal and fi3cal as well as on bibliographic files.

NEWTIP, now in a late stage of development, will extend the domain of the searching and
processing tools to a still wider class of data bases.

Because TIP is so pertinent to the interest of this Symposium, I shall give a couple

of examples from typical TIP sessions at the console. Using TIP, you type in lower case

and the computer types back to you in all capitals. To explain what some of the abbrevia-

tions mean, I shall insert comments in parentheses. First, from the TIP User's Manual 1 2,
a very simple example:

tip (You type "tip" to evoke the TIP program.)
W1019.5 (Wait. It is 10:19 and a half.)

TYPE YOUR REQUESTS.
search annals of physics v.26 to v.28

find title pion not author boyling j.b. (Find all articles with titles containing
"pion" except those by J.B.Boyling, whose work you already know.)

output print title a i and 1 (One-letter abbreviations are adequate for TIP words, such

as "author", "identification", and "location". You could just as well have typed
"o p t a i 1" to instruct TIP to type as output the specified information about the
items found.)

go (Go to work, TIP.)

ANNALS OF PHYSICS
VOLUME 26
VOLUME 27
J384 V027 P0079
DEUTERON PHOTODISINTEGRATION AND N-P CAPTURE BELOW PION

S~PRODUCTION THRESHOLD

PARTOVI F.
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
LABORATORY FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND PHYSICS DEPARTMENT

VOLUME 28
J384 V028 P0034
ANALYSIS OF THE PHOTOPRODUCTION OF POSITIVE PIONS

HOHLER G.
SCHMIDT W.
GERMANY
TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE KARLSRUHE
INSTITUT THEORETISCHE KERNPHYSIK

(No article meeting the specification was found in volume 26. One was found in volume 27.
One was found in volume 28. "J384" stands for "ANNALS OF PHYSICS". If you ask for "pion"
you will find "pions", also - but not if you ask for "pion*". Several other devices

similar to that use of the asterisk may be employed in specifying the type of match.)

Now, suppose you know two articles on a subject in which you are interested. They are 4
in Physical Review, volume 135. and they begin on pages 247 and 582. You want to see
what else there is in that volume that is closely related. You use Kessler's technique

of "bibliographic coupling" 12 ,1 3:

search phyrev 135
f share b phyrev 135 247 (Find articles that share at least one bibliographic citation

with the article idet,tified here...)
f share b phyrev 135 582 (... or with the article identified here. Putting the "1's on

separate lines signifies "or".)
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o p i t a linkage (Output by printing the identification, title, and authors of each shared
citation and also the identifications of the article(s) with which the citation was
shared. "Identification" means "journal, volume, and page".)

PHYSICAL REVIEW
VOLUME 135
J001 V135 P0247
ELECTRON SPIN DOUBLE RESONANCE STUDIES OF F CENTERS IN KCL. I

MORAN P. R.
SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0247

J001 V070 P0460 J001 V091 P1071 J001 V098 P1787
4001 V102 P0151 J001 Vl10 P0630 J001 Vl11; P1245
J001 V115 P1506 J001 V118 P1024 J001 V124 P014142
J011 V022 P0989 J011 V026 P11214 J011 V029 P1692
J030 V026 P0167 J031 V032 P077S 0 J046 V005 P0183
J052 VO08 P0299

4001 V135 P0316
DOUBLE-RESONANCE PHENOMENA IN THE GASEOUS LASER

CULSHAW W.
SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P021;7

4001 V070 P04.60 J030 V026 P0167
SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0582

J001 V076 P0833 J001 V107 P1559 J096 V229 P1213

J001 V135 P0470

SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION OF F CENTERS IN KCL. ISOLATED F CENTERS
FELDMAN D. W.
WARREN R, W.

CASTLE D. G.V JRP
SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0247

J001 V091 P1071

. 00001 V135 P0582 PSPIN RELAXATION OF OPTICALLY PUMPED CESIUM "
FRANZ F. A.
LUSCHER E.

SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0582

4001 V076 P0833 J001 V098 P0178 J001 V105 P1487
,J001 V107 P1559 4001 V108 P01453 J001 Vl15 P0850
41001 V123 P0052 J001 V132 P0712 J003 V067 P0853
4012 V036 P0136 J012 V037 P2500 J017 V031 P0986
J031 V03 P0589 J0316 V176 P0052 J038 V011 P0251J010k V001 P0052 J041 V001 P0054 J4011 V005 P0373
J045 V047 P0460 J046 V003 P0009 J4016 V003 P0372
J046 VO08 P0009 J046 V008 P0529 J046 V009 P0011

J049 V007 P0277 J052 VO49 P0127 J071. V028 P0646
J096 V229 P1213 J096 V241 P0865 J096 V246 P1522
J096 V254 P3829 J256 V00 P0177 J273 V006 P111.8
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J001 V135 P0591

STUDY OF SPIN-EXCHANGE COLLISIONS IN VAPORS OF RB85o R88, AND
CS133 BY PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE

MOOS H. WARREN
SANDS RICHARD H.

SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0247
J001 V070 P0460

SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0582
J041 V0Ol P0054

J001 V135 P0727
LINE SHAPES OF PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCES OF CHROMIUM IN RUBY

GRANT W. J. C.
STRANDBERG Mo Wo P.

SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0247
J001 V091 P1071

J001 V135 P104.6
FAST-PASSAGE EFFECTS IN THE NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE OF FE57
IN PURE IRON METAL

COWAN DAVID L.
ANDERSON L. WILMER

SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0247
J001 V091 P1071

JO01 V135 P1068
SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION IN FREE-RADICAL COMPLEXES

KRISHNAJI
MISRA B. N.

SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0247
J001 V070 P0460

JO01 V135 P1099
LOW-FIELD RELAXATION AND THE STUDY OF ULTRASLOW ATOMIC MOTIONS
BY MAGNETIC RESONANCE

SLICHTER CHARLES P.
AILION DAVID

SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0247
J001 V098 P1787

J001 V135 P1498
FORCED TWO-LEVEL OSCILLATOR

SENITZKY I. R.
SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P021,7

JOO1 V070 P0460

J001 V135 P1622
LATTICE SUM EVALUATIONS OF RUBY SPECTRAL PARAMETERS

ARTHAN J. O.
MURPHY JOHN C.

SHARED LINKAGE TO PHYREV V135 P0582
J046 VOO8 P0529
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As the bibliographic data are being typed, you note that two of the coupled articles
shared many citations with one, but none with the other, of the source articles. You
note, indeed, that there were very few doubly shared citations. Picking out the two
articles that did share citations with both source articles, you call the library to see
whether or not they are available. As you wait for the connection, you decide to convert
the journal-volume-page identification into author-and-title citations, and, as a first
step, you isolate and save the snared items by typing:

f share b J1 135 247 and share b Jl 135 582
(Putting both on the same line would have set up the "and" relation even if you had
not specified "and" explicitly.)

o save all (As the output action, save the data in a personal file.)
name save file resona biblio (Name the personal file "resona biblio".)

From that point you would ask TIP to print out the authors and titles of the articles in
resona biblio, and then you would go on to explore other ideas.

Fven though the foregoing examples exercised onty a few of the TIP commands, they
probably provided enough "scenario" to convey a notion of how one works with TIP. The
TIP commands may be combined in many different patterns. Users develop ingenious
strategies for filtering cut irrelevant articles without losing the ones they want.
Having found a good seexch pattern, however complex, one simply names it and applies it
thereafter by merely typing the name. Or, having found a particularly rich collection of
references, he preserves them in a personal file for future use. If there is too much
output for the typewriterto handle, he stores the output in a personal file and requests
that it be printed on a fast off-line printer and delivered by messenger or mail. If the
TIP data base does not contain all the material he wants to use, there is a way for him 4

to create TIP-processible files of his own.

To understand TIP as an experiment, one must shift from the user's to the designer's

point of view, The designer can create retrieval tools to the limit of his imagination,
but he must make empirical tests to find out what works and what does not., The tests have
to involve "real" users. It is essential to record and analyze what the real users do.

While the TIP programs that we have described make searches and print lists, other TIP
programs take notes. They record the identity of each user and, in chronological order,
the name of each TIP command he issues and a summary statement of its result. At any
time, a TIP user can type a complaint or a praiseful comment and be sure that what he says
is recorded in the computer store for Dr.Kessler's benefit. The data thus collected are
periodically analyzed, and modifications and adjustments are continually made. Indeed,
TIP has developed through a process of guided evolution, and NEWTIP can perhaps be regarded
as a guided mutation.

While TIP's users sit at consoles under programmed experimeita] scrutiny, they do sub-
stantial work. A book(14) and two review articles(15, 16) have been based on TIP
literature searches, and TIP is being used in several studies of the flow and dynamics of
the scientific literature. The TIP programs were used to prepare and print a catalogue
of the books in the Student Centre Library, and the programs are being used to collect,
process, and prepare for publication a catalogue of the journal and periodical holdings
of the M.I.T. libraries. Informal studies were recently undertaken with the American
Institute of Physics and the National Library of Medicine to explore problems of
operational as distinguished from experimental application.

Thus, at least some of the value of on-line interaction in information retrieval is
being exploited. But the real value is yet to come. Most of the work done thus far with

TIP has been severely hampered by the slow pace of typewritten output, even when the type-
writer is driven at its top speed by the computer. (One of Brown'ss searches, for which
the computer required a scant 4 minutes of processing time, took 2 hours and 20 minutes
of output typing.) Now we are looking forward eagerly to cathode-ray displays. They
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will make it possible for the first time to explore fully the possibilities of interactive
information retrievalR

4. INTERACTIVE INFORMATION TRANSFER

Whereas Projects MAC and TIP are old enough to be working on second-generation systems,
Project INTREX is too young to have completed its first.' In discussing interactive infor-
mation transfer, therefore, I shall have to describe aims and aspirations rather than
completed experiments or cu-rent experiences(16,17).

The purpose of Project INTREX is to conduct experiments that will clarify design
objectives, methods, and techniques for information-transfer systems of about 1975.
Emphasis is placed on the word "experiments". The project is working on a "system", it
is true, but the system is being created to support the experiments. Experiments have
been planned(16) in four main areas:

(a) bibliog-aphio access,

(b) physical access,

(c) fact retrieval, and

(d) network integration.
Thus far the project has concentrated on the first and second areas, progress in which I

shall describe briefly. When work is undertaken in the third area, it will deal with
computer-program methods of deriving, from formal data representations arc/or from natural-
language text, definite answers to specific questions. In the fourth area, the aim will
be to interrelate M.I.T.'s computer-facilitated information-transfer system with systems

in other universities, in government, and in industry. But obviously the third and fourth
areas will not become critical until wora in the first and second areas has come near to

fruition.

4.1 Bibliographic Access

The purpose of the part of an information-transfer system that deals with "bibliographic
access", of course, is to take the user from the stage in which he has only a nebulous
idea of what he wants to the stage in which he holds in his hand the accession numbers

(or equivalent identifiers) of the documents that will satisfy his (now more sharply
defined) informational requirements. Most of the INTREX effort towards that end is centred
upon the concept of the computer-based "augmented catalogue". It is computer-based in

that it resides within the store of a multi-access computer and is interrogated from
consoles. It is augmented in that it contains much more information about each document
that does the traditional caud catalogue, and also in that it deals with journal articles,
theses, and reports as well as books.

Members of Project INTREX are preparing a computer-processible catalogue (data base)
that will co~ztain about 50 "fields" of information about each of approximately 10,000
documents in materials science and engineering. The 50 fields include all the conventional
bibliographic data, such as author(s), title, affiliation(s), abstract, and key words or
descriptors. Beyond those conventional data, the 50 include such things as a description
of the intended audience, an estimate of the level of difficulty, and "feedback" comments
submitted by knowledgeable users. The reason for including so ma.,y kinds of information
is not that anyone is sure they will all be helpful; it is to determine which ones
actually are helpful enough to warrant inclusion in a future operationE. syste,. .4

The 10,000 documents are being carefully selected to cover areas in which research is
especially active at M.I.T. and in which there are researchers who will contribute to the.*.

planned experiments. Much of the selection is being done by the research people themselves.

,•NlmJ'( 'NJ mlmm-• mm IN
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The first experiments will be made with one of the 7094-CTSS multi-access computer
systems, but with special consoles designed, and now being constructed, in the Electronic
Systems Laboratory, where much of the INTREX research and development is being carried
out. The initial system of catalogue-processing programs has been completed, and a more
advanced system is being prepared for use with the consoles, perhaps as early as this
coming summer. Consoles will be located in the Materials Science and Engineering Centre
and the Engineering Library, and the experiments will be conducted within the context of
actual use.

4.2 Physical Access

Binliographic access must of course lead directly to physical access, to actual
possession of the required substantive (as distinguished from bibliographic) information.
Ideally, the substantive information would be stored in and delivered through the computer
system that handled the bibliographic information - and would be available to the
computer's processor for analysis and transformation. Limitations of the present
technology, however, make digital storage and processing of a library-sized corpus un-
economic. The course being followed by Project INTREX is therefore to hold the sub-
stantive documents themselves in a non-digital microform storage system associated with the
computer, and to use the computer - in which, we now assume, the bibliographic
identifications of the required documents have already been specified - to pick out the
identified documents and to execute their delivery to the user.

Accordingly, images of the pages of the 10,000 documents are being made in microfiche,
and a computer-controlled subsystem for picking out and scanning selected pages is being
constructed. The electrical signals derived by the scanner will be transmitted through
coaxial cables to consoles in the Centre for Materials Science and Engineering and there
restored to the form of a readable image, either "soft copy" (ephemeral) or "hard copy"
(permanent). Equipment for several of the operations involved has been purchased or built
and is ready for test. Equipment for the other operations is under procurement or
development. The over-all design provides for rapid, guaranteed physical access to any
document selected through the bibliographic-access system - and for delivery of that
document dJ-ectly to the location from which the retrieval operation was initiated.

Plans call for experimental investigation of such interrelated factors as the speed,
the form, the resolution, and the cost of physical access. The experimental equipment
will provide for fast delivery of sharp images, either hard or soft, but in some of the
tests controlled delays will be introduced and the resolution of the reconstructed images
will intentionally be degraded. By varying the parameters and making measurements of
preference and performance under conditions of actual use, optimal engineering compromises
will be approached and design objectives for operational systems will be formulated.

5. ADVANCED EXPERIMENTS IN A LIBRARY CONTEXT

Looking beyond the experiments with the 10,000-item collection in materials science
and engineering, Project INTREX is conducting deign studies that postulate a corpus of a
million documents. At the same time, the M.I.T. Engineering Library is being reconstructed
in such a way as to provide for simultaneous operations in conventional and computer-based
modes. Card catalogues, book stacks, reading tables, microform equipment, and computer
consoles will be brought together in an arrangement designed for advanced experiments in
an operational library setting.

6. SYNTHESIS AND PROSPECT

Throughout MAC, TIP, and INTREX, and indeed throughout M.I.T., there is a feeling that
a great and fundamental change is taking place in the way men relate to information. The
change has not yet progressed very far. Its effects are not yet pronounced. Nevertheloss,
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one can see signs enough to tell that the change involves the rules by which the game is
played.

The force behind the change is tbl computer, of course, but it is not the same computer
we have known these last 20 years. It is not the lightning calculator, not the indefati-
gable clerk. It is the comput cast as the mouldable and retentive, yet dynamic
medium - the medium within wn,..h one can create and preserve the most complex and subtle
patterns and through which he can make those patterns operate (as programs) upon other
patterns (data) derived from nature or the works of other men.

To almost every imaginative mind that has sensed the power of the computer as an inter-
active medium, it is obvious that it will change the very nature of libraries and infor-
mation systems in the years to come. At the same time, it is clear that those years will
be many - for many years of exploring and experimenting, many years of programming and
debugging, and many years of developing and testing stand between us and the effective
harnessing of the computer's power.

For the next few years, mainly because of the limitations of memory capacity that have
been mentioned, we shall have to be satisfied - in library applications - with direct,
on-line interaction with bibliographic information, followed by old-fashioned reading of
substantive contents. I think that interactive bibliographic searches will prove
effective, even in relation to their cost, in locating pertinent substantive information.
On the other hand, I think they will fall far short of solving the basic problem of
information transfer.

The basic problem arises, I believe, after a person has the required documents on his
desk. It arises when he tries to transfer the substance of those documents across what
West Churchman has called the "brain-desk barrier". That is when a person really needs
the help of the computer.

To solve the fundamental problem it is necessary to make significant advances in the
representation of knowledge and in the processing of languages, both natural and formal.
It is necessary to convert substantive as well as bibliographic information into computer-
processible form and to store it in, and interact with it through, sophisticatedly
programmed computers. We shall doubtless not solve the fundamental problem in the near
future, but at last we can work on it, In my opinion, it is the problem that deserves
our best and greatest efforts.
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DISCUSSION

D.Bosman: What is the intellectual level of the people who use the MAC system?

J.C.R. Licklider: The system is used a lot by professors, research students and graduates
on the academic side and also by others such as deans and administrative staff who find
it useful for record-keeping., Only a few undergraduates have access to the system.

S. Skoumal: What are the difficulties about MAC which make it unattractive for commercial

exploitation by private operators?

J.C.R.Licklider: The present MAC system operates on out-of-date hardware which makes it
inefficient, but a commercial firm could almost certainly develop an efficient system and
sell its services.

The main problem is that it takes a very long time to develop the software for the system
and during this time the efficiency of the hardware available will have improved very
considerably so that one tends to be operating always on outdated hardware.

I. Gabelman: What is the status of the MULTICS system'

J.C.R.Licklider: MULTICS (Multiplexed Information and Computation System) operates on a
GEC 645 computer with associated software. At present it operates too slowly and current
work is aimed at speeding it up. The system has already been under development for about
three years so that by the time it reaches the level of operation of the CTSS (Compatible
Ti~re-Sharing System) the hardware will be out-of-date.

T.Einsele:' Is the MULTICS system designed for a special group of users9

J.C.R.Licklider: We are developing the protocol for deciding on a community of users.
The system will be available to various small computers each of which will serve as the
interface with the MULTICS system.

t4

R.Stark: Is there an index of the programs used in Project MAC and can this be made
available to those interested' 'A

J.C.R.Licklider: There is a program manual which contains text of all the programs and
this could be made available at the cost of copying but it would be very difficult to
utilise as about twenty-five different programming languages have been used.

4Io
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SUMMARY

The problem of the man-machine interface is traced back to the time
when the first computers were designed. In ,"ercoming the problems of
the interface the cathode-ray tube display is of prime importance. Using
the display screen it is possible to transmit almost instantaneously to
man alphanumeric text, black and white shading, scaled shading, coloured
pictures and moving pictures. The mathematical theory of automata is
opening up new ways of examining the problems in a formal manner. Solu-
tion to many of the problems at the interface, however, still awaits
better knowledge of how information processing takes place within the
human nervous system.
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? ~ MAN-MACHINE-INTERFACE

SW.Hiindler

I1. INTRODUCTION

The subject "Man-Machine-Interface" is a very broad one and some of its aspects cannot
be regarded here. Much has been written on the more linguistic or symbolization point of
view elsewhere. I shall restrict myself to some general questions about the interface

S~which seem to be important in my opinion.

S~There is a very interesting novel by Samuel Butler written in 1872. The name of this

S~novel is "Erewhon", which can be read almost inverted as "nowhere". The book tells of a
traveller who discovers a strange country far behind some mountains. H; becomes acquainted
with the natives there and is surprised to find deserted railways and other evidence of
decayed technological equipment. None of it is in operation. The original technological
world seems to have died out. When people notice a watch belonging to the hero of our
story they accuse him of violating their laws. The reason is that the people had a highly
developed technology long before the arrival of our informant. One day the machines (we

: would say to-day: the automata) rebelled. They had become conscious of their existence and
'• fought against men. Finally the people succeeded in defeating the machines by an extreme

S~effort. From this day on all technology had been banned.

S~Let me mention only that our hero finally escaped alive. :

S~I have told you this story only in order to make clear that the problems of relating man
Sand machine seem to have come up previously in our century. We now realize that the inter-

S~dependence of man and machine can be very close. Indeed, I fully agree with Dr.Licklider
S~and other scientists of MIT who speak of an =merging man-comr-iter community which may
Seventup1.1y embrace a vast network of different computeis and human users.

SHowever, the question as to whether the machine has a consciousness or tenders any
S~friendly feelings towards us is fortunatoly fading out of the discussion. We are using
S~the machine and especially computers tn a strictly pragmatic way whereby we are possibly
i questioning our social and moral responsibility with respect to its use.

2. HISTORY OF MAN-COMPUTER RELATIONS

The first computers designed more than 20 years ago were very much characterized by the

notion of entirely predetermined computational processes or algorithms set off by a single
starting signal. Some years berite onpte mar equipped with additional switches, among
them se-hereed saelector-swtches, for guiding the course of the program along alternative

pathways.
At first the inventors themselves who were intimately tied to their creation operated the

system. Soon other people came to usewatc belon the basis of a start-button

philosophy. •

Frequently there resulted a feeling of utter resignation in thatfthe eof the microsecond.

The user could hope to trae a computational processes only in a very crude, overall manner, an
perhaps merely with regard to the beginning an ped aof his job. However, note-worthy
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efforts were made repeatedly in an attempt at re-establishing a somewhat closer contact with
the ever faster growing computer.

With further increase in speed it became necessary to exclude direct user operation in

favour of batch-processing thus saving costly computer time previously wasted on tedious
input-output procedures. Trained people undertook the task of empirical scheduling. In

this manner the problem of man-machine interface found a somewhat fictitious solution- the
real user rarely came to see the computer or press any of its buttons. Man-machine-interface
was restricted to a rather small group of trained personnel.

Consequently user and computer were alienated from each other, a small group of

technicians - the operators - providing their sole common tia and most flexible but entirely
human interface because man is still the most adjustable and adaptive instrument.

The disadvantage of the method described results from missing the rather vital experience

of observing the machine undertake your assignment. If you are kept at a distance from the

computer you may well take weeks to accomplish the objectives which you might achieve in
minutes by direct contact with the machine.

This kind of disproportion can be corrected today by allotting a substantial number of
consoles to various permanent customers in a time-sharing configuration.

3. PICTURE-REPRESENTATIONS OFFERED BY THE COMPUTER

Purely typewritten or teletyped communication is only one of the present possibilities

and, having originated in a pre-computer age, not necessarily the most efficient one.

Prime importance perhaps should be attached to the development .isplays of the

cathode-ray-tube type which permit almost instantaneous transmission of mixed-mode text or

picture information eliminating tedious waiting fur carriage return or line feed motions

of printer or teletypewriter. Via display-screen the computer is able to offer alter-
natives to be chosen effortlessly and swiftly with the aid of a lightpen, for instance. The
same is true for the Rand-tablet.

In the past most transitions to advasced techniques have been marked by their initial
tendency to simulate already existing achievements using the new methods. But when we

employ the display consoles mentioned we will have to do some fundamental rethinkinv.
Evidently the flow of information out of the computer can be speeded up well beyond the

limits hither-to known. We must ask for the maximal amount of information per unit of ýime

and the optimal manner of presentation ,best suited for processing by the human user.

There are several distinct categories of representation, such as alpharumeric text, black

and white shading, scaled shading, coloured pictures, moving pictures, 3-dimensional dis-

plays. Those representations may occur separately or in different combinations with each

other.

Determination of suitable quantities or qualities of information is exceedingly difficult.

Many partially subjective factors are involved. Our judgement will also depend on the par-
ticular topic under consideration. Graphic representations may be of insignificant value
when applied to codes of law or administrative regulations. Alphanumeric text on the other
hand is not sufficient for describing processes of industrial production or technical design.

If you interpret the list above as ordered according to quality it may be valid perhaps in

a majority of cases but certainly not in general.

4. THE FACTOR "TIME"

Another important aspect must not be disregarded Up to now most display applications

have been of a rather static nature in spite of some rudimentary attempts at making
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computer-controlled cine-films. Usually considerations have centred around the effects of
single pictures rather than taking account of the complete sequence of textual and graphic
information as a totality meant to establish dynamic contact between user and machine.

Lately a great deal has leen said about lengthy waiting times leading to disturbed con-
tact and distracting the user from his task. Conversely an excessive reaction speed of the
computer may "overfeed" the user and cause in him what the psychologists call a "mental
block".

The user tacitly assumes the computer expects reactions without delay and seems to feel
pressed for time. Reasonable programming for time-sharing systems should avoid creating
this feeling.

So far I have mentioned a number of psychological factors influencing man-machine inter-
face. It seems to be clear that other more physiological factors also influence the effec-
tiveness of man-machine-interrelations.

I remember the endeavour of my young colleagues to program the GOMOKU-Game or "Five in
a Row" in the sense of an optimal CRT-dialogue between man and computer as the two partners
of the game. After the computer has lost a game it retires for a certain period of time
e.g. some seconds or even one minute in order to learn from the situation. But in all
intervals requiring merely positioning a piece the computer does it within one millis3cond.

The time the computer needs to calculate its decision is usually negligible when compared
to human reaction speeds. In most cases man is not even able to observe what the computer
does. Therefore he may not perceive which one of sometimes many pieces the computer has put
on the board (i.e. the CRT-screen). In contrast the human partner will normally handle the
lightpen only after a delay due to deliberation in order to place the next piece. So the
human reaction requires some seconds or even some minutes. This interval would be important
for an observing human opponent. It is generally useless to the computer.

Let us return to the computer projecting its pieces onto the screen at its own fast pace.
In this case as in other cases I think we must correct the behaviour of the computer.

It is not always necessary to alter the computer's timing behaviour. Instead of this we
can cause the computer to mark the last piece (Fig. 1) by using a third sort of symbol
("last piece" of the computer). This provision substitutes the typical slow behaviour of a
human partner.

Here is an example in which a symbolic representation must compensate human incapability
to observe certain millisecond-events. Perhaps we should be able to formulate a law of
interchanging time and space. In the example above space took the place of time by the
introduction of this additional third type of symbol shown.

We see that in contrast to the man-man-interface there exists an entirely unsymmetric
situation with respect to man-mrchine interface. We can assume in accordance with the
theory of evolution that human beings naturally are best adapted to man-man-interface,
which is highly symmetric.

5. THE UNBALANCED MAN-MACHINE-INTERFACE

Man-machine interface is unsymmetric both with respect to quantity and with respect to
quality of the information processed. Man is able to deal with a highly complex visual
supply of 109 bits per second (Fig.2. the diagram originated by Prof.Keidelo Universitdt
Erlangen-NUrnberg). Human beings process this amount of information in a highly effective
manner. As far as we know to-day there is a hierarchy in our nervous system filtering the
information byaprincipleof reinforcement. This filtering process results in a residual
flow of only 102 bits per second into our consciousness.
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Preceding this region of consciousness we have at least three other levels in which the
nervous system branches the information to motor systems in order to supply the "subroutines"
there with parameters. Some of these subroutines can be simulated like the so-called con-
ditioned reflex, an unskilled or built-in program. But other more complex programs - those
more skilled - are not well understood yet. There are some hypotheses like the "perceptron"
which are suited to shed some light on cognition or data reduction in the human organism.

Leaving the input to man and turning to his output, our investigations seem to show that
man is able to produce information at the rate of nearly 107 bits per second including
gesticular and other motorial transmission. These reactions are initiated within the region
of consciousness at the rate of presumably 102 bits per second as described in Fig.2. Then
certain subroutines are triggered levei by level and are supplied with parameters at the
same time in the way indicated.

Man normally has only poor ability to manipulate figures exactly without recording those
figures on a slip of paper. This process requires repeated outputs and thereafter inputs to

an., It is in their adaptness for record-keeping and performing arithmetic manipulations
that computers generally excel human capacity.

In contrast, man has the ability to evaluate intertwined complex structures qualitatively,
sometimes perhaps in spite of the fact that he has never met with comparable phenomena
before. It looks rather improbable that computers will ever acquire similar facilities for
qualitative appraisal.

On the other hand the computer can offer an amount of coded or printed information, which
can never be read by a single person. Also the computer is able to produce program-
controlled moving pictures using its enormous calculating power for creating kinds of out-
put man can never realise without computer aid. As an illustration of what I have in mind
you may take the snapshot (Fig. 3) of a game played on a PDP-7 display unit. The game was
invented at Cambridge University and simulates a sort of "naval battle" in which the
opponents attempt to hit each other's "ships" (circular bright objects appearing to move in
a viscous fluid) with "rockets" (sparks of light).

We have mentioned above that man may pour out up to 107 bits of information per second.
This performance might be exceeded by the computer some day. The figure 107 however is not
a very realistic value for man when applied to lingual and grammatical formulations in order
to express effectively some of his thoughts. Therefore it seems to be more reasonable to
assume the proper figure of man's output around 102 bits per second at most.

On the other hand no computer to-day is able to catch any T.V.-like pictures instant-
aneously as we do. Our experience with pattern recognition facilities is not of the sort
we need for the serious use of such features by a computer aside from some special applica-
tions.

To-.v' the computer still requires coded or at least prepared information within the
limits of rather strongly restrictive conventions.

6. ARE THERE SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING MAN-MACHINE-INTERFACE?

The subject of this meeting "Storage and Retrieval of Information" suggests that we try
to compare man's ability in this field with the ability of the computer. We must acknowledge
man's great superiority over the computer in the whole area with the exception perhaps of his
weakness in memorizing long sequences of numbers. Scarcely do we get any suggestion today
at all as to how we should really proceed with data reduction, storage and retrieval of in-
formi.tion in a manner analogous to the methods employed by living organisms. We have not
succeeded in finding the enormously effective principle of nature. At present - for
example - there seems to be no possibility of localizing the content of human memory. Thesame applies to the processes of association and of generalization in the human brain.
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These factors certainly influence man-machine-interface, but they are not part of man- A

machine-interface, in a certain sense.

Let me summarize the most important facts as I see them for improving man-machine-inter-
face.

(a) As in supervisory programs we should install open-ended modular blocks of prefabri-
cated processes. These processes must be supplied with parameters automatically
after having been started (similar to the process in the organism).

(b) The predominant idea of an algorithm which has to be started and then has to rt, off
without taking care of any signals and parameters from outside should disappear in
favour of an adaptive conception in programming. The compu er would be subject to
an internal process of evolution.

(c) Apart from other important questions such as the associative memory we should in-
vestigate eventually the possibilities of connecting nerve fibres of man with the
computer directly in order to initiate complex subroutines in critical cases when
prompt responses ai'e required. Related important applications come up in medicine.

I should like to remark finally that the problems in my opinion are mainly not of a
conventionally technological kind. Rather we must understand more completely the structure

of organic behaviour and mental processes.

7. SOME REMARKS ABOUT AUTOMATA THEORY
The question arises whether there are tools suited for dealing with man-machine-interface

in a more theoretical way. For instance the IVERSON-Language (A.P.L.) like other languages

has the disadvantage of essentially disregarding the state of the automaton.

In my opinion a rigid and formal access to the subject is opened by the mathematical
theoxy of automata. Here the user is considered to be a finite automaton in the sense of
a working hypothesis. Finite automata are capable of occupying a finite number of states.

On reception of an input symbol they pass in a well-defined manner (from the deterministic
or stochastic point of view) from one state to enother emitting an output symbol. Present-
day theories however are still inadequate to deal successfully with the formidably large
number of states actually existing in both the computer and the human organism.

Further evolution of Automata Theory will certainly improve upon this deficiency. There
will be the possibility of treating very complex structures with the aid of algebraic
concepts like homomorphisms, groups of automorphJ-ms and so on.

The subject man-machine-interface is at present far from being formalized in a way
familiar to me. But nevertheless some advantages of other applications of the Theory of
Automata encourage us to make efforts in this direction.

Within the framework of present-day theory the automaton for instance is called upon to
establish equivalence classes of patterns (e.g. the class of all syntactically correct
sentences of a language) or - less ambitiously - to make decisions regarding the membership
of a given pattern to one of those classes. Another part of the theory is devoted to the
design of a suitable series of experiments for determining the initial state of an automaton.
These investigations can and should be extended to the reciprocal effects of two automata on
each other - their dialogue - and to the mutual interaction of many automata - their
communication, or even their social behaviour.

The axioms and conclusions of mathematical theory will depend on the fundamental concepts
underlying our comprehension of man-machine interface.
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One view is dualistjc.. It treats the machine as man's conversational partner with special
abilities for solving certain problems.

The other view can be callod monolithic and teleologic in a way. Man and machine arethought of as a single integrated system organized for the purpose of solving a problem or
mastering the environment.

The latter notion is unfortunately eubject to severe practical limitations because - asI L. 9ady said - we still possess too little knowledge of how information processing takes
;iace within the human nervots system.

Once deeper insights into these mechanisrts have been gained we staid a good chance ofdesigning very effective man-machine interfaces on the basis of the concept last mentioned.

DISCUSSION

S.Skoumal: Is the research in this area carried out only at universities or is some intelest
shown by industry?

W.Hindler: At present very little work is done and then ouly in universities. The interestI of industry would be welcor d.

P.Nolzberger: Have any experiments bee, done coupling human nerve fibres with computeis9

W.Rlndler: Although thera has been much co-operation between the physiologist and themathematician this experiment has not been attempted as far as I know.

J.P.Little: Are ary investigations being made into the possibilities of feeding speech
directly or indirpctly into the computer.

W.Hindler: I am not aware of any investigations. Almost certainly some sort of pre-processing of spe?•n would be required before signals could be passed to the central
computer.
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Fig. 1 CRT-display of GOMOKU-Game or "Five in a Row"

L Fig.2 Prof.Keidel's representation of information processing by man
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Pig.3 Photograph of a "naval battle" on a PE;P-? display unit
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SUMMARY

The educational requirements for users and suppliers of scientific and

technical information and the steps taken to provide professional education
for various levels of attainment ure discussed. Mention is made of specific
efforts made in the U.K., to provide undergraduate and postgraduate training

tor users. The types of training courses available to suppliers - chartered
librarians, library assistants and information scientists - are outlined,

ii

I
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EDUCATION

F. Liebesny

1. INTRODUCTION

The very magnitude of the problems connected with the information explosion is such
that several approaches have to be made in the attempts towards overcomi,4 them, Whether
we use such almost meaningless figures as

(a) that the world's output of scientific and technical articles is of the order of

1,000,000 per annum;

(b) that the number of periodical titles in the disciplines of science and technology
increases by two every day;

(c) that about half of the world's literature in those self same disciplines is written in
languages other than English (which for the purposes of this argument includes American
English); or

(d) that the periodical literature increases at a compound rate of approximately 6-7% per
year,

we are still left with the almost irrefutable fact that all of us, users and suppliers
alike, are gradually becoming submerged by this flood of paper. Although the argument of
quality of the literature is being ignored in such discussions, it is obviously becoming
increasingly difficult to cope with the output of the world's presses. This tendency -

which is certainly not new - has led over the years towards more and more specialization,
both in the user and supplier of the specialist literature. This has led on the one hand
to the Pmereence of the information scient.st, and on the other hand to, albeit, isolated
endea'1ours to train the user in some of the more elementary forms of the techniques employed
in coping with the literature.

The term 'information science' - though of comparatively recent origin - has acquired
in this ,tart space of time several shades of meaning. Therefore in order to define the
way in which the term will be used in this paper, the activities embraced by the definition
as given :.n the Articles of the Institute of Information Scientists should provide some
guidance. These are:

(i) abstiacting, reviewing progress and other similar technical wrLting;,

(ii) translating scientific and technical writings;

(iii) editing such writings as emerge from (1) and (2) above;

(iv) indexing, subject classification and retrieval of scientific and technical
information.

(v) searching scientific and technical literature, preparing bibliographies, reports,

etc.,

(vi) providing scientific and technical information and tendering advice thereon;

(vii) dissemination ot information and liaison and field work for that purpose;

(viii) research on problems in information work,
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It is obvious from this recital that a professional information scientist should combine
a considerable knowledge and skill for the proper execution of his work; normally this
knowledge is obtained from courses of study while the skill should be derived from
appropriate practical experience such as work in an information department. In order to
attain a corporate membership in the Institute of Information Scientists it is thus necessary
to provide evidence of both the required knowledge and skill; thus for Membership a candidate
would normally be expected to possess a science degree and to have worked at least five years
in an information department.

In training the user to enable him to deal competently with the documentation of his
special subject field it would be unwise to aim at such a high degree of professionalism;
firstly, a detailed training programme would turn the user into an information scientist and
thus divert him from his own special field; secondly, it would be wasteful to impart knowledge
and expertise of which a considerable amount would never be required by a specialist user
of the literature since the full training of a documentalist involves matters relating to
several disciplines; and thirdly, the time generally available for such training of the user
is not sufficient for more than a somewhat superficial approach to the many problems of
information storage and retrieval,

Therefore the few attempts that have been made to familiarize the scientist and
technologist with proper means of using his subject literature require careful study to
elicit their useful and successful features. The results of these courses are, however, not
quite so easy to establish as most of them have only been conducted for a few years and
it is thus still too early to quantitatively assess this criterion.

C7: Before entering into a more detailed discussion of the courses available it must be
stated - perhaps somewhat shamefacedly - that information on such educational ventures is
not very easy to come by; it appears that the discipline of information science is not too

k well provided with means of keeping its practitioners informed on what is going on else-
where, Although there are many periodicals and even abstract journals in the fields of

,, librarianship, documentation, information science etc. their coverage on the educational
front is not too extensive. It was for that reason that the Federation Internationale de
Documentation (FID), the (British) Office for Scientific and Technical Information, Aslib
and the Institute of Information Scientists organized in 1967 an International Conference
on Education for Scientific Information Work., The proceedings of this conference were
published in September 1967 by FID and its 33 papers tried to survey the international scene
by focusing on the activities in the most important countries. That this attempt was not
100% successful can be deduced from the fact that there were no contributions from the USSR
and that the Indian delegates did not attend the confei,&ne and thus take part in the
discussions. However, these Conference Proceedings seem to constitute the most comprehensive
review of the activities in educating users and supplfers of scientific information.

2. TRAINING OF USER

The user's training can be initiated at two levels: either before he graduates or
afterwards.

Training at the undergraduate stage is frequently very difficult because most of the
syllabi are so crowded that is requires considerable persuasion of the university authorities
to devote any of that precious time to such peripheral subjects as documentation. Further-

r more, there is still a great deal of that old belief that every scient ist knows -or at least

stould know - the literature of his own subject. This fallacious attitude ignores completely
any subsequent developmerts in the subject field and its literature or the use of modern

t techalques in dealing with it,

Training at the post-graduate stage, on the other hand, is likely to ensure that the

recipient is in the proper frame of mind to accept the training as by then he is more
mature and more aware of his needs with respect to documentation.
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(a) Undergraduate training. In the United Kingdom organized training of students is
conducted at the Universities of Liverpool and Bradford' where the university
authorities tsok the initiative, and at a series of six universities 2 (Edinburgh,
London (University College, and Chelsea College of Science and Technology), Oxford,
Warwick, and York) where the Office for Scientific and Technical Information is
arranging for some 500 students to receive an information service and some instruction
in its use,

(b) Postgraduate training. the main centre for education in the use of literature at
that level is undoubtedly the National Lending Library for Science and Technology,
at Boston Spa, Yorks. where courses lasting about 10 working days have been run since
1965., A specimen timetable for such a course on the use of scientific literature
is given in Appendix I.,

A more recent development is now being supported by OSTI whereby retrospective
searching of the medical literature by means of the MEDLARS technique (MEDical
Literature Analysis and Retrieval System) will be made easier by providing facilities
for consultation with specially trained liaison officers, Five such officers - at
Newcastle, London, Edinburgh and two yet to be appointed - will help users in the
formulation of search profiles and will advise on availability and capacity of this
computer-tape index. Courses are also being held at the Hatfield College of
Technology.

The above analysis is certainly not meant to convey the impression that there is only
one type of user, indeed there are many different users who have, however, one common
feature, viz. an innate reluctance - or even inability - to communicate their real needs
for information to the potential supplier. It is therefore desirable that any training
of the user should provide for some means of tuition in this delicate art of stating his
actual requirements and not of hiding them behind surmises as to the possible location of
the needed information.

3. TRAINING OF SUPPLIER

The education of the librarian, information scientist, documentalist, etc. is perhaps
somewhat better organized than that of the user. Nevertheless, there are today so many
different avenues of training towards producing a qualified information scientist that
this plethora of facilities may create an impression of diffusion and even confusion. In
order to reduce this seemingly unmanageable pile of information into some state of order
it may be advisable to classify these data according to the type of supplier to be produced:

3.1 Librarian:

(a) Chartered. organized full-time courses of two years duration are provided at several

library schools which are housed within colleges of further education, polytechnics
or universities.

Recent developments towards creating a degree in librarianship (as opposed to a
post-graduate qualification as is provided at University College, London) under the
aegis of the Council for National Academic Awards have led to the setting up of
such a course at Newcastle to commence in the autumn of 1968. Other such courses
are likely to commence with the following academic year.

(b) Assistant: it was felt some time ago that a qualification of a lower level of
competence than that of the chartered librarian should be provided for those people
having to interrupt their professional life - especially married women - or those
not wishing to attain the higher profes'>ional status. Towards this end, a Library
Assistants Certificate has betrn proposed; this scheme will be administered by the
City and Guilds Institute of London.
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3.2 Information Scientist:

Since 1961 a post-graduate course has been run at the Cicy University in London (formerly
the Northampton College of Advanced Technology). This two-year course is run twice weekly
(two hours each) to enable students to attain an entrance qualification for the corporate
membership of the Institute of Information Scientists. A post-graduate one-year full-time
course was started in 1963 which, since 1967, will lead to a M.Sc. degree.

Similar courses have been running at the University of Sheffield Postgraduate School of
Librarianshin and Information Science since 1964., At present this one-year course leads
to a Diploma, but from October 1968 will lead either to a M.Sc. degree in Information
Studies or in Librarianship.

Owing to the previously mentioned fact that about half of the world's literary output
by scientists and technologists is written in languages other than English and that many
of the readers of such writings are only too rarely qualified to comprehend those foreign
languages, It is obviously impor+ant that the suppliers of information should possess some
proficiency in handling foreign language material. Therefore many of these courses lay
considerable stress on such ability and even include some training in languages in their
syllabus. In the M.Sc. course at the City University one examination paper is devoted to
testing the required level of proficiency.

While the foregoing survey has been directed largely to activities and developments
in the United Kingdom it should not be thought that the rest of the world is standing still,
Indeed, as R.T.Bottle 3 has shown, similar schemes for training the user are in operation
or being planned in many countries of Europe (to which his survey was confined) and in
Australia 4 ,

In the user-supplier dialogue which forms the theme of this symposium it is essential
that each party should understand and appreciate the basic requirements of the other; this
can be achieved, inter alia, by propar teaching and training in the elements of storage
and retrieval of information for wnich usually too little time is available in the over-
crowded timetables during the university courses. The few endeavours described above are
hopeful omens that the need for a deeper understanding is being more widely realized.
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APPENDIX i

The use of scientific literature - A course for research students

TIMETABLE

Day Time

1. 2.00 p.m. Tour/description/services/ of the Nation.l Lending Library
for Science and Technology (in particular Reading Room
and Staff Library).

2. 9.15 a.m. Guides to published information

i. Serials: Current awareness tools

Abstracting journals

Indexing journals 3

Annual reviews

Review serials

10.30 a.m. 2. Tools for student's specified interest

3. 9.15 a.m. 3. Reports:., Indexes

10.30 a.m. 4. Books: Theses

Annual Reports

Yearbooks

Monographs

Technical dictionaries

Language dictf',narics

Encyclopaedias

Bibliographies

4. 11.15 a.m. Language problems

5. 11.15 a.m. Record keeping

6. 11.15 a.m. Tnformation bureaux

7. 11. 15 a.m. Keeping up with c.4rrent literature

8. 11.15 a.m., Library resources in the U.K.

9. 11.15 a.m. Films. The National Lending Library for Science and

Technology. National Library of Medicine, U.S.A.,

10. 11.15 a.m. Criticism and discussion of the course.

Time not devoted to lectures will be spent on literature searching.

(N.B. As can be seen from this schedule use is made of the few available films on this topic).

From: J.Doc., Vol.22, No.1, March 1966, pp,22-32
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DISCUSSION

A.H.flolloway: In an instructional tour for new entrants to the British Royal Naval

Scientific Service, it has been found that over half of these graduates have never had any
instruction in the use of the literature and that after about six months' working experience
about one third of them have never been into their establishment libraries. At the request of
these new entrants short courses are being arranged to demonstrate the information facilities
available and how to make the best use of them.

R.R.Dexter: In the U.S.A., the Institute of Aerospace Sciences has made special efforts
to make the engineer in industry aware of information and documentation facilities. The
approach is to send an engineer with experience in information work and skilled at putting
his ideas across into a firm, where he investigates the documentation activities and
suggests improvements to and better ways of using the system.

F.Liebesny: This is a very interesting approach. In any activity of this kind, full
support from management is essential.

I
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SUMMING UP OF THE TIP-SYMPOSIUM

R. Bree

I think it is an almost impossible task to summarize the impressions gained from the
presentation of sixteen well prepared and extremely stimulating papers as they covered a
wide range of subjects. Besides, in some cases they touched topics outside my own
experience and I am therefore not entitled to give any judgements. This situation hao;
been made even worse as circumstances made me a victim of a faulty information transfer:
when asked by a rather blurred long-distance call to take over the chair for the last
session - at least this is what I understood - I agreed, only to find out later on that I
had quietly committed myself to trying to produce this summary. In other words: something
looking initially like a privilege amounted in fact to a sentence to hard labourl

That is why I am asking to be forgiven for changing what was called "summing-up" into
the presentation of a rather incomplete, thoroughly subjective and probably biased account
of my personal impressions.

In so doing I am wearing three different hats.

First, being an engineer and at the same time director of the nuclear documentation and
information centre of the European Communities (Euratow/CID) I am certainly a supplier of
infurmation, responsible for the development of the largest European venture in mechanization:
the Euratom Nuclear pocumentatiofi System. which 'i giving access to a store of over 750,000
items of document data and which is in operation for retrospective searches and for SDI.

Secondly, all my life I have been a user of technical information.

Thirdly, as I write a paper every once in a while, I must confess to being also an
originator of such information.

Result: the conflicting views and feelings which are involved in aring of
three different hats are struggling at this moment within me.

To start with, the title of the symposium. I am afraid this was more or less a
misnomer. I simply missed any true dialogue between suppliers and users. Didn't we in
fact hear yet another extensive multifaceted monologue of those who claim to be suppliers
.,^ those often extremely perishable goods which it is customary to bundle under the term
"scientific and technical information"I I really wonder how the members of the co-
sponsoring Avionics Panel feel about thisl

On the other hand, it is not surprising that there was no real dialogue with "the user".
The user does not exist; what exists is a rather inarticulate mass of users, each of them
full of individual expectations, insofar as they expect anything at all.

The first paper gave me reason for some embarrassment: it retold the history of all the
brave attempts to do some reasonable spadework to improve the conditions on which real
progress in information handling does depend. These attempts were at that time mainly
inspired by suggestions from AGARD/TIP but they seem to have been shelved and forgotten.

In the meantime, their revival is g undertaken by bodies like OECD and UNFS=. 'Aiis
is not what is embarrassing me but the little response received from governmental manage-
ment and administration in following up the recommendations we presented about 8 years ago.
One would assume that for decision-making, that outstanding governmental pri',Ilege, everybody
involved would crave for pertinent information on which to base decisions. It -ight well
be, however, that so-called political decisions have to follow a different pattern.

'i f
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The next observation - and this might be rather biased - is how differently the
iscenti: or the enginecr tends to act, depending upon which position he assumes

momentarily: that of the user, or that of the originator of information. Being rather
demanding and not easily satisfied as a user, he seems inclined, as an originator, to
be forgetful of all the rules of good behaviour and of all the necessities for making
sure that his bit of information becomes easily retrievable later on (by giving it
precise bibliographical references, exact descriptive data for cataloguing and a decent
abstract of informative value).

What has struck me generally was how much attention has been devoted during this
symposium to all the problems of the hardware involved and how to handle it aptly, and
how little attention to all the questitns of quality control at the originating level.
It goes without saying that in this respect the colleagues handling information related
to defence are hit hardest: disseminating information and respecting secarity regulations
are definitely incompatible and often even contradictory. The high amount of public
money spent in this field in combination with the alleged necessity for secrecy seem to
favour the research report as a means for the presentation of the results achieved. If
and when the stamp "secret" is added, the number of readers is anyway reduced and so is
the chance that considerations concerning the quality of the contents come into the picture.

* I think that the real chance and hope for reducing the amount of garbage lie in publish-
ing a maximum of results through journals of high standing, the publishers of which
maintain commendable quality standards for the articles they accept for publication.

I
Another group of problems concerns the intrinsic value of information - mechanization

in itself. We found amazingly optimistic views on the future development potential of the
equipment, which sometimes seemed to be extrapolated from far too modest statistical data
to suggest reliability of the conclusions. Prom my own experience I know that many a
problem shows its real and overwhelming dimensions only under real life conditions and
not when appraised on too small samples. Parts of such optimistic statements seemed to
be slightly influenced by the desire to introduce machinery with technically interesting
features in this up-and-coming field of information handl 4 ng, without worrying too much
about the economics involved. Opposition against these optimistic views on the usefulness
of sophisticated machinery for informati3n handling was actually voiced in cases where
manual methods proved sufficiently effective. This was illustrated by the very impressive
achievement of the Netherlands centre which stated that 250 requests per day constitute
the average workload of its manually operated system.

But I think that even this very admirable feat cannot stop the trend toward the intro-

duction of mechanical methods. The results obtained by the Eurate- System support this
statement, as does the firm intention of some editors, like those of Chemicai Abstracts, to
mechanize their operations and use to a full extent all the gains in speed, accuracy and
quantity which are possible with an extremely careful data-preparation. It is remarkable,
by the way, that for the moment all operational mechanical systems depend upon the skilful
combination of scientific and technical staff for handling the phases of literature subject
control, vocabulary control and systems development. Part of this staff is indispensable
for the translation of the customers' natural language questions into machine language, for
screening the results provided by the machine, etc. I am convinced that this will stay with
us for quite a while, even though higher degrees of automation in the introduction of data
might prove feasible. I suppose that for the often advertized dialogue between user and
machine, such knowledgeable interpreters are not only essential but their employment seems
to be - at least for the time being - the most effective and the most economic answer to the
problem of ensuring sati3factory service to the customer without having to train large
numbers of potential users.
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Introducing machinery in information handling unavoidably meanis introducing centraliza-

tion of operations on the one L~and and partitiou of work on the other. This is new for

this field and needs a rethinking of relations and working style. The capacity of

computer-based information systems to handle numerous individual requests and the still

high cost of computer time would lead to rather high operating costs, if untrained users

were allowed direct access to the computer. The customer needs an interpreter, i.e. a

member of the information centre with the needed amount of knowledge in both subject

matter and retrieval processes, to obtain fast and inexpensive answers.

I feel that it is unrealistic to-day to believe that large numbers of potential users

can be properly trained to draw full benefit from mechanized systems by posing their

questions directly to the machines. One cannct hope that tb rather small number of
specialists who have developed and who now operate existing systems could possibly provide
user training on a large scale; failing this thorough training, the user is left to his

own devices such as haphazard methods of trial and error which not only cost machine time

but may also shy him away if the results are not up to his expectations; it is indeed a

common human habit to blame others, including machines, rather than blame oneself.

It is precisely because I am convinced that machines can lead to a much better use of
existing information, whatever its volume, that I feel that much care should be devoted to

make users familiar with these new methods, thereby ensuring them access to the documents
they need.

The discussion on the economics of information handling was most interesting I am

afraid, however, that the useful starting point for assessing the economic impact of the
use - or possibly, of the non-use - of information has still to be looked for. To my
understanding, creating a successful system of storage and retrieval of information within
a given field of interest is only tackling one half of the problem, even though this aystem

might yield excellent results. Creating sucn a system means only creating a potential.

The real value of the potential does not only depend on the supplier of tue system and not
even on its quality; it depends upon what the user is drawing from the system, first in

form of access to available information and secondly, by the user's own and irreplaceable
act of evaluating the accessible information for his own problem and purpose.

The problem of how to measure at all such an impact in its various consequences,
positive or negative (i.e. taking advantage of given information for acting in a way one
would not have acted otherwise or for avoiding an obvious mistake) seems to be almost
impossible, especially ,if one wants exact and convincing results.

Undeniably, the high expenses of creating machine systems constitute a formidablee
obstacle as they must be wrung out of parliaments which are slightly scared by the
complexity of the problene involved. I feel therefore that much effort must be concentra-

ted on all factors which influence the e~.onomics of the development and even more the
operation of such systems. The potential such systems are offering is of identical
interest to any industrial country in the world. These countries are also the largest
originators of technical and scientific information. By cooperation they can share the

burden of input in such systems, and this is indeed a considerable burden bicause so much
intellectual work is involved. Sharing the burden means, at the same time, individually
enjoying all the advantages of using a common and central.y processed input, Another

means of improving the overall economics of such systems is doubtlessly the formulation
and strict observation of a set of standards for presentation, codes, data-display, etc.
and, not less important, the acceptance of minimum quality standards for abstractiug.

S-11_:--.her problem would be solved if an acceptable way could be found Lo :K:L
expenses of operating systems by the establishment of fair charges for their une. I came
%ere wondering whether or not this ticklish point would be touched by one of the papers
read or during the discussions. Alas - T am taking leave emptyhv;aded as far as this

problem is concerned but I am open to future reasoning or this topic.

ILq
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A higher degree of input automation is recommended for the sake of economy, too.
Rather complicated measures for vocabulary control and less expens;,,e machine memories
would be indispensable. Bu; even with this, a highly flexible ,bu-acter reasing machinery
would still be a necessity.

I

The mentioned data banks seem to offer much promise on the conditlon that access to
documents containing valuable data is guar&nteed and that., furthermore, a very consid3rable
scientific effort is performed: the data as contained ii, tho documents are of value, in
the majority of cases, only when they are related to c.)mLon stsn'lard bases and are there-
fore comparable. The needed standards are not yet ag•-eed upor to my knowledge. The
extremely high-life-expectancy of the informetion est.t•lishe"• y such transformed and
comparable data sbould justify the considerable effoi't whicb ,zas 'o be made prior to their
establishment and storage.

The old topic of "information" versus "documentation access" showed up as usual. It
seems to me that information really biomes information solely through the evaluation and
perception of a message by the user himself. This process is not facilitated but hampered
by any form of predigestion whatsoever, even if this predigestion is done for any group of
users of seemingly identical intertst. The value of one and the same document can be much
at variance depending on the problem it is supposed Lo solve. This seems to lead to the
conclusion that it is wiser to concentrate efforts on providing fast and dependable access
to any group of documents corresponding to a stated subject-interest. Wouldn't it be
wonderful if we could claim that this first and indispensable step had been satisfactorily

achieved9

In several places the use of free language has been advocated during this symposium. Is
it really conceivable that this can be brought about in multilingual systems" I am afraid
that the corresponding needs for very large machine memories would exceed all available
resources, at least financial ones.

Coming now to the summing up in the summing up. I can only state that the problem
remains as complex as before; however, for its solution, as much can be done by improving
basic methods of recording the ihformation, applying useful standards, carrying out
intensive training in information handling and creating informatiop centres staffed with
subject expert teams as by pressing on in the direction of more and more automation.

I am afraid that the striking difference between the tremendous speed of machine-
development on the one hand and the much more modest human capacity for adaptation to the
Pew methods offered, will be one of our gravest probiems when introducing machine methods
to a "client'ele" consisting of 4ndividuals. Speeding up this adaptation must therefore be
an integral part of our effort.

Certainly, we must never prevent research and inventiveness from assisting us in useful
forms of information handling. But we must be very careful in applying the new methods and
very thorough in testing their impact on the customers. The financial limitations for
system building will stay with us, at least here in Europe, for a very long time; to increase

our resources, the indispensable effort of convincing politicians and administrators of the
usefulness of using information might well add to our burden.
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Looking back at all the stimulating rapers and discussions, one thing seems clear to me
regarding the future r8le of scientific information, especially in our highly industrialized
countries: whether information has a measurable economic value or not, it is tempting to
take over the famous definition somebody gave of the term "tact":

"When you don' t have it, you must see how you can do without!"

But I am fully convinced that our countries cannot do without full access to the world
potential of existing scientific and technical information.

;t
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VOTE OF THANKS BY H.F.VESSEY. CHAIRMAN TI.P.

S~Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, it is my privilege and pleasure on behalf of

AGARD to express our thanks to all who have contributed in making this symposium a
~success.

Director Finn Lied our Chairman, who opened the sessions regrets that he cannot be
present but is very conscious of the assistance that has been provided by the German
Ministry of Defence and in particular by Dr. Beneke, the German National Delegate to
AGARD. In this building the DGLR has done a wonderful piece of organisation in providing
magnificient accommodation and facilities and in particular I must congratulate Mr. Steckel
on the smooth way in which the flow of nearly 200 persons has been unimpeded. When we
discussed the meeting arrangements with Mr. Steckel, frankly I did not believe that coffee
breaks could be held to 20 minutes; his confidence in his staff has been fully justified.
Dr. Rautenberg too has helped considerably in the arrangements and I wish to thank him and
his staff. I am sure that you will agree that the interpreters, sound technicians and
projectionists have done extremely well.

Finally, I want to thank the authors, session Chairmen and last but not least, you, the
audience. I have been a little disappointed at the reaction from the "users", you must be
more satisfied with your documentary services than I expected. There is still time, however,
if you wish to comment, or ask fur'her questions, on papers you have heard. Take a question
paper, fill it in nnd send it to AGARD in Paris.

I am sure there are many others I should thank for their assistance, time is short,
however, and I must apologize for omitting them and say that the gratitude is no less
genuine.

Most of us have had time only in the evenings to see th2 beauties of Munich but I
certainly have been impressed by the Rathaus and by the friendliness of the ordinary
Munchener.

r I am myself too close to the subject and too much invnlved to assess the results of
the symposium objectively but I must say that I am very satisfied.

Oncs again, our thanks to all our German friends and "Auf wiedersehen".

I
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